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Independent Connmission Against Corruption

CHARTER
The Independent Commission Against Corruption (ICAC)
was created by the Independent
Corruption

Commission

Against

Act 1988 (ICAC Act). Its main concerns are to

protect the public interest and to prevent breaches of
public trust. Its concern with the conduct of public
officials is directed to this end.
The ICAC is a public authority, but it is independent of
the government of the day, and is accountable to the
people of New South Wales through the New South
Wales Parliament.
The ICAC Act gives the ICAC significant powers and
discretions. This is to enable it to undertake its work to:
•

expose corruption through investigations, which can
include public hearings

•

prevent corruption by giving advice and monitoring
the development of corruption resistance

•

educate the public sector and the community about
corruption and the role of the ICAC.

These functions are directed to exposing and minimising
corruption within and affecting the NSW public sector.
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Madam President
Mr Speaker

The ICAC's Annual Report for the year ended 30 June 2000 has
been published in accordance with the Independent Commission
Against Corruption Act 1988, Annual Reports (Departments) Act
1985 and Olympic Arrangements Act 2000.
In accordance with section 76 of the Independent Commission
Against Corruption Act, I am pleased to furnish the Report to each
of you for presentation to Parliament.
As Commissioner, I intend to adopt the practice of using the
Annual Report to report on investigations involving private
hearings that, while significant, may not merit a stand-alone
investigation report. Included in this report are two such reports
prepared pursuant to section 74 of the independent Commission
Against Corruption Act.
If Parliament is not in session when these reports are ready for
publication, I recommend, pursuant to section 78 of the
Independent Commission Against Corruption Act, that the reports
be made public forthwith.

Yours faithfully

Irene Moss A O
Commissioner

how to use thi

icac s services

The work of the ICAC involves:
•

•

public interest and the prevention of breaches of the

government departments, statutory authorities, local

public trust

councils and councillors, judicial officers and

•

Members of the NSW Parliament. The ICAC receives
reports of c o r r u p t i o n a l l e g a t i o n s , provides
prevention and education assistance, and can

•

be tenacious in fighting corruption and maintaining its
independence

•

deliver services which are useful, practical, strategically
targeted and appropriate to needs

investigate public sector agencies and individuals
•

maintain as its primary concern the protection of the

the public sector of NSW, which includes all NSW

•

respond to customer needs in a way which maximises

private sector organisations and individuals, by
interacting with the public sector, may fall within the
ICAC's jurisdiction. The ICAC can receive corruption
allegations from or about these organisations and
individuals, and can investigate them. Corruption
prevention and education assistance is also
available, and

•

carry out its duties impartially and with integrity

•

meet the standards of ethical behaviour and
accountability that the ICAC promotes in its dealings
with other government organisations

the people of NSW, who can report instances of

•

alleged corruption to the ICAC.

Giving information to the ICAC about
corruption

the impact of ICAC activities and makes the best use
of resources

have regard for the impact of its work on organisations
and individuals.

Feedback about service
The ICAC welcomes your input about the service you

You may write to, visit or phone the ICAC with

have received. Comments about your experience can help

information about possible corruption. Enquiries and

improve ICAC responsiveness. Comments may be made

reports should be addressed to the Assessment Section.

by phone or in writing to the manager of the area you

The ICAC can provide guidance on how to supply the

dealt with or to the Director, Corporate Services.

information and explain how the information will be
used.

Obtaining advice and education
assistance
Corruption prevention advice is available by phoning
the ICAC or by requesting it in writing. Advice is freely
available to all members of the NSW public service,
and any individual or agency interacting with the public
sector. Training is provided for individuals and for
agencies interested in developing their corruption
resistance. Initial enquiries can be directed to the ICAC
by phone.

Publications and resources
All ICAC publications are available free of charge on
the ICAC's website, www.icac.nsw.gov.au. To obtain
printed copies, phone the ICAC. You can either leave
your details on an answer phone or, if you require
assistance deciding which publication you want, you
can ask for the Education Section. Publications are sent
by mail. All other matters can be directed to the ICAC
receptionist, who will direct your enquiry to the relevant
area of the ICAC.

What you can expect from the ICAC
You can expect the ICAC will:

Complaints about ICAC staff
If you have a complaint about the conduct of ICAC staff,
this information should be made in writing or by phone to
the Solicitor to the Commission. The ICAC treats such
matters seriously. Depending on their seriousness,
complaints may be either investigated by a member of
senior management or a person from outside the ICAC.
The investigation and any proposed action will usually be
reviewed personally by the ICAC Commissioner. The
investigation of any matters involving corrupt conduct will
be reported to the Operations Review Committee.

HOW TO CONTACT THE ICAC
Address:

191 Cleveland Street (corner
George Street) Redfem
NSW 2016
Postal:
GPO Box 500 Sydney
NSW 2001
Email:
icac@icac.nsw.gov.au
DX:
557 Sydney
Phone:
(02)9318 5999
1800 463 909 (toll free)
Fax:
(02) 9699 8067
Website:
www.icac.nsw.gov.au
Main business hours: 9am-5pm Monday to Friday
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commissioner'

overview

In November 1 9 9 9 , I took up my appointment as
the third Commissioner of the Independent
Commission Against Corruption. I was faced with
the prospect of building upon the achievements of
my predecessors as Commissioner, while
confronting the opportunities and challenges of
leading the organisation into the twenty-first
century.
Before looking at the some of the issues that arose
during the year, I would like to acknowledge the
service of Justice Barry O'Keefe, whose five-year

corruption in the greyhound racing industry for

term as Commissioner came to an end in

years, but never sufficient specifics or evidence to

November 1 9 9 9 , and thank him for his

proceed further. In July 1 9 9 9 , several stewards

contribution.

went to the Chief Executive Officer of the

Soon after his appointment, Commissioner

Greyhound Racing Authority to report their

O'Keefe made corruption prevention and

suspicions concerning Rodney Potter. The Chief

awareness priorities for the Commission. These

Executive Officer notified the Commission, as he

priorities were very much reflected in the activities

was required to do by section 11 of the ICAC Act.

of the Commission, including significant

Upon notification, we commenced an investigation

investigations into the State Rail Authority, the

into the allegations.

Department of Corrective Services, Parliamentary
travel and entitlements, and Aboriginal land
councils.

Corruption Investigation and
Prevention
The last months of Commissioner O'Keefe's tenure
saw the completion and release of a number of
significant corruption investigation and prevention
reports. These revealed the need for improved
corruption resistance, and systems for preventing
and detecting corruption.

The Commission was concerned to ensure that
public confidence in the integrity of the greyhound
industry was restored. The public galleries were
filled to capacity during public hearings with
interested greyhound owners, trainers and punters,
reflecting the level of their concern about the
prospects for their sport. The Greyhound Racing
Authority moved fairly quickly to institute
disciplinary proceedings against the various
parties directly involved in the Commission's
investigations. It is to be hoped that the Authority
moves with similar speed to implement the
corruption prevention recommendations arising

These issues were highlighted in the reports on

from the investigation. Such action is necessary to

ticketing at Sydney Ferries, tendering at Liverpool

restore and maintain confidence in greyhound

City Council, environmental regulation at the

racing.

Environment Protection Authority and expenditure
at the lllawarra Development Board. Other reports

Challenges

examined the progress towards addressing
corruption prevention issues in Aboriginal Land

The "Greyhounds Inquiry" demonstrated the

Councils and in the NSW Parliament.

evolving risks and challenges in fighting
corruption. The nature of this work has changed

The Greyhounds Investigation

over the time since the creation of the
Commission. The early work of the Commission

Earlier this year, the Commission conducted an

uncovered many significant pockets of entrenched

investigation into the conduct of the former Chief

corruption in such areas as the unauthorised sale

Steward of the Greyhound Racing Authority, Mr

of information, tendering, driver licensing, and

Rodney Potter, which featured my first public

land development. Informal networks involved in

hearings as Commissioner. This matter effectively

corrupt conduct were disrupted and removed.

demonstrated the Commission's investigative and

Since that time, the Commission has endeavoured

surveillance capacity. There were rumours about

to more closely integrate our corruption

investigation and prevention work. Accordingly,

associated with new and emerging technologies in

more recent investigations have focussed very

the public sector. While e-corruption shares some

much on corruption prevention opportunities.

of the characteristics of more traditional forms of

This is not to say that we have fully dealt with
corruption. Wherever there are decisions and
money to be made, there is always the potential for
corruption. The lesson we have learnt in New

corruption, the intrinsic features of the
technologies involved, and the skills required to
use these, means new challenges and demands
new investigative techniques.

South Wales in recent times is the need for

That is why I have also looked at the way in which

organisations to be corruption resistant. Corrupt

the Commission is authorised to exercise its

conduct can, and does, occur. While we should

investigative powers. During the year, I advanced

not consider this acceptable, it needs to be

a proposal to confer police powers on certain

acknowledged. Accordingly, what is important is

qualified officers of the Commission. The proposal

the ability of organisations to prevent and detect

would allow those officers of the Commission who

corruption, and act promptly and effectively to

have had at least five years previous experience as

deal with allegations of corrupt conduct when they

a police officer to exercise the police powers that

arise.

are presently conferred on the Commission. These

The challenges we face as a Commission are
reflected in two forms of corruption. There is the
opportunistic corruption where someone seizes the

arrangements would be consistent with the
situation at the Police Integrity Commission.
I would emphasise that I am not seeking new

opportunity of a particular situation or a particular

powers for the Commission - instead I am seeking

moment to engage in corrupt conduct. It requires

sensible arrangements for the exercise of powers

agencies to look seriously at how their systems and

already available to the Commission. I do not

processes might facilitate this type of conduct.

want, and this State can ill afford, investigations to

These sorts of opportunities will be examined as

be compromised or made less effective because

part of a program of Corruption Resistance

the Commission is hamstrung by cumbersome

Reviews that I initiated during the year, and which I

procedures.

address later in this overview.
In addition there is the entrenched corruption, with
the participants knowing that there is an

Corruption Resistance Reviews
As well as looking at our investigative capacity, I

independent oversight body, meaning they work

have looked at how our corruption prevention

harder and harder at concealing their activities.

activities might be better focussed on developing

Investigative agencies need to get smarter at

corruption resistance in the public sector. This

investigating this form of corruption. The ICAC is

year we commenced what I believe will become a

no exception. I have made it a priority for the

significant area of this work. We will be

Commission to identify the investigative

conducting a series of Corruption Resistance

techniques, powers and resources necessary to

Reviews of public sector agencies. The aim of

deal with these new threats. I have also made it a

these reviews is to encourage and assist agencies

priority for our staff to use our existing capabilities

to identify corruption risks and ethical weaknesses,

more strategically, more effectively and more

and to develop strategies to maximise the

creatively, with a view to identifying corruption risks

corruption resistance of the agency.

and problems in the public sector and proposing
solutions to these problems.
It is essential that the Commission be better placed

We will be doing this through:
•

to address the changing nature of corruption. The

groups of agencies with similar functions and

priorities and strategies established for an

responsibilities

organisation ten, or even five, years ago need to
be reconsidered and re-evaluated in the light of

•

changing circumstances, demands and pressures.
Just as investigation tools and techniques have
become more sophisticated, so too have the tools
for conducting and concealing corrupt activities.
We need to be better placed to advise the public
sector of imminent and emerging corruption risks.
For instance, this year I have made it a priority of
the Commission to look at the corruption risks

assessing the degree of risk inherent in the
business activities of individual agencies, or

assessing the level of corruption resistance in
these agencies

•

working with the agencies to develop solutions
to weaknesses in corruption resistance.

After making arrangements with the C E O of an
agency, the review will include visits to agencies,
interviews with selected managers, staff and
stakeholders, and assessment of policies and

procedures. While the focus of the reviews will
initially be on the risks inherent in the nature of the
agency's activities, I expect that there will be issues
relevant to the whole public sector, and
appropriate guidelines will be developed to
address these matters.
I believe that this type of proactive review is a
good example of how our resources can be
deployed strategically towards achieving and
maintaining a corruption resistant public sector.

Management
In working towards achieving and maintaining a
corruption resistant public sector, I want to ensure
that our own resources are being used
strategically, efficiently, and ethically. Following my
appointment, after discussions with staff and in
consultation with senior management, I examined
the strategic direction of the Commission, and
initiated a number of structural changes. The most
significant of these included:
•

the establishment of a full-time position of
Assistant Commissioner

•

the establishment of an Operations Management
Committee, involving senior management, and
meeting fortnightly to consider significant
investigation activities and provide a strategic
focus to the work of the Commission

•

•

the creation of standing multi-disciplinary
operations teams, which comprise a mix of
investigators, analysts, lawyers and corruption
prevention officers. Prior to this development,
investigation teams would obtain legal and
corruption prevention expertise on an "on-call"
basis. I believe that this structure will result in
enhanced co-ordination of our investigations,
and a more strategic focus to our activities
overall; and
the creation of a special team to enable a
prompt and effective response team to deal with
matters in situations or locations where the
Commission might have previously encountered
difficulty. This team will be involved in matters
that may not warrant a full-scale investigation
with hearings and the like but still warrant close
and careful scrutiny.

The Commission's role in exposing and preventing
public sector corruption is widely known and
appreciated, with requests for advice and
assistance from individuals and organisations
across Australia and throughout the world. This
places considerable demands on the expertise and
resources of the Commission. I recognise that it is
important to share the benefits of our experience
where appropriate, but this cannot come at the
expense of our core functions and our obligations

to the people of New South
the Commission will look at
establishment of a business
and deliver these particular

Wales. Accordingly,
options for the
unit to co-ordinate
products and services.

Parliamentary Joint Committee
and Accountability
As part of the ongoing oversight of the activities of
the Commission, we met with the Parliamentary
Joint Committee (PJC) on several occasions
during the year. The value of the PJC's oversight
role can be seen in the issues raised by the PJC
during the year.
In May 2000, the Committee released its report on
the accountability of the ICAC: "Accounting for
Extraordinary Powers". The Committee made a
number of valuable recommendations aimed at
ensuring that the Commission is accountable for
the considerable powers invested in it. The
Committee also made a number of suggestions for
enhancing the accountability regime for the
Commission. In particular, the Committee
recommended the creation of a statutory position
of Inspector for the ICAC to deal with complaints
about the Commission and its officers, and to
monitor the legality and propriety of the
Commission's operations.
Following the release of the Committee's report, I
have had occasion to discuss the Commission's
powers in some detail. I have expressed support
for the proposed Inspector, and I have set out
three principles for the use of our powers:
1.

We need to, and do, recognise that we have
been given these powers for one purpose, and
one purpose only—to operate effectively in the
public interest.

2.

We need to be, and are, responsible for the
proper use of those powers—that is we are to
use them only when necessary and appropriate,
and when they are used, they are to be exercised
properly and responsibly.

3.

We need to be, and are, accountable for the
exercise of those powers. To this end, we are
accountable to such bodies as the Operations
Review Committee, the Parliamentary Joint
Committee, the Ombudsman, the AuditorGeneral, and the courts.

In noting our accountability regime, I would like to
acknowledge the contribution of these bodies to
the ongoing activities of the Commission. In
particular, I would like to express my thanks and
appreciation to the contribution of the members of
the Operations Review Committee, and the
interest, involvement and contribution of the
Parliamentary Joint Committee, and its Members.

Complaints
An important aspect of accountability is how we
deal with individual members of the public who
come to the Commission with allegations of
corruption. While the ICAC receives and acts
upon complaints of corruption from the general
public, it was never intended that it be a complaint

individuals has been very valuable and much
appreciated. Ultimately, the performance indicators
should allow the Commission to better report on
the impact of the Commission's activities on
corruption risks and problems in the New South
Wales public sector.
While the mission and the function of the ICAC

handling body similar to, say, the Ombudsman's

may be specialised, I am keen to ensure that the

Office. Nevertheless, significant numbers of

Commission learns about good practice from

complaints are received from the general public

other agencies charged with similar

and public sector employees. During 1 9 9 9 - 2 0 0 0 ,

responsibilities. There are other agencies in New

71 2 complaints were received in this way. These

South Wales, elsewhere in Australia and

are assessed, and acted upon as necessary, in the

internationally that can offer practical insights into

same manner as allegations of corrupt conduct

improved practice and processes. During the

received through other sources.

forthcoming year, I want to develop opportunities
for learning from and benchmarking against

People sometimes express concern that they are

comparable agencies.

not involved in the investigation of their complaint,
or they are not provided with ongoing detailed
advice about the progress of their complaint. The

Conclusion

Commission prioritises its work according to a

The Commission is in a unique position of trust in

number of factors, including whether the matter

the community. This trust demands a high level of

indicates potentially serious or significant corrupt

performance from the Commission, and its

conduct, or whether there are systemic issues

officers. Notwithstanding past achievements, the

arising from the complaint.
If there are serious or significant issues raised, this
may warrant an investigation, meaning that it may
be inappropriate to advise the complainant of the
proposed course of the inquiry. When working on
a matter, it is likely that the Commission's work will
be based on information and intelligence from a
number and variety of sources, making it difficult
to involve and inform all those responsible for

Commission needs to be in a position to deal with
the demands of preventing and fighting corruption
in a changing and challenging environment. To
this end, I welcome the recent renewed focus on
the Commission's performance and accountability.
I believe that this environment will assist the
Commission to plan and operate more
strategically.
The Commission will continue to vigorously

providing information to the Commission. The

investigate particular instances of corrupt conduct.

Commission is aware, however, that complainants

Anticipating, assessing and addressing corruption

often have certain expectations regarding the

risks in the public sector will be a key priority

handling of their complaint. We are presently

alongside these investigations in the forthcoming

finalising procedures to provide complainants with

year. This will do much to bring about enhanced

better advice regarding the process for dealing

corruption resistance in the New South Wales

with their complaint.

public sector.
In taking up these challenges as Commissioner, I

Performance and Performance
Indicators

expertise and commitment of the staff of the

The ICAC is given significant trust, powers and

Commission. While conducting investigative

resources to deal with corrupt conduct in the NSW

hearings, I have had the welcome opportunity this

look forward to making the most of the skills,

public sector. These demand that we give a proper

past year to work closely with officers in a range of

accounting of our impact and effectiveness.

areas across the Commission. I would like to

During this year, at the recommendation of the

acknowledge the ability, capacity and commitment

Parliamentary Joint Committee, we have advanced

of the officers of the Commission, and I look

our work on developing meaningful performance

forward to their ongoing contribution to the

indicators for the Commission.

success of the organisation. In particular, I look
forward to continuing to work with senior

Members of the Committee, including the Chair,

management and the officers of the Commission

as well as representatives of the Audit Office and

to enhance the effectiveness of the Commission,

the Ombudsman's Office have advised and

and to maximise the impact and efficiency of our

assisted us in our efforts. The input from all these

activities.

about th

WHAT IS THE ICAC AND
WHAT DO WE DO?

corruption, the ICAC works with NSW public
sector and local government agencies, law

The Independent Commission Against Corruption
(ICAC) is a NSW public sector organisation,
created by the Independent
Corruption

Commission

Against

ICAC Act 1988 (ICAC Act).

enforcement bodies and other NSW regulatory

bodies.

Common misunderstandings of
the ICAC's work

The ICAC exposes and minimises corruption within
and affecting the NSW public sector. In doing this

The most common misunderstandings about the

we:

ICAC are:

•

F i n d o u t about

corrupt

conduct

through

•

complaints made by individuals and reports
made by Chief Executive Officers of public
authorities, as well as other sources. This data

The ICAC cannot investigate matters involving
private individuals or companies unless they
arise out of dealings with the public sector.

together with research into the nature and causes
of corruption is used to help us assess areas of
risk and determine the work we need to do. We
tell the people of NSW about our work and enlist

•

their support in combating corruption.
•

Investigate corruption
about

individuals

but

to

expose

o c c u r . R e c o m m e n d a t i o n s are m a d e

The ICAC has the power to prosecute people
The ICAC does not have the power to
prosecute people. That is the role of the NSW
Director of Public Prosecutions.

not just to make findings
the

circumstances that allowed the corruption to

The ICAC can investigate allegations of
corruption in the private sector even when the
corruption has nothing to do with the public
sector

•

and

The ICAC is the anti-corruption body for the
whole of Australia

guidance is given to prevent these circumstances
The ICAC's jurisdiction is confined to the NSW
public sector.

recurring.
•

Prevent corruption

from occurring

by making

advice, information and training available to

•

remedy potential or real problems and by

It can. The ICAC Act defines a public official
to include a judge, magistrate or holder of a
judicial office.

working with the public sector where corruption
risks are detected.
•

Are accountable

to the people of NSW, through

the Parliament, and meet our statutory and other
reporting requirements.
•

The ICAC cannot investigate allegations of
corruption against NSW judges and magistrates

Manage our resources so that we have people
with the right skills undertaking productive
activities in an environment that supports them.

The ICAC commenced operation in March 1989.
To carry out our work to expose and minimise

•

The ICAC cannot investigate allegations of
corruption in NSW local government
It can. The ICAC Act defines a 'public
authority' so as to include a 'local government
authority' and a 'public official', including an
individual who is a member of a public
authority. For a local government authority
this includes councillors.

REGULATION IN NSW HOW THE ICAC FITS IN

OUR SENIOR
MANAGEMENT

The ICAC is one of a number of regulatory bodies

The Commissioner meets with members of Senior

operating within the NSW public sector.

Other

Management and others in two forums designed

bodies are the NSW O m b u d s m a n and the NSW

to contribute to the corporate governance of the

Auditor-General.

organisation.

The ICAC is a standing commission of enquiry that

First, the Commissioner chairs a meeting of the

focuses specifically on corrupt conduct, but as well

Senior Management Team every two weeks to

as investigating we are also charged with helping

review performance, oversight interaction with

prevent public sector corruption and educating the

external agencies, receive progress reporting on

community and the public sector.

significant corporate projects and determine policy
matters. This is the primary review and decision-

Corrupt conduct can be any conduct by any

making body of the organisation.

person (whether or not a public official) that
adversely affects, or could adversely affect, the

Second, an Operations Management Committee

honest or impartial exercise of official functions by

(chaired by the Commissioner or Assistant

a New South Wales public official or a New South

Commissioner) meets every two weeks to oversight

Wales public authority. To be considered corrupt

progress on major operational matters being

the conduct must also be serious. That is, it must,

undertaken by the Commission and recommend,

if proved, be of a type which could constitute or

as appropriate, variations to resourcing and

involve:

priorities.

•

a criminal offence, or

There were a number of changes to the ICAC's

•

a disciplinary offence, or

•

reasonable grounds for dismissing, dispensing

•

Senior Management and management structure
during the year. As noted in the Overview,
Commissioner O'Keefe finished his term in

with the services of, or otherwise terminating

November 1999. In February 2 0 0 0 Guy Slater,

the services of a public official, or

the Director of Investigations, concluded his

in the case of conduct of a Minister of the Crown
or a M e m b e r of a House of Parliament,

a

substantial breach of an applicable code of

appointment. Acting arrangements were in place
for that position to June 2 0 0 0 . Also in February
2 0 0 0 , John Feneley, who had been Solicitor to the
Commission since February 1 9 9 5 , was appointed

conduct.

as an Assistant Commissioner for a one-year term.
The NSW O m b u d s m a n is responsible for

Acting arrangements for the Solicitor position were

safeguarding the public interest by providing for

in place to June 2 0 0 0 .

the redress of justified complaints and promoting
fairness, integrity and practical reforms in public

The members of the senior management as at 3 0

administration.

June 2 0 0 0 were:

Its jurisdiction includes

administrative review and investigation of
complaints about police, freedom of information

I r e n e Moss A O , C o m m i s s i o n e r

and allegations of child abuse. It has other

Irene Moss holds a Master

responsibilities regarding protected disclosure

of Laws from Harvard

advice, witness protection appeals and auditing of

University. She has worked

agency records for telecommunications

as the Federal Race

interception and controlled operations.

Discrimination,

The NSW Auditor-General provides advice to
Parliament, Government and public sector
agencies about public sector performance. It
conducts audits under the Public Finance and
Audit Act 1 9 8 3 and other NSW Acts and may
conduct an audit of all or any of the particular
activities of a public authority concerning
efficiency, economy and compliance with relevant
laws.

Commissioner for the
Human Rights and Equal
Opportunity Commission,
and been appointed a
Magistrate of NSW. In
1 9 9 5 , Ms Moss became the
New South Wales
Ombudsman and held this position until being
appointed ICAC Commissioner, on a five-year
term commencing November 1999. In 1 9 9 5 , Ms

Moss was appointed as an Officer in the General
Division of the Order of Australia (AO).

John Feneley, Assistant Commissioner
John Feneley joined the
ICAC as a lawyer and was
promoted to the position of
Solicitor to the Commission
in February 1 995.
Appointed as Assistant
Commissioner in February
2000, he deputises for the
Commissioner and is
responsible for strategic
operational decisions and
the research program.

Margaret Brodie, Director, Corporate
Services
Before joining the ICAC,
Margaret Brodie was Deputy
President of the NSW AntiDiscrimination Board for five
years. She was appointed to
the ICAC in 1995. Her
responsibilities include
security and all corporate
service areas.

Peter Gifford, Director, Corruption
Prevention and Education
Peter Gifford, who holds
degrees in Arts and
Economics, has worked in
many areas within the public
sector since 1 959. He joined
the ICAC in 1993.

Tony Marsden, Acting Solicitor to the
Commission
Tony Marsden has been a
Principal Lawyer with the ICAC
since November 1995. He
took on the Acting Solicitor to
the Commission role upon
John Feneley's appointment
as Assistant Commissioner in
February 2000. He oversees
the support for the Operations
Review Committee, liaises with
the Parliamentary Joint
Committee and is the ICAC
representative on a number of law enforcement
committees.
Steven Osborne, Acting Director of
Investigations
Steven Osborne is a Chief
Investigator with the
Commission. He joined the
ICAC as an investigator in
April 1989, having served 16
years in the NSW Police
Service. He took on the Acting
Director's responsibilities as a
result of Guy Slater's departure
earlier in the year.

Figure 1: Organisation Chart
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HIGHLIGHTS

Investigations involving public hearings
and reports

.,
Changes

•

Five-year appointment of Commissioner Barry

of the Former

O'Keefe comes to an end on 13 November 1999.
Commissioner Irene Moss takes up appointment
as third ICAC Commissioner on 14 November

•

Release of Investigation

Review

program

•

Board

into Sydney

Ferries:

in New

Work commences on identifying corruption risks

claims

Wales Aboriginal

technologies (e-corruption)

1999
•

South

Wales:

into travel allowance

in the public sector from new and emerging

Guidelines provided to public authorities on

Wharf

1999

Release of /nvesfigaf/on into Aboriginal
Councils

investigation

•

Development

1994 to 1997—October

commences
•

lllawarra

former staff of Sydney Ferries at Manly

Resistance

the

Dishonest creation and use of 'live' tickets by

Initiatives
Corruption

into

(1987- J 990)—October 1999

1999.

•

Release of Report on Investigation

Disposition of Funds Remaining in the Accounts

by the Councillors

Aboriginal

guidelines) and reporting the outcome of matters

Implementation

referred to public authorities for further action

1999

on

and expense

of the New

Land

Release of Report

reporting corruption to the ICAC (section 1 1

Land

Report

South

Councils—October

on

Investigation

into

Land Councils in New South Wales:
Progress

Report—October

(section 54 guidelines)
•
•

Release of Investigation

into the Department

Development of corruption prevention advice

Corrective

for inclusion on redeveloped ICAC website in

Official Power and Authority—November

Services

Fourth

Report: Abuse

of
of

1 999

2000-2001
•
•

Release of Report on Investigation

Research into corruption prevention strategies

Conduct

and c o r r u p t i o n risks in l o c a l

Protection Authority—November

government

of an Officer

of the

into

the

Environment
1 999

commences
•
•

•

•

•

Release of Report on Conduct of Mr Sam Masri,

Research conducted on impact of investigations

Former

on affected and similar agencies

Council—November

Pilot survey conducted on ethical cultures within

•

Purchasing

Release

of

Officer,

Liverpool

1 999

Monitoring

report

organisations

implementation

Work conducted on strategies to develop and

to the administrative

enhance integrity within organisations

the NSW Parliament—November

Work with unions covering the public sector to

•

City

on

of recommendations
systems operating

Release of Investigation

the

relating
within

1 999

into the Department

of

enhance Commission's corruption prevention

Corrective Services-Fifth Report: Two Escapes—

and education strategies.

April 2 0 0 0

•

Public hearings into conduct of former and
serving officers of the Roads and Traffic Authority
and others in relation to the registration of motor
vehicles previously stolen or illegally imported

•

THE YEAR'S RESULTS
Following commencement of Irene Moss's term as
Commissioner, some new approaches were
implemented. A new corporate plan will be

Public hearings into conduct of an officer of

developed in the 2 0 0 0 - 2 0 0 1 financial year. Work

the Greyhound Racing Authority and aspects

is also underway to develop performance

of the greyhound racing industry.

measures, and a benchmarking exercise is being
undertaken with similar regulatory bodies.

SOME STATISTICS AT A GLANCE
•

Information on 1 6 0 9 matters was received and
assessed (compared to 1751 in 1 9 9 8 - 1 9 9 9 ) .
See pages 1 9 - 2 0 for more information.

•

The 7 1 2 section 10 complaints and protected
disclosures received contained 1262 allegations
which concerned

158 state-level

public

authorities and 94 local councils (see pages
2 0 - 2 4 for more information).
•

Section 1 1 reports were received from 8 0 statelevel public authorities and 53 local councils.
These 4 3 0 reports contained 6 5 0 allegations
(see pages 2 6 - 2 7 for more information).

•

Public hearings were held on 5 0 days and
private hearings were held on 62 days during
the year (see page 33 for more information).

•

The Operations Review Committee met 10 times
during the year and considered a total of 9 8 8
matters (see pages 5 2 - 5 3 for more information).

•

7 investigation reports were published (see pages
3 5 - 3 7 and Appendix 7 for more information).

•

Policy and corruption prevention advice was
provided

on

349

matters

to

a

range

organisations and individuals (see pages 4 3 44 for more information).
•

2 corruption prevention reports were published
(see pages 3 5 - 3 7 and Appendix 7 for more
information).

The discussion of performance for this report will
be considered in terms of how we:
•

find out about corrupt conduct

•

investigate corrupt conduct

•

help prevent corruption

•

are accountable, and

•

support our performance.

iat we planned to
achieve

What we plan to do to
further improve

Trialed an information brochure to be
Improve information about corrupt
conduct and the ICAC for members of used by the ICAC to provide
information to members of the public.
the NSW community who make or
may make complaints relating to
Evaluated this brochure using
corrupt conduct, so that they have
feedback from focus groups. Findings
more accurate expectations about
indicated a single brochure, for use
what the ICAC can do.
after the complaint is made, is not
sufficient. Information for potential
complainants is also required. (See
page 23.)

Improve quality of information about
ICAC processes for both
complainants and potential
complainants, using the results
available from the focus group
testing.

Provide principal officers (public
sector CEOs and local government
general managers) with up-to-date
information about their reporting
obligations under section 11 of the
ICAC Act.

Focus on the analysis of the
information received by the ICAC and
interpret what it means to the ICAC in
terms of helping to identify corruption
risk areas and future investigative,
corruption prevention and education
work.

Developed a reporting corruption
component of our website, including
information for potential
complainants and an on-line form for
reporting corrupt conduct form. (See
page 23.)
Prepared new guidelines for reporting
corrupt conduct, having previously
consulted with principal officers. (See
page 28.)

Reporting corruption component of
website to be launched (scheduled for
October 2000).
Obtain feedback on the reporting
corrupt conduct segment of the
website after it is launched.
Develop new guidelines for those
who report minor matters by
schedule.

Surveyed principal officers to assess
information requirements in addition
to supporting implementation of the
guidelines. (See page 28.)

Conduct analysis of reporting
patterns, and detect non-reporting
agencies for liaison and follow-up.

Provided information forums to meet
identified requirements. Four forums
were held and evaluated. (See page
28.)
Improved the computer system the
ICAC uses for storing corporate
information - the ICAC Corporate
System (ICS).
Provided related training to staff.
(See page 59.)

Conduct further information forums
for agencies identified for follow-up.
Monitor reporting performance.
Continuing system enhancements and
training to be undertaken.
Extend the collection of disciplinary
and prosecution action statistics
arising from any ICAC intervention.

Undertook more thorough analysis of
information sources and included in
this report. (See pages 1 9-28.)

Further analysis to be undertaken and
interpretation provided to Operations
Management Committee for
determination of appropriate projects.
Seek to identify further sources of
information about corruption and
potential risk areas.

What we planned to
achieve

What we did achieve

What we plan to do to
further improve

To select work in accordance with
identified risks and for ICAC to
respond in a problem-solving way.

Clarified the role of the Assessment
Panel as a preliminary decisionmaking body in assessing in-coming
information. (See pages 29-30.)

Develop and more broadly implement
problem-solving approaches to
reports of alleged corrupt conduct,
and implement more flexible and
creative remedies.

Formed the Operations Management
Committee. Investigation and major
project proposals were considered
and work was monitored and
prioritised. (See Commissioner's
Overview and page 30.)

Review the effectiveness of the
Operations Management Committee.

TX

conduct
ow w e investigate corrupt• con
What we planned to
achieve

The effective use of powers to expose
corruption.

W h a t w e d i d achieve

What we plan to do to
further improve

Created a new multidisciplinary
investigation team to provide rapid
problem-solving response on
appropriate matters with special
emphasis on non-metropolitan areas.
(See Commissioner's Overview.)
Used our surveillance and coercive
powers to achieve effective exposure
(See investigation into the greyhound
racing industry and investigation into
the rebirthing of stolen or imported
cars [page 34] and Appendix 1 5.)

Review the operation of new team to
assess its effectiveness.

Briefs of evidence with
recommendations that consideration
be given to prosecution and/or
disciplinary action resulted in such
action being taken. (See Appendix
14.)

Liaise with the Office of the Director
of Public Prosecutions to see whether
there are ways to further improve
evidence preparation.

Work with the public sector to ensure Developed new guidelines to assist
the response to detected corruption is agencies required to investigate
effective.
corruption allegations (under section
53) and report back to the ICAC
(section 54). (See page 31.)

Continue to use powers effectively.

Explore new methods of investigating
corruption.
Ongoing promotion of guidelines at
time of referral.

Revised correspondence to provide
clearer information about the ICAC
requirements for the referred
investigation. (See page 31.)
Made training available on how to
conduct effective internal
investigations - held well-received
workshops on this topic. (See pages
31-32.)

Review investigation training
workshop content to see whether it
can be adapted to better suit in-house
application.
Develop a training package for
delivery by ICAC and registered
training providers.

Reviewed structure and content of
investigation reports to enhance
effectiveness of communication of
lessons learned.

Timely release of investigation
reports (90% within four months of
closing submissions).
Disseminate new-look investigation
report using more effective
distribution strategies.
Increase the use of reports which
monitor implementation of ICAC
recommendations to communicate the
level of agency acceptance of our
recommendations.
Evaluate levels of adoption of
recommendations and report
outcomes. (See pages 40.)

Provided advice and training to
support agencies in developing their
response to investigation report
recommendations for change. (See
pages 35-40.)

Continue to provide advice and
training support.

How we help prevent corruption
Wh at we p l a n n e d to
achieve

What we did achieve

What we plan to
further improve

Promote awareness of corruption
risks in the public sector (in order to
assist individual public authorities
recognise that corruption may be a
problem for them) and to public
sector clients.

Provided 'public duty' training to
agencies. Evaluations indicated
training was effective. (See page 48.)

Provide training to support agencies
that have a reform process underway

Used communication strategies to
promote awareness of possible risks.
(See for example Corruption Matters
and other initiatives. (See pages 4 7 48.)

Use technologies such as the Internet
and email to enhance communication.

Progress joint regulatory body
Participated in networks and working
relationships and expand on joint
groups involving key government
activities.
agencies to encourage agencies to
adopt strategies to prevent corruption
(See for example Protected
Disclosures Act Implementation
Steering Committee [page 46], Ethics
Working Party, [page 47], liaison with
unions [page 48], Corruption
Prevention Network [page 47].)

Prepare the ICAC to detect and
minimise public sector corruption
risks and to assist individual public
authorities develop a preventative
capacity.

Disseminated resources to assist
agencies to communicate with NESB
clients about possible corruption
risks. (See page 57.) Materials
provided to help local government
advise on possible risks associated
with health and building surveying.
(See page 39.)
Developed and commenced
implementing a way to assess
individual agencies' corruption
resistance capacity (called Corruption
Resistance Reviews or CRRs). (See
Commissioner's Overview and pages
42-43.)

Commenced research into identified
sectors that may be at risk. (See A
profile of local government page 43.)

Respond to individual agencies'
corruption issues, in order to
encourage agencies to seek early
assistance.

Explore further ways to assist
agencies in their communication with
clients. (See pages 58 and 1 05)

Conduct Corruption Resistance
Reviews and report in the next Annual
Report on outcomes.
Commence development of a
package to help agencies use tools
developed by the ICAC to self-test
their corruption resistance.
Conduct further research as risk areas
are identified.

Undertook projects to inform strategy.
(For example e-corruption [page 45],
ethical leadership [pages 45-46].)
Continued to provide a corruptionMake advice information available on
prevention advice service. (See pages the website. (See page 44.)
43-44.)
Develop more effective
communication strategies for the
provision of advice and related
information.

n o w we are accountable
What we d i d achieve
What w e p l a n n e d to
achieve
4.

Support the Operations Review
Committee (ORC) and respond to its
recommendations.

What we p l a n to do to
further i m p r o v e

Conducted audits of 86 ORC reports. Maintain and support the work of the
All were found to adequately and
Committee.
accurately reflect the nature of the
allegations and assessment of the
matter. The results of this audit
indicated that the quality of the
information presented to the ORC is
satisfactory. (See page 53.)

What we planned to
achieve

What we did achieve

What we plan to do to
further improve

Meet statutory reporting
requirements.

Produced this Annual Report to meet
requirements. (See page 125.)

Further enhancements in annual
reporting.

Investigation reports produced on
investigations involving a public
hearing. (See pages 3 5 - 3 7 and

Ongoing compliance with legal and
procedural requirements.

Appendix 7.)
Contribute to reviews and initiatives
commenced by the Parliamentary
Review Committee.

5.

Prepared submissions and gave
evidence to the Committee on two
occasions regarding the Committee's
review of the ICAC Act. (See pages
50-52.)

Contribute as required.

How we support our performance

What we planned to
achieve

What we did achieve

Maintain a co-operative, productive
and safe work environment.

Commission Consultative Group
Conduct award negotiations.
(CCG) had regular meetings and
dealt with issues of broad significance Review our induction program.
to staff. (See page 56.)

What we plan to do to
further improve

Communicated with staff via
fortnightly all-staff meetings, internal
email, newsletters and meetings. (See
page 56.)

Establish appropriate performance
measurement and performance
feedback mechanisms.

Managed OH&S issues. (See page
59.)
Developed and reviewed strategic
plans. (See page 55)

InitiatecTa project toclevelop
performance measures. See
Commissioner's Overview.
InitiatedDenchmarking with similar
agencies. (See page 55.)
Maintained the individual
performance management system.
Ensure resources, systems and
procedures are up to date, relevant
and administered effectively.

Achieved Y2K compliance. (See page
59.)

Develop a new Corporate Plan.
Develop and monitor implementation
of strategic plans.
Ongoing review and improvement of
performance indicators.
Further develop the benchmarking
exercise.
Review and improve the individual
performance management system.
Formulate a new IT&T strategic plan.
Formulate a comprehensive Risk
Management Plan.

Progressed Electronic Service
Delivery. (See page 59.)

Further progress Electronic Service
Delivery Program.

Substantially improved the ICAC
Corporate System (ICS). (See page
59.)
Modified financial systems and
procedures to be GST compliant.
Reviewed 9 personnel policies.

Completed the corporate efficiency
review.
Provided new transcription services
(including digital audio). (See page
59.)

Further review the effectiveness and
appropriateness of ICAC policies and
procedures.

OUR SERVICE RESULTS
W e outline at p a g e 2 what you c a n expect f r o m the I C A C in terms of service. There has been only m i n o r c h a n g e to
this service g u a r a n t e e . C o m m e n t o n performance against these standards is provided below.

Service
commitment

What this i
delivery

Maintain as the ICAC's
primary concern the
protection of the public
interest and the prevention
of breaches of the public
trust.

The ICAC is selective in the application of The website redevelopment currently underway
[launch October 2000) will
its resources to ensure that it focuses on

Be tenacious in fighting
corruption and maintaining
ICAC independence.
Deliver services that are
useful, practical,
strategically targeted and
appropriate to customer
needs.
Respond to customer needs
in a way that maximises the
impact of ICAC activities
and makes the best use of
resources.

the most significant work in order to
deliver the greatest benefit to NSW. This
means that at times we may make
decisions that are not in accord with
information providers' expectations.

The ICAC is aware that members of the
public presently do not have a g o o d
understanding of the ICAC's role or what
corrupt conduct means. Because of this a
significant proportion of the information
provided cannot be acted upon by the
ICAC. The ICAC's perceived failure to act
on particular matters creates
dissatisfaction for many complainants.
Principal Officers (who have a statutory
obligation to report) may not be aware of,
understand or accept that obligation.
Advice is freely available to agencies and
individuals that seek assistance. However
not all agencies seek it.

' provide clear information about how to complain
and what to expect in dealing with the ICAC
' include an on-line complaint form that has a
section outlining the issues concerning consent.

A brochure, developed in the previous financial
year, was evaluated in focus group sessions. The
resulting feedback has indicated how information
about the ICAC and corrupt conduct might be
better communicated. (See page 23.)
Website content has been developed to meet the
needs of people before they provide information to
us. (See page 23.'
New guidelines were developed and released to
principal officers. Forums to enable discussion
about corruption 'grey areas' have been run for
principal officers or their delegates. (See page 28.)
Feedback has indicated that the availability of the
advice service is widely known. It also suggested
that public officials would prefer to obtain initial
advice information anonymously.
The development of an advice component of the
redeveloped website and its promotion and further
evaluation will help remedy these concerns.

Carry out duties impartially
and with integrity.
Meet the standards of
ethical behaviour and
accountability that the
ICAC promotes in its
dealings with other
government organisations.

Have regard fo7the impact
of our work on
organisations and
individuals.

The public sector is a large and diverse
audience. A range of communication
channels need to be used to ensure
education materials and messages reach
targets.

Undertook communication initiatives (electronic
media, newspaper), training (practical ethics and
public duty, internal investigations, section 1 1) and
interdepartmental liaison (Ethics Working Party,
Protected Disclosures Act Implementation Steering
Cornmittee).

Publications and resources have been
distributed widely and provided free of
charge to those who request them.

Availability of reports to be further enhanced
through the availability on-line of all published
ICAC reports on the redeveloped website in formats
that ensure equity of access.

More effective and efficient
communication and dissemination
strategies need to be explored.
ICAC systems ensure that all matters are
processed consistently in accordance with
established criteria irrespective of their
origin.

This Annual Report includes higher levels of
disclosure about operational matters.

ICAC public hearings are open to scrutiny
by the media and the public, and result in
public reports. They are also open to
Parliamentary Joint Committee comment.
The ICAC voluntarily complies with many
requirements under the Public Sector
Management Act, despite the fact that it
is not subject to that Act.
The ICAC needs to work with publicsector The ICAC continues to assist agencies that are the
agencies to improve the quality of their
subject of investigation to manage the process
reports, conduct investigations on the
through the use of How to Handle the Effects of an
ICAC's referral, and implement advice.
ICAC Investigation.
The ICAC also conducts investigations
The ICAC commenced a research project to explore
and these can be a difficult experience for the impact of investigations, using a case study
agencies.
methodology. (See page 37.)

how we foun

The ICAC receives information about alleged
corrupt conduct in the NSW public sector from
many different sources. This chapter looks at these
sources, focusing on three main areas:
information from the general public and others,
information from public sector employees, and
reports from principal officers of public agencies.

conduct

Dissemination
This refers to information that is provided by
government agencies other than NSW
agencies, such as the Australian Federal
Police, the National Crime Authority and the
Commonwealth O m b u d s m a n .
Referral from Parliament

When we receive information or a request about
alleged corrupt conduct within the NSW public

This is where a matter is referred to the ICAC

sector from anyone, we classify it under one of the

by the NSW Parliament, by resolution of both

following nine categories:

Houses.

Section 10 complaint

O w n initiative

This is a complaint that may be raised by any

This is a matter initiated by the ICAC itself,

person, such as a member of the general

without a complaint or report being received.

public, as provided for in section 1 0 of the

Such matters may be prompted, for example,

ICAC Act.

by media reports.

Protected disclosure
This is a complaint made by a public sector

Inquiry
This is when information is sought from the

employee but not all such complaints will be

ICAC, usually by a member of the public,

defined as protected disclosures, as they may

about whether a particular situation might

not satisfy the criteria set down in the Protected

indicate corrupt conduct, or similar matters.

Disclosures Act 1 9 9 4 .
Section 1 1 report

O u t of jurisdiction
These matters either do not involve corrupt

This is a report from a principal officer of a

conduct or do not involve the NSW public

public sector organisation, such as a chief

sector. Where possible, people making

executive officer of a state-level public authority

complaints outside ICAC jurisdiction are

or the general manager of a local council.

referred to a government agency that can deal

These principal officers must, under section 11

with their complaint.

of the ICAC Act, inform the ICAC of suspected
corruption conduct.
Information

In 1 9 9 9 - 2 0 0 0 over 1,600 matters concerning
suspected corrupt conduct were brought to the
attention of the ICAC. This constitutes a drop of 8
per cent in matters received over the previous year.

This is for matters which are not actual
complaints about corrupt conduct, but do give
information about a situation which may have
the potential for corruption.

Table 1 shows how many matters were raised
under each of the nine categories.

Table 2: T'

Table 1: Categories ot matters raised

Section 10 complaints (general public and others)
Protected disclosures (certain matters from
government employees)

677
232

430

Section 11 reports (principal officers of authorities)'
Information' (about situations that may have
potential for corruption)
Dissemination (non-NSW government agencies)
Referrals from Parliament
Own initiative (from the ICAC)
Inquiries
Out of jurisdiction (not ICAC matters)

574
138

15
0
1
22
131

•^^•••^•••••••H

7
0
3
33
136

1

Generally instances of suspected corrupt conduct reported under section 11 are
reported 'individually', however, some of the larger agencies have been permitted to
report less significant matters by schedule on o regular bosis. See Schedule reporting
otpage 28.
1
Totals may vary from previous financial yeor as matters are reclassified.

As can be seen from this table, the ICAC classified
a higher than usual number of matters as
'Information' during the year, and fewer as section
10 complaints. We carefully assess the information
we receive in order to determine if a matter
amounts to a section TO complaint or not. Matters
are classified as 'Information' and not section 10
complaints if public officials or public sector
agencies are associated with a complaint, but they
are not alleged to be involved in corrupt conduct.

WHAT TYPES OF CONDUCT WERE
BROUGHT TO OUR ATTENTION?

102
134
95

51
40
32

163
42
56

316
216
183

16.5
11.3

52
65
75
85
57
28

23
9
13
19
34
11
15
12

55
53
36
19
30
35
15
12

130
127
124
123
121
74
68
65

6.8
6.6
6.5
6.4
6.3
3.9
3.6
3.4

48
Collusion
Perverting the course of justice/tampering 34
with evidence
22
Other illegal behaviour
Failure to document systems/lack of internal 14
documents/lack of systems

9
5

6
7

63
46

3.3
2.4

1
8

20
19

43
41

11
2.1

Assoult
Negligence
Traffic and/or use of drugs and/or alcohol
Sexual assault/sexual misconduct/
sexual harassment

9
19
5
3

2
4
1
1

25
6
11
5

36
29
17
9

1.9
1.5
0.9
0.5

Perjury
Other
Unspecified/not applicable

4
26
10

0
5
1

1
23
11

5
54
22

0.3
2.8
1.2

Misuse or theft of public resources
Favouritism/nepotism
Fabricating or falsifying information/
fraud/forgery
Breach of policy or procedure
Bribery/gifts/secret commissions
Failure to disclose conflict of interest
Failure to take action on corruption
Harassment/victimisation/discrimination

Improper use of information
Threats/exfortion/blockmoil/undue influence 38
Failure to advertise properly, e.g. tenders, 41
recruitment, development applications

9.6

When considering these figures it is important to
remember that the information we receive cannot
provide a complete a n d / o r accurate picture of

Allegations made to the ICAC in 1 9 9 9 - 2 0 0 0 are
more remarkable for their diversity than for their
similarity. They illustrate the many forms that
suspected corrupt conduct can take in the public
sector.
Table 2 shows the allegations made about many
types of conduct in the three main categories:
section 10 complaints, protected disclosures, and
section 1 1 reports. (Note that in Table 1 the 'total
matters' is less than the total number of
'allegations' in Table 2 ; this is because when
someone raises a matter it could contain several
allegations about various types of corrupt
conduct.)

public sector corruption because the figures
concern allegations only. Corrupt activities tend to
be carried out in secret with few witnesses, and
even corrupt conduct which is witnessed may not
be reported to the ICAC.
In processing its information the ICAC summarises
each allegation by pairing a workplace

activity

(e.g., 'tendering', 'development applications',
'licensing' - discussed below) with a type of
corrupt conduct (e.g., 'bribery', 'misuse or theft of
public resources', 'favouritism', etc - summarised
in Table 2). Hence allegations are summarised as
pairs such as: 'favouritism in tendering', 'bribery
in licensing', etc.

COMPLAINTS FROM THE
GENERAL PUBLIC (SECTION 10
COMPLAINTS)
Section 10 complaints come to the ICAC from two
main sources: members of the general public
(including people doing business with the public
sector), and public sector employees whose
complaints do not meet the conditions of the
Protected Disclosure Act (see 'Protected

20

disclosures' below). Approximately one-sixth of
these complaints were made anonymously.
Section 1 0 complaints made up the greatest

Purchase of g o o d s a n d s e r v i c e s / t e n d e r i n g /
contracting
•

number of matters received by the ICAC over the

confidential

them in submitting tenders for council work.

year (574 complaints with 9 6 6 allegations). The
'top five' areas of government activity leading to

A council employee provided

council prices and costs to contractors to assist

•

complaints were:

A member of the tendering selection committee
arranged for the production of dummy quotes
for showground repair work in order to award

1.

development applications - 1 8 . 1 %

2.

law enforcement (general) - 9.3%

3.

purchase of goods and services/tendering/

a d v e r t i s i n g f r o m a n e w s p a p e r unless the

contracting - 8.8%

newspaper reported him in a favourable light.

work to a friend's company.
•

4.

recruitment/promotion - 6.4%

5.

provision of care - 5.9%.

A m a y o r t h r e a t e n e d to r e m o v e

council

Recruitment a n d promotion
•

The contact person for a position which was
being advertised was at that time temporarily

Examples of section 10 complaints
received this year

employed in the position, and was an applicant
for the position.

When looking at the most common issues in more
detail, we see a wide range of suspected corrupt

•

to a higher position in his department.

conduct. The following examples are taken from
complaints received during the year by the ICAC.

A public sector manager's relative was promoted

•

A computing manager position was awarded

The examples are only allegations and do not

to a council employee without any interviews

necessarily constitute facts or actual conduct.

t a k i n g p l a c e , d e s p i t e the p o s i t i o n

being

advertised and a number of applications being
Development applications
•

•

development after previously declaring a conflict

Provision of c a r e

of interest and abstaining.

•

A correctional officer disclosed an inmate's

A n u m b e r of councillors and c o u n c i l staff

m e d i c a l details w i t h o u t her a u t h o r i t y a n d

informed an applicant that his development

prevented her access to a doctor.

application would not be supported unless the

•

accepted.

A councillor voted in favour of a particular

•

Two extra treatments were administered to a

applicant made a contribution to council.

young patient causing physical injury. Several

Certain councillors accepted bribes to allow

doctors falsified medical records to cover up

d e v e l o p m e n t s to p r o c e e d in spite of n o n -

the damage caused by the excessive treatment.

compliance with building ordinances.

•

A Department of Community Services' officer
failed to respond to complainant's reports of

Law e n f o r c e m e n t ( g e n e r a l )
•

A council gave preferential treatment to the

his grandchildren being exposed to drugs and
incidents of sexual conduct.

owners of a restaurant who were friends of one
r e f u s i n g to m o n i t o r noise levels d e s p i t e

Which public authorities were the
subject of section 10 complaints?

complaints and failing to enforce the seating

The section 1 0 complaints received by the ICAC

capacity rules.

during the year concerned conduct in 21 7 NSW

of the councillors. This included such things as

•

Officials tampered with urine swabs taken from

public authorities (84 local councils and 133

greyhounds that had won races.

state-level public authorities). The majority of these
public authorities were the subject of very few

•

Internal departmental investigators subjected an
employee to intimidation, threats and constant
aggression during their investigation of the
employee's alleged misconduct.

complaints. The authorities and councils most
commonly the subject of complaints are listed in

Table 3.

Figure 3: No. of alleged perpetrators

Sometimes a large number of complaints may
relate to one issue of public concern. Depending
on the nature and source of complaints on an

250-

issue, they may be treated as a single complaint.
Table 3: Public agencies and councils most frequently the subject of section 10
complaints, 1999-2000 1

179

200150-

113

100-

I

36 Shoalhaven City Council
13
11
26 Warringah Council
22 Council of the Shire of Baulkham Hills 7

Office of the Commissionera of
Inquiry for Environment
State Rail Authority
Deportment of Fair Trading

IJ

Queanbeyan City Council
Sydney City Council
Burwood Council
Fairfield City Council
Porromatta City Council
Ryde City Council

, 7
7
6
6
6
6

involved, but should not be taken only at face
value. Larger agencies may generate more

complaints than for others.

s. 11

Type of matter

eg

With others
Not stated

Figure 4: Frequency of alleged conduct
350-
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167

159
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-
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Protected
Disclosure

•

One off

Si
•

Repeated
Not stated

Figure 5: Seniority of alleged perpetrator
74ft
300-

20/

250"

100 _

affect the number of complaints. The publicity due
to hearings into the Greyhound Racing Authority,
the Department of Corrective Services and the
Roads and Traffic Authority may account for an
increase in the number of complaints about these
authorities.

|
s.11

ISO ~

ICAC public hearings during the year may also

13?

Type of matter

complaints than smaller ones, and the nature of
the work of some agencies is likely to create more

eeej

31
Protected
Disclosure

Alone

0

These figures give an idea of the authorities

29

•

11
9

•

,10

150

9
National Parks & Wildlife Services
1
Protected disclosures excluded from this total for this analysis.
2
Some other complaints were raised about individual Local Aboriginal Land Councils.

JJL 107
78

50-1
°

Greyhound Racing Authority (NSW)
Department of Corrective Services
Roods and Traffic Authority
Department of Community Services
NSW Aboriginal Land Council2
NSW Police Service
Department of Urban Affairs and
Planning

22
20
16
15

282

300 -

so

112

L

_

2,38

34 39

3„2,

52

|

0
s.10

Protecled
Disclosure

Type of matter
MP/Councillor
CES/SES
Middle Management
Other
Nol stoted

The section 1 0 complaints and protected
disclosures received tended to describe conduct
which was current at the time of the complaint (see
Figure 2), to involve multiple perpetrators (see
Figure 3) and to be repeated, rather than one-off
behaviour (see Figure 4).

How are we improving reporting of
section 10 complaints?
The ICAC values the fact that members of the
public come to it with their concerns about
corruption. However, a substantial amount of

Figure 2: Recency of alleged conduct

information received from members of the public
does not relate to corrupt conduct. This appears to
occur for a number of reasons to do with a lack of
knowledge or understanding about what corrupt
conduct is, the role of the ICAC and what it can
do, and what can be expected from the public
Protected
Disclosure

Type of matter

s. 11

sector agencies people deal with. Ultimately this
means that many complaints must be referred to
other agencies or cannot be pursued at all.

Current
Lost 6 months
6 months—2 years
2 - 5 years
5+years
Not stated

Improving the quality of information from the
public is very difficult, particularly compared with
the public sector. This is because we d o not know
who is likely to make a complaint, whereas with
the public sector we have an identifiable group of
people we can reach with education programs.

Despite this, we have several strategies for

are 'section 1 0 complaints' (see above), they are

informing members of the public about making

treated as a special case for statistical purposes

complaints:

because they represent an important source of

•

the ICAC website

•

telephone information

information about corrupt conduct for the ICAC.
Not all matters raised by public sector employees
will be treated as protected disclosures. This is

•

publications and correspondence.

because the Protected Disclosures Act

1994

requires that for a complaint to be treated as a
ICAC w e b s i t e

protected disclosure it must 'show or tend to show'

The ICAC aims to broaden the availability of

corrupt conduct, whereas a complaint will be

information and advice to the public sector and

accepted as a section 10 complaint if it concerns

the wider community via its website,

or ' m a y ' concern corrupt conduct.

www.icac.nsw.gov.au. A new website is currently
being developed (to be launched in the next
financial year).

O f the 2 8 5 matters received from public sector
employees during the year, 4 8 % were classified as
protected disclosures (138), 2 6 % as section 10

The website development was informed by focus

complaints, 19% as 'information', and 3% as

group testing. The proposed site contains a section

being out of the ICAC's jurisdiction.

designed to assist people to report information and
complaints. It also has details on how information
is handled and what to expect from the ICAC.
Members of the public, and public servants as
well, will be able to download a form for reporting
information to the ICAC.
Section 1 0 b r o c h u r e

These 2 8 5 matters from public sector employees
represent a drop of 1 8 per cent over the previous
year in which 3 4 9 matters were received from
public sector employees. It is difficult to know why
this drop occurred in 1 9 9 9 - 2 0 0 0 . It could suggest
that public sector employees felt more comfortable
reporting matters to their own agencies in the first
instance a n d / o r that more were aware of how to

In 1 9 9 8 - 1 9 9 9 the ICAC developed a trial

report internally. Some support for this may be

information brochure to be used by the ICAC to

found in the results of ICAC research conducted

explain to members of the public how the ICAC

during the year (and reported later in this section).

assesses the information it receives, and what
information people can expect by way of

The 1 38 protected disclosures during the year

correspondence and from officers themselves.

concerned conduct in 87 different public
authorities (25 local councils and 62 state-level

In 1 9 9 9 - 2 0 0 0 , this brochure was evaluated by

public authorities). Most of these public authorities

focus group testing with members of the public.

were the subject of very few protected disclosures.

This showed that the general public has two
distinct information needs in relation to reporting

About one-quarter of the protected disclosures

corruption:

were made anonymously. The 'top five' areas of

1.

disclosures were:

government activity leading to protected
General information about why and how to
report - i.e. pre-reporting.
2.

1.

Recruitment/promotion - 1 2.5%

correspondence process once a complaint has

2.

Reporting corruption within an agency - 8.9%

been made - i.e. post-reporting.

3.

Provision of care - 6.8%

Specific information about the assessment and

The ICAC will continue to develop its resources for

4

the general public in the coming year in response

Purchase of goods and services/tendering/
contracting - 6.8%

to these findings.
5.

COMPLAINTS FROM
GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES
(PROTECTED DISCLOSURES)

Staff management - 4 . 7 %

Examples of protected disclosures
received this year
Looking at the most c o m m o n areas raised as

Protected disclosures are ones raised by employees

protected disclosures, we find a range of large and

of government agencies about suspected corrupt

small matters. The following shows a selection of

conduct. Although protected disclosures are

these issues. Note that these were allegations only.

covered by section 10 of the ICAC Act, and hence

Recruitment/promotion
It should be noted that not all of these allegations
involved selection procedures in which the person
making the disclosure had been an applicant.
•

A manager employed temporary or agency staff
without advertising the positions, and then used
these staff to perform personal tasks.

•

A hospital failed to fill senior positions on merit,
by appointing a favoured candidate to a locum
position, delaying advertising, and tailoring the
advertisement to exactly match the favoured
candidate's expertise.

•

•

A public official appointed to a senior position
falsely claimed he held membership with a
professional association.
An employee who was 'sacked' and given
severance pay was subsequently reappointed on
a contract basis.

Reporting corruption within an agency
•

Managers failed to take any action on reports
of corruption.

•

Managers were aware of an employee using
his position to run a private landscaping
business, but did nothing.

•

Two staff members who were the subject of a
complaint were dissatisfied with the way their
Department conducted the investigation.

•

After making a protected disclosure, a public
official claimed he was threatened with dismissal
by his CEO if he communicated his concerns
to another person.

Provision of care
•

Prison officers brought drugs into a correctional
centre.

•

A life support system was withdrawn from a
patient without consultation with the treating
doctor.

•

Staff turned a blind eye to contraband entering
juvenile justice centres and 'self-harm checks'
on detainees not being conducted.

•

A manager covered up an inappropriate
relationship between a nurse and a prison
inmate.

Purchase of goods and services/tendering/
contracting
•

After completion of the first part of a contract by
consultants, the second part of the contract was

cancelled so that 'the work should be
completed in-house, in order to fudge the figures
on the project'.
•

One of two companies shortlisted for a major
project was the company which had a familyrelated connection to the manager responsible
for letting the tender.

•

A tender was opened and shown to a rival
tenderer, whose bid was subsequently successful.

•

A contract was awarded without going to tender.

Staff management
•

Departmental officers provided false claims of
misconduct against another officer.

•

Departmental staff falsely claimed overtime and
allowances, left work early, slept on night shifts
and stole items classed as 'lost property'.

•

Field staff spent hours drinking at a hotel and
some were at the TAB during work hours.

Research concerning public sector
employees' knowledge of and attitudes
to reporting corruption
Do public sector employees know how to
report corruption?
Public sector employees cannot act against
suspected corruption if they do not know how to
report it. In 1999 we conducted a survey that
included questions about employees'
understanding of this important matter.
The results of the 1 999 Ethical Culture survey on
state government and local government found that
the majority of respondents (84%) said they knew
where to go in their organisation to report
suspected corruption. Comparing this to a survey
carried out in 1 996, which asked some of the
same questions as the 1999 survey, this is an
enormous increase (from 46%).
In 1999, 5 1 % of respondents believed their
organisation would handle reports of wrongdoing
appropriately. This figure has not changed
significantly since 1996, when 49% said they
thought their organisation would handle reports
appropriately.
The 1999 survey also found that a lack of
knowledge about where to go to report corruption,
or a lack of faith in how their reporting may be
handled, were associated with the perceptions that
dishonest behaviour occurred in their organisation
and that it was likely to go unpunished. Effective
internal reporting mechanisms and appropriate

handling of reports were integrally related to

1 9 9 3 almost three-quarters of the respondents

perceptions that honesty was an important aspect

agreed with this statement, but significantly fewer

of how the organisation functioned. Respondents

agreed with this statement in 1 9 9 9 . However, the

who had positive perceptions about how they

substantial number still agreeing with this

thought their organisation would handle reports of

statement means that work remains for public

wrongdoing were also more likely to perceive that

sector managers to create organisational cultures

their supervisors and senior executive acted

in which employees feel safe to report corruption.

honestly, that honesty was emphasised in their
organisation, and they had positive work
relationships with others in the organisation.

It is also interesting that the views of male and
female respondents, which were quite divergent in
1 9 9 3 , are now much closer. Similarly, there is less

For more information about this survey see chapter

difference between the views of supervisors and

titled How we helped prevent

non-supervisors than there was in 1 9 9 3 .

corruption.

W h a t do public sector e m p l o y e e s t h i n k
about corruption?
The public sector is very diverse and has many
employees within it. Public sector employees are
in a key position both to observe any corruption
and to take action about it. Their attitudes and
beliefs have a direct impact on the perpetuation or
prevention of public sector corruption.

To guide

efforts in educating these employees, in - the ICAC
conducted a survey of perceptions of workplace
behaviours and attitudes to corruption reporting.
The Unravelling

Corruption

survey was a follow-

up of a survey done in 1 9 9 3 . The same questions

A feature of the 1999 survey, not included in the
1 9 9 3 survey, was an examination of the effect of
experience in a particular area of work (such as
recruitment selection or tender selection) on both
understanding of corruption and willingness to
take action. A positive finding was that those with
experience in particular areas of work (such as
tendering or recruitment) are more likely to say that
they would report corrupt behaviour within their
organisation. O f more concern is that experience
in a particular area of work does not seem to
affect perceptions of whether the scenarios are
corrupt. For example, more than one-third of
those who regularly participate in recruitment

were asked, allowing us to track changes in

selection considered that it was not corrupt to use

attitudes over six years. Questionnaires were

one's position to get a friend a job.

distributed to a random sample of 1503 NSW
public sector employees between March and July
1 9 9 9 . A total of 785 of these questionnaires were

H o w a r e w e i m p r o v i n g r e p o r t i n g of
p r o t e c t e d disclosures?

completed and returned (giving a response rate of

Improving reporting of protected disclosures forms

52%).

part of our effort to improve reporting of section 1 0

In the survey, employees were asked to comment
on such statements as 'People who report
corruption are likely to suffer for it', 'I would not
know where to go to report corruption', 'There is
no point in reporting corruption' and 'Most

complaints - the ICAC website, publications,
information - as mentioned earlier. The website
also has specific information on protected
disclosures.

corruption is too trivial to be worth reporting'.

I m p r o v i n g o u r m a n a g e m e n t of p r o t e c t e d
disclosures

Comparing 1 9 9 3 and 1 9 9 9 reveals some

The ICAC puts all information it receives through

significant changes as well as some important

the same assessment process and strives to deal

similarities. All of the changes are indicative of the

even-handedly with those who provide

NSW public sector becoming more corruption-

information, however, we recognise that two

resistant than it was six years ago. It was found

special considerations apply to information

that employees in 1 9 9 9 , compared to those in

provided by public officials. First, public officials

1 9 9 3 , were even more likely to believe that it was

who make disclosures in the workplace may be

worth reporting corruption, because something

at risk of suffering some form of detrimental

can and will be done about it, and were more

action and therefore the ICAC must be alert to

likely to believe that they knew where to report

this possibility and take action where possible

corruption.

against it.

O n e clear finding is that responses to the

Secondly, the ICAC recognises that the information

statement, 'People who report corruption are likely

provided by public officials in protected disclosures

to suffer for it', stand apart from the others. In

is likely to be more accurate than information in

complaints from other sources simply because the

3.

Use of public materials and equipment - 8.6%

4.

Development applications - 7.4%

process in the public sector.

5.

Law enforcement (general) - 4.5%.

In recognition of the special considerations

Examples of section 11 reports received
this year

public official is likely to have a better
understanding of what is acceptable conduct or

applicable to protected disclosures the
Commission has reviewed aspects of its

As with section 1 0 complaints and protected

management of this important source of
information. In addition, the Commissioner met
with representatives of Whistleblowers Australia in

disclosures, section 1 1 reports deal with a wide
range of issues. Some concern the same issues
raised by government employees as protected

March to discuss the special needs of public
officials who make disclosures. Following that

disclosures. Note that the following examples were

meeting and the review, the Commission took the

allegations only.

following action in relation to its management of
protected disclosure complaints:

Provision of c a r e
•

1.

A patient services worker stole a patient's

The Assistant Commissioner now oversights all

B a n k c a r d a n d w i t h d r e w m o n e y f r o m the

protected

patient's account.

disclosure

complaints.

(This

arrangement is similar to that currently in place
in the Ombudsman's Office where the Deputy

•

A detainee alleged he was refused access to his
medication and was locked in an area without

O m b u d s m a n assumes the oversight role.)

access to a toilet or to drinking water.
2.

Any allegations made to the ICAC of detrimental
action must be brought immediately to the

•

correctional centre.

attention of the Assistant Commissioner to
ensure such matters are assessed as a matter of
priority to enable appropriate action to be taken

A correctional officer assisted in drug use in a

Purchase of goods a n d s e r v i c e s / t e n d e r i n g /
contracting

as soon as possible.
•
3.

In

any

protected

disclosure

involving

A public official purchased goods and services
from a company in which he had an undeclared

investigation by the ICAC, or referral by the ICAC

conflict of interest.

of the investigation to the agency concerned,
the public official who has made the disclosure

•

Public officials received fully-funded overseas

will be provided with an ICAC contact officer.

trips from businesses that were contracted to

This officer will be separate from the investigation

provide services to the department.

team dealing with the protected disclosure and

•

A company was offered no further work by a

will be available to discuss any concerns the

council after the c o m p a n y stopped paying

p u b l i c o f f i c i a l m i g h t have r e l a t i n g to the

bribes.

disclosure.
Use of public m a t e r i a l s a n d e q u i p m e n t

REPORTS FROM PRINCIPAL
OFFICERS OF AUTHORITIES
(SECTION 11 REPORTS)
Principal officers, such as chief executive officers of

•

A nurse at a hospital removed teaching aids
and other property valued at approximately
$ 3 0 , 0 0 0 from the hospital premises.

•

A university employee used university facilities

state government agencies and general managers

in the c o n d u c t of his private architectural

of local councils, are required by section 11 of the

drafting business.

ICAC Act to report suspected corrupt conduct to
the ICAC. These reports are known as 'section 1 1

•

A c o u n c i l employee sold c o u n c i l property
(including tools, timber and garden ornaments)

reports'.

at the local hotel and surf club.

The ICAC received 4 3 0 such reports during the
year. The 'top five' issues were:

Development

1.

•

Provision of care - 1 1 . 1 %

applications

A council employee requested a bribe 'to make
things right' with other council inspectors.

2.

Purchase of goods and services/tendering/
contracting - 9 . 1 %

•

A council development engineer, w h o was
responsible for approving construction certificate

applications, received dinner invitations and a
leather jacket from a developer.
•

A council manager found a Christmas card
containing two $ 1 0 0 bills when he opened an
amended set of plans personally submitted by
an applicant. He reported the matter to the
council's general manager, who reported it to
the police.

Table 4: Government agencies that most frequently made section 11 reports
lTiecouncte'

HK

°'

NSW Police Service'
Ombudsman's Office2
Audit Office of NSW3
Deportment of Community Services'
Attorney General's Deportment
Department of Corrective Services'
Southern Area Health Service
Department of Fair Trading
Department of Aboriginal Affairs

Law enforcement ( g e n e r a l )

Central Sydney Area Health Service

•

1

A shop owner offered a council ranger a bottle
of wine to allow his advertising sign to remain
illegally displayed on a telegraph pole.

2

•

An official covered up the illegal doping of
greyhounds.

reP0 !

"

48 Pittwater Council
25 Fairfield City Council
13
12

7
5
Bothurst City Council
4
Council of the Shire of Boulkham Hills 4
Newcastle City Council
4
Port Stephens Council
4
South Sydney City Council
4

II
10
10
V Strothfield Municipal Council

4

8
8

34 of the 48 section 11 reports made by the Police Service concerned conduct
occurring within the NSW Police Service, the other 14 reports concerned conduct
occurring in a range of other public authorities. The ICAC hos jurisdiction only over
unsworn officers.

None of the 25 reports from the Ombudsman's Office concerned conduct within the
Ombudsman's Office. Many (15) concerned the Department of Corrective Services,
the rest concerned conduct occurring in a range of other public authorities.

3

•

O n five occasions a fine enforcement officer
altered the date due for a fine she had incurred.

Which public authorities made section
11 reports?
Most section 1 1 reports are made by the principal
officers about their own public authority. Some
state-level authorities (such as the Ombudsman's
Office, Department of Local Government, the
Audit Office of NSW, the NSW Police Service and
Premier's Department) also regularly report about
the conduct of other public authorities.
Table 4 lists the government agencies and local
councils that most frequently originated reports to
the ICAC, both about themselves and about other
authorities. Overall there were 4 3 0 reports during
the year. Note that a high number of reports by an
agency is often a positive sign rather than negative
one.

The ICAC views the number of section 11

None of the 13 reports from the Audit Office concerned conduct within the Audit
Office. They concerned conduct occurring in a range of other public authorities.
4
In addition to these section 11 reports, the Department of Community Services
submitted 58 minor matters by schedule.
s

In addition to these section 11 reports, the Department of Corrective Services
submitted 227 minor matters by schedule.

Around three-quarters (325 of the 430) of the
section 11 reports were made by 8 0 state-level
public authorities. The remaining 105 reports were
made by 53 councils. At both the state and the
local government level, many public authorities
did not make any section 1 1 reports at all during
the year.

Differences between public authorities
which make section 11 reports and
those which do not
A research study is in progress that explores
whether or not there are any differences between
those NSW public authorities that do and those
that do not come to the attention of the ICAC via

reports received as one indicator of how well a

the main reporting channels (section 10

public authority's internal information systems are

complaints, protected disclosures, and section 11

working: with the more individual section 11

reports). This study will assist in planning

reports received by the ICAC being indicative of

corruption prevention and education work.

potentially better performing internal mechanisms
for alerting management to concerns about

The study compared 6 8 9 NSW public authorities

conduct within the agency. Also, the number of

regarding number of employees, location,

reports is likely to be affected by the size of the

jurisdiction, and type of organisations (councils,

agency and the nature of its work.

departments, boards etc). During the 10 year
period examined, many organisations changed

It is interesting to compare the number of
complaints (section 1 0 complaints and protected
disclosures) received about a particular public
authority with the number of section 1 1 reports
made by that authority. A significant difference

their names, others have merged, divisions have
became government business enterprises, others
have been privatised (e.g. Totalizator Agency
Board). The final report of the study will take these
changes into consideration.

may suggest that the agency concerned does not
have effective mechanisms in place to catch

Though the study is ongoing, some preliminary,

suspected corrupt conduct. There may of course

albeit cautious, observations can be made.

be other explanations, but the statistics can show

example, as shown in Table 5, three-fifths of all

the ICAC where to make some inquiries.

public authorities have never made a section 1 1

For

report (i.e. reports from principal officers of

section 1 1 reporting. During the year we took the

authorities), and that the ICAC received more of

following steps:

these reports from larger organisations.

•

We revised the guidelines for reporting corrupt

Table 5: Section 11 reports according to size of agencies

c o n d u c t , sending copies to 4 5 0

*-"•""'"""

officers, and distributing around 1,400 copies

0*
1 to 15
16 to 100
101 to 500
501 +

«'™ 0
1 (4%)
23 (9%)
67 (36%)
101 (73%)
91 (93%)

"
25
220
117
37
7

(96%)
(91%)
(64%)
(27%)
(7%)

26
243
184
138
98

(4%)
(35%)
(27%)
(20%)
(14%)

principal

overall. The guidelines were also promoted in
relevant journals and newsletters to reach the
target audience of public officials.
•

Upon the release of the guidelines we surveyed
p r i n c i p a l officers to f i n d o u t w h a t

other

information was needed to help them meet
' Agencies without any employees are trusts, boards and committees consisting of
people employed elsewhere in the public sector.

It was also found that NSW local councils and

section 1 1 reporting requirements.
•

We developed information forums based on the
survey responses. Three forums were held with

agency regional offices were the most likely types

senior public officials in Sydney and Parramatta,

of organisations to make section 11 reports.

involving over 70 agencies. O f the participants,

County councils and boards, trusts and

100% rated the sessions as 'very g o o d ' or ' g o o d '

committees were the least likely groups of

in covering the basics of reporting corrupt

organisations to report potential corruption.

conduct, and 9 4 % rated it 'very g o o d ' or ' g o o d '

Further analysis is underway and will be reported

concerning how helpful it would be to their work.

in next year's Annual Report.

The forum was also run as an in-house training
activity for the Ambulance Service of NSW, with

Schedule reporting

27 managers in attendance. Further forums will

Generally, instances of suspected corrupt conduct

be run in the new financial year to satisfy the

reported under section 1 1 are reported

high level of interest g e n e r a t e d , i n c l u d i n g

'individually', however, some of the larger

requests to run forums in regional areas.

agencies have been permitted to report by

•

schedule on a regular basis. Generally schedule

Correspondence used by ICAC staff to respond
to reports of corruption under section 11 is being

reporting is for less serious matters. In addition to

revised in line with the new guidelines.

the individual section 1 1 reports, in 1 9 9 8 - 1 9 9 9
1001 minor matters and in 1 9 9 9 - 2 0 0 0 1 104
minor matters were reported under section 11 by
schedule.
Examples of minor matters reported by schedule in
1 9 9 9 - 2 0 0 0 include:
•
•

Employee stole fuel from a Department vehicle
Employee used Departmental resources for
private purposes (university assignments)

•

Employee borrowed amounts of $20 to $50 from
cashbox, leaving an I O U

•

Fraudulent submission of time sheets-employee
worked outside the Department while claiming
for time worked in the Department

•

Employee used Department mail for personal
business.

How are we improving section 11
reporting?
In order to obtain better information from principal
officers of public authorities, the ICAC has worked
to communicate more effectively with them about

•

New guidelines to assist reporting by schedule
are being produced.

how we irw

Every year, the ICAC receives hundreds of calls,
letters, reports and other pieces of information
about suspected corrupt conduct. For each one
we make a decision on how serious the matter is
and what we should do about it.
The ICAC does not investigate every matter it
receives. Resources do not permit this. Moreover
we believe that public sector managers and their
organisations should primarily be the ones
responsible for dealing with corrupt conduct. Our
main role is to deal with matters the public sector
cannot or should not deal with.
We also believe that investigating a matter is not
enough - the outcome is much more effective if an
investigation leads an agency to adopt strategies
that minimise corruption in the future. To this end,
we work with public sector agencies to ensure they
have the skills and commitment not only to
undertake investigation work but to develop, then
implement strategies for minimising corruption.
This chapter looks at how the ICAC decides what
should be investigated, and what types of
investigations may be conducted. It also looks at
what happens as a result of investigations, such as
individuals being prosecuted or disciplined, or
organisations working to minimise corruption.

conduct

the Director of Corruption Prevention and
Education, or their nominees with assistance from
the Manager of Assessments.
For each matter, the panel will consider questions
such as Is it within the ICAC's jurisdiction?, Does
it show a systematic weakness in the way a NSW
government organisation or council works?, and
How serious is if - does it have the potential to
affect public safety, or does it involve large sums
of money?
The panel will then make one of four decisions:
J.

Immediate referral or no action by the ICAC. A
significant number of matters are best referred
to other investigating agencies, such as the
Ombudsman's Office, the Department of Local
Government, the Health Care Complaints
Commission. Some may be disciplinary matters
that do not involve corruption, but still should
be referred to the agency about which the matter
was raised. Many other matters simply have
nothing to do with corruption and do not warrant
any action at all.

2.

Request an investigation and report by another
agency. If an allegation of corrupt conduct is
made about an agency, the ICAC has the power
to require that the agency conduct an internal
investigation and then report back to the ICAC
by a certain date. The ICAC will do this if it is
appropriate for the agency to deal with the
matter.

3.

Preliminary investigation by the ICAC. If the
ICAC feels that a matter is worth looking into
itself, but may not warrant a formal
investigation, it will conduct a preliminary
investigation. This may lead to the matter not
being pursued, referred to another agency, or
becoming a formal ICAC investigation.

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN WE
RECEIVE INFORMATION ABOUT
CORRUPT CONDUCT
Even though the ICAC cannot investigate every
matter that comes to its notice, it does look at
every matter and decide what should be done.
This is the job of the ICAC Assessment Panel.

Initial decisions - the Assessment Panel
The Assessment Panel comprises the Director of
Investigations, the Solicitor to the Commission and

4.

by the ICAC. For matters

decisions on significant projects. During the year,

with potential to expose significant a n d / o r

Formal investigation

for example, it considered a major initiative on e-

systemic corrupt conduct, the ICAC may conduct

corruption, approved a program for reviewing

a formal investigation with a specific scope and

corruption resistance of individual agencies, and

purpose, which can involve using powers such

endorsed a research proposal to assess corruption

as surveillance and hearings (both public and

risk in local government.

private).
During the year, over 1,600 matters were brought

Finalising a matter - the Operations
Review Committee

to the attention of the ICAC. O f these, 1,142 fell
under the three main categories of 'section 10

When the ICAC wishes to finalise any matter

complaint' (from the general public and others),

originating as a complaint from the public or a

'protected disclosure' (from public sector

protected disclosure, it must make such a

employees) or 'section 1 1 report' (from principal

recommendation to the Operations Review

officers of agencies) - see chapter titled How we

Committee (ORC). The ORC may agree or

found out about corrupt conduct for more

disagree with the recommendation and regularly

explanation of these categories. Table 6 shows

requires further work to be done. In most cases

what the Assessment Panel decided on these

during 1 9 9 9 - 2 0 0 0 the ORC accepted the report

matters.

and the matter was finalised, but in some cases it
advised the ICAC to take some further action. For

Table 6: Initial action taken on matters received in 1999-2000

more information on the ORC and its
recommendations, see the How we were
accountable

1. Immediate referral or no action taken
by theICAC

409

81

358

14

8

2

112
39

46
3

66
4

Total number of molters acted upon by the IttC 165
Total number of matters
574

57
138

2. Matters acted upon by the ICAC
Request an agency to investigate and
report back to the ICAC
Preliminary investigation by the ICAC
Formal investigation by the ICAC

848 74.3

24

2.1

chapter.

REQUESTING AN AGENCY TO
INVESTIGATE AND REPORT BACK
Sometimes the ICAC receives serious allegations
relating to corrupt conduct but decides they would

224 19.6
46 4.0

72 294 25.7
430 1,142 100

Ongoing management - the Operations
Management Committee

be better pursued by another government agency,
often the agency whose officers are alleged to be
involved in the matter.
The ICAC has the power, under section 5 3 of the
ICAC Act, to refer the matter to the agency and
have it conduct an investigation. It can require a

If the Assessment Panel decides a matter warrants

report on the matter be provided by a certain time

the ICAC's attention, the matter will be passed to

to the ICAC, under section 54 of the Act. The

ICAC staff for further examination. If a matter is

ICAC must consult with the agency and consider

likely to need substantial ICAC resources (for

its views before referring a matter.

example, become a formal investigation or require
research or significant preventative work) then it
will be considered by the Operations Management
Committee. Its role is to prioritise significant
investigations and projects, and to monitor their
progress.
The Assistant Commissioner chairs this committee

If we refer a matter but the investigation is not
satisfactory, we must tell the agency and provide
the opportunity for it to conduct further work. If the
investigation is still incomplete or unsatisfactory,
we may take over the investigation or take other
action. Alternatively, we can give a report to the
Minister for the authority, and perhaps to

which includes the Commissioner, the Director of

Parliament, setting out our recommendations and

Investigations, the Director of Corruption

the grounds of dissatisfaction.

Prevention and Education, and senior operational
personnel.

During 1 9 9 9 - 2 0 0 0 the ICAC referred 4 0 matters
for investigation by other agencies (24 of the

The committee meets every fortnight to decide on

matters had been received during 1 9 9 9 - 2 0 0 0 as

recommendations for new investigations and to

shown in Table 6, the other 1 6 had been received

monitor the progress of current investigations.

prior to this year), and received 32 reports back

Apart from making decisions on investigations, the

within the reporting year. (The remaining reports

Operations Management Committee makes

are due to be received following the end of the

reporting period.) Each of these reports was
analysed by ICAC officers to establish whether they
should be accepted, and whether any further
investigation was required by the ICAC.
During the year the ICAC has implemented a new
information management system for its section 53
referral work and will provide more information on
the outcomes of these referrals in next year's
Annual Report.

Case studies of agency investigations
Here are two examples of investigations primarily
carried out by the agencies following referral from

the ICAC.
Pretending to receive equipment
A principal officer of a government agency
reported that a senior director of the agency
allegedly pressured the manager of financial
services and other staff to falsify records. The
alleged aim was to show that equipment,
valued at hundreds of thousands of dollars
and purchased in an end of year spending
frenzy, had been received when in fact it had
not. It was alleged the manager felt so
pressured that he signed documentation to the
effect that the equipment had been received.
The ICAC conducted some inquiries that
included interviewing various members of staff.
The interviews clearly showed there was quite
a degree of consistency in what staff were
alleging and tended to confirm the allegations.
The ICAC gave the public authority copies of
information obtained. The public authority
conducted an investigation into the allegations.
As a result, the public authority asked the
director to show cause why he should not be
dismissed; he ultimately resigned. The public
authority recommended no action against any
other staff member.
The ICAC examined the report prepared by the
public authority and determined that the
investigation has been conducted to an
acceptable standard and did not justify further
inquiries by the ICAC. The ICAC did find,
however, that the investigation highlighted a
number of deficiencies within the corporate
governance of the public authority. The public
authority gave an undertaking to address those
matters and to discuss them with the ICAC.

Assault, drinking on duty and
favouritism
Allegations were made that a foreman had
assaulted a contractor, that employees were
drinking alcohol and sleeping on the job and
that a manager had promoted an officer in
return for having his house painted. Following
a referral from the ICAC the public authority
conducted an investigation into the allegations.
In its report to the ICAC, the authority advised
that there was no evidence to support the
allegation of favouritism. The allegation of
assault was substantiated and the allegation
concerning drinking alcohol on duty had been
partly substantiated as one officer was caught
by surveillance drinking during working hours.
In each case disciplinary action was
commenced. The authority considered the
drinking allegation to be particularly serious
due to the public safety considerations
associated with the officer's work and staff in
the area were to be counselled and monitored
by management in relation to their
responsibilities and the prohibition on drinking
during working hours.
The ICAC considered the authority's actions
and report to be comprehensive and that no
further action was required by the ICAC.
I m p r o v i n g agencies investigations a n d
reports
Not all investigations and reports by other
agencies are found to be satisfactory. This is often
due to lack of knowledge and investigative
expertise. Because of this, the ICAC has worked
during the year to assist agencies improve the
quality of investigations and reports.
Better information for agencies
Following consultation, we developed new section
54 report guidelines on what to include in a
report. This is a significant initiative because the
ICAC did not previously provide guidance on
preparing reports.
We also reviewed the pro-forma letters we send to
agencies, so that we can incorporate these new
guidelines and provide clearer information about
what we want agencies to investigate.
Workshops
To improve the quality of investigations and reports
the ICAC continued a program of interactive
workshops.

Five workshops were conducted for over 120
public officials whose task it was to perform
internal investigations. These were held at:
•

Port Macquarie North Coast Institute of TAFE
(July 1999)

•

Parramatta Homecare (October 1999)

•

Central Sydney Area Health Service (December
1999)

•

Institute of Public Administration of Australia
(March 2000)

•

lllawarra Area Health Service (June 2000)

Participants were generally positive about the
workshops, saying the courses were relevant to
their needs and provided increased knowledge
and practical understanding of procedural
fairness, protected disclosures, investigation
planning, handling and assessing evidence, and
conducting interviews.
The ICAC intends to review the content of
workshops and will again offer metropolitan and
regional workshops in the coming year.
National investigations conference
Following the success of the 1 998 national
investigations conference, the ICAC commenced
planning another, to be held in November 2000.
The 1 998 conference was arranged jointly by the
ICAC, the NSW Ombudsman and the Institute of
Public Administration of Australia.
The 2000 conference will explore how to improve
investigations, with a focus on investigation
techniques and skills, using technology, planning
and managing investigations, and ethics and selfmanagement.

PRELIMINARY ICAC
INVESTIGATIONS
A preliminary investigation is conducted to identify
whether there is conduct that might need to be
more fully investigated. Preliminary investigations
are provided for under section 20A of the ICAC
Act.
A significant amount of work undertaken by the
ICAC relates to preliminary investigations. Many
of these investigations do not lead to formal
investigations or hearings because they find that
the allegation or suspicion was incorrect. While
this is a significant result for the agencies and
individuals concerned, most of these investigations
do not become public.

Case studies of preliminary
investigations
The following are some preliminary investigations,
conducted during the year, which did not become
formal investigations.

Helicopter tenders
A member of the general public, through their
local Member of Parliament, brought a matter
to the attention of the ICAC. The person alleged
that the tendering process for providing a
helicopter service for a port corporation was
corrupt because the successful tenderer did not
meet the tender specifications, and a member
of the tendering committee may have
improperly influenced the award of the tender.
The ICAC asked the person for further
information on some issues and asked the port
corporation for tender
documents,
specifications, and minutes of meetings of the
tender evaluation committee. The investigation
found that the allegations were not
substantiated, and recommended to the ORC
that the matter not be investigated further. The
ORC accepted this advice.

Special favours for a godson
A section 10 complaint was made that a staff
member of a government department was
promoted from grade 1/2 to grade 9/10, in
just two years, because he was the CEO's
godson. The person who made the complaint
also alleged that the duties performed by the
staff member did not change despite the
increase in grade, and that the positions were
not advertised.
ICAC inquiries revealed the staff member was
not the godson of the CEO. The ICAC
inspected a number of relevant departmental
files, and these showed that no improper actions
had been taken.

Stealing lime
section 10 complaint was made to the ICAC
that, over a period of years, shire council staff
had been stealing lime and other material from
a council limestone quarry. The staff were
allegedly paid cash in hand for lime that was
not weighed or recorded. It was also alleged
that a 'culture' had apparently developed that
it was all right for staff to help themselves to
material.

I C A C officers observed a n d recorded the

Some formal investigations during the year resulted

actions of council staff, monitoring purchases,

in private a n d / o r public hearings, while others did

deliveries and payments. Inquiries were then

not require hearings.

made of relevant people, council staff were
interviewed, and documents were reviewed. The

Public and private hearings

ICAC found that there was indeed a degree of

The purpose of hearings is to facilitate an

theft occurring at the quarry. The council

investigation.

undertook a p r o m p t internal investigation

private or a combination of both.

which led to disciplinary action being taken

considering whether to hold hearings in public or

against two employees. It also implemented a

private, the ICAC must take into account any

range of anti-corruption measures.

matter relating to the public interest.

Victimisation of a h e a l t h w o r k e r

Hearings may be held in public,
When

The Commissioner or an Assistant Commissioner
conducts hearings.

A public sector employee alleged that he was
subjected to detrimental action by the C E O of

The ICAC may give directions about the persons

a regional health service, in retribution for an

who may be present during a private hearing. The

earlier complaint he had made. The person

publication of evidence may also be prohibited by

felt the C E O had prevented him from returning

the ICAC. Any witness at a hearing is generally

to work despite having a medical clearance,

permitted legal representation, while any person or

had falsely accused him of misrepresenting

group with a substantial and direct interest in the

information about the service, had defamed

subject matter may also be allowed representation.

him, and 'wanted to destroy' him.

A document, outlining hearing procedures and

The ICAC c o n d u c t e d preliminary inquiries

matters considered when deciding if proceedings

which included interviews and an examination

should be public or private, has been published

of relevant records. The ICAC found no factual

by the ICAC and is available on request.

basis to the person's assertions.

All witnesses summonsed to ICAC hearings are

I n t e r p r e t e r t a k i n g cash
A foreign-language interpreter for a licensing
body was allegedly prompting people with
correct answers during testing procedures, in
return for hundreds of dollars cash on each
occasion.
After a n I C A C p r e l i m i n a r y

provided with an Information

for Witnesses

document and the hearing procedures document.
When a public hearing occurs or an investigation
originates from a Parliamentary reference, the
ICAC must provide a report to the Parliament.
Reports may also be prepared about any other
ICAC investigation.

investigation,

procedural arrangements were agreed between
the licensing body and the agency that supplied
most of its interpreters. Safeguards included
random allocation of interpreters for work,

Hearings were held on eleven investigation matters
in 1 9 9 9 - 2 0 0 0 . The table below sets out the
number of hearing days in each matter.
Table 7: Hearing days for 1999-2000

m o n i t o r i n g t h e t e s t i n g t o see if c e r t a i n
interpreters were showing greater success, and
possible repeat testing with a different interpreter.
Public

FORMAL INVESTIGATIONS
Throughout the year the ICAC conducted a
number of formal investigations involving the use
of the ICAC's powers. Only matters with the
potential to expose significant a n d / o r systemic
corruption are selected for such inquiries.
A formal investigation is given an operational title
and the limits of the investigation are set out in a
'scope and purpose document', which must be
approved by the ICAC Commissioner before it can
proceed.

Investigation into former and serving officers of the Roads
and Traffic Authority (Report due next financial year)
Investigation into officials of the Greyhound Racing Authority
Investigation into officers of the former lllawarra Regional
Development Board
Investigation into the Department of Corrective Services
Private
Operation Merula
Operation Balle
Operation Dufay
Operation Cavalli
Operation Holborne
Operation Usper
Operation Weckmann

38

34

9
3

6
0

0

2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
8
1
1
6
1
1

Investigations with public hearings
Two matters that involved public hearings, and
attracted significant media coverage, were the
investigations into greyhound race fixing and the
'rebirthing' of stolen motor vehicles. These
investigations are described below. The third
matter that involved public hearings during the
year is described later in this chapter under the
heading Reports published during the year.
Greyhound race fixing
Greyhound racing is popular in NSW, as shown
by the enormous public interest in the ICAC's
investigation of corruption in the industry. The
investigation looked at the conduct of officials of
the Greyhound Racing Authority (GRA) and the
activities of some owners and trainers of
greyhounds.
Using video-taped surveillance, telephone
intercepts and listening devices, ICAC officers
captured the Chief Steward of the Greyhound
Racing Authority tampering with urine swabs taken
from greyhounds that had won races. It was part
of his official functions to ensure the integrity of
these samples until their delivery to a laboratory for
analysis. Further evidence was obtained using
search warrants and notices to produce
documents (under section 22 of the ICAC Act).
Public hearings were held over 9 days in April and
May 2000. Commissioner Moss presided at these
proceedings.
As part of the investigation, the ICAC has
encouraged the GRA to set up a system for
avoiding corruption in the future. Initial ICAC
views have been conveyed to the GRA and we will
work with the GRA to assist it implement a range
of corruption prevention strategies which will be
presented, as recommendations, in the
investigation report.
The investigation report will be published in
August 2000.
Rebirthing of stolen or imported cars
Although the majority of stolen vehicles are
recovered, many are not. Ones that are not
recovered may reappear in the community for sale
to unsuspecting purchasers. The ICAC conducted
a major inquiry into the 'rebirthing' of motor
vehicles whereby vehicles are given false vehicle
identifiers and fresh registrations. The operation
involved both imported vehicles and those stolen
in Australia.

The focus of the inquiry was the process of
rebirthing the vehicles, and the corrupting of
Roads and Traffic Authority (RTA) officials by
persons seeking to profit from this criminal activity.
The investigation was conducted in two parts. The
first concerned the conduct of an RTA officer
employed as the manager of the Lithgow Motor
Registry. The second concerned the activities of a
number of RTA registry service officers and several
operators of authorised unregistered vehicle
inspection stations and their involvement in the
registration of stolen motor vehicles.
The ICAC received considerable assistance from
the RTA and the NSW Police Service during this
investigation.
Public hearings started on 13 September 1999
and ended on 7 December 1 999. Assistant
Commissioner Jerrold Cripps QC conducted the
hearings. A report is to be published in the
coming financial year.
Many of the witnesses required language
assistance and this was provided through the use
of accredited interpreters supplied by the Ethnic
Affairs Commission. All interpreters were security
vetted.

Investigations that did not involve
public hearings
During the year, a number of matters were formally
investigated by the ICAC but did not involve
public hearings. Two matters involved substantial
investigative work by the ICAC including private
hearings. These are referred to in Table 2 above as
Operations Holborne and Balle. Holborne
concerned the use of parliamentary travel
entitlements and Balle concerned allegations
against officers of South Sydney Council. No
corrupt findings were made in either matter and a
report on each can be found at Appendix 1 (Balle)
and Appendix 2 (Holborne) to this report.
Other matters examined by the ICAC without
public hearings are described here. (A number of
matters are not reported because operational
requirements dictate against public reporting.)
Suspected favours for friends
In late October 1 999 the ICAC received a
protected disclosure from a government employee
concerning a Director-General of a government
department. It was alleged that the DirectorGeneral had arranged the outsourcing of a
departmental function in a way that favoured a

company of which a friend was a senior employee.

The allegation was that four councillors, identified

Because of the serious nature of the allegations the

only by their ethnicity, and possibly the mayor,

ICAC determined to investigate the matter.

were to be paid $ 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 each in return for their

The ICAC obtained relevant documentation, and
related material raised by the employee, by issuing
six notices to various agencies and individuals

agreeing to vote in support of a particular
proposal for redevelopment of a metropolitan town
centre.

(under section 22 of the ICAC Act). In addition,

The allegations were serious. If substantiated they

several people were interviewed about their

would involve the councillors and mayor not only

knowledge of events, although it was not

in corrupt conduct but also would constitute

necessary to conduct hearings.

serious criminal behaviour.

The ICAC's investigation did not indicate any

The ICAC conducted a formal investigation.

corrupt conduct on the part of the Director-

Although no hearings were held, several people

General or anyone else. The results of these

were interviewed and statements obtained.

inquiries and assessments were reported to the

Documents were sought and obtained through the

Operations Review Committee, which

issuing of five notices under section 2 2 of the Act.

recommended that the matter not be the subject of
further inquiries or investigation by the ICAC. This
advice was accepted by the Commissioner and all
relevant parties were so advised.
Suspected t h e f t of c o m p u t e r e q u i p m e n t
The ICAC received a complaint under section 1 0

After careful consideration and analysis of the
evidence gathered during the investigation, the
ICAC concluded that there was no evidence that
anyone had engaged in corrupt conduct.

REPORTS PUBLISHED DURING
THE YEAR

of the ICAC Act about an employee of the State
Rail Authority of NSW (SRA). The employee, a

In 1 9 9 9 - 2 0 0 0 the ICAC published a number of

senior computer specialist, allegedly stole

reports relating to completed investigations. (All of

computer-related equipment from the SRA, and

these reports can be accessed on the ICAC

sold it to a business which then on-sold it back to

website.)

the SRA.
A b o r i g i n a l L a n d Councils
The employee was responsible for recommending
the purchase of the equipment by the SRA and
allegedly received a considerable sum of money
from the purchase of the on-sold equipment. The
employee maintained that he had done nothing
wrong.
The ICAC's investigation revealed that the control

In 1994 the ICAC commenced an investigation
into allegations of corrupt conduct in Aboriginal
Land Councils in New South Wales. The first report
on this investigation was published in 1 9 9 8 , and a
second report was published in June 1 9 9 9 . In
October 1 9 9 9 the ICAC released a third report,
examining the conduct of a number of councillors

of computer-related equipment was inadequate in

of the NSW Aboriginal Land Council. This report

the employee's department, providing an

found that three officers had been involved in

environment easily exploited by employees. The

corrupt conduct to do with travel claims, and

matter was referred to the Director of Public

recommended that consideration be given to

Prosecutions.
The ICAC has given the SRA advice on preventing

prosecution and other action be taken against
them.

corruption, which it has implemented. The SRAs

During the year, the ICAC continued to work on

new asset control procedures should substantially

corruption prevention in Aboriginal Land

reduce such conduct occurring again.

Councils, holding community workshops in which
Aboriginal people were given the opportunity to

C o r r u p t conduct in council
In October 1 9 9 9 the ICAC received a complaint

gain an understanding of the recommendations in
the reports, and to discuss local issues and

under section 1 0 of the ICAC Act which contained

develop strategies based on the recommendations.

serious allegations about certain councillors and

The NSW Aboriginal Land Council has also given

an officer of a metropolitan council.

a strong commitment to corruption prevention.

T e n d e r i n g a t L i v e r p o o l City Council
The ICAC conducted an investigation into the
conduct of the Purchasing Manager of Liverpool

monitoring and evaluation systems have been
established to ensure that fraud and corruption
prevention strategies are integrated into Sydney

City Council. The investigation found that the

Ferries' operations. The ICAC also recommended

manager had corrupt dealings with several

ongoing attention to improving the ethical culture

independent contractors tendering for council

of the organisation.

work. The ICAC found that the Purchasing
Manager had received payments of at least

T a k i n g public m o n e y

$1 4 5 , 5 0 0 over a period of about three years. It

This investigation was about the misuse of public

was recommended that consideration be given to

money that belonged to the lllawarra Development

the criminal prosecution of the manager and one

Board (IDB) when it was disbanded in June 1 9 9 0 .

of the contractors. The ICAC also found the

The evidence revealed that at least $ 7 0 , 0 0 0 of IDB

council had not made sufficient efforts to prevent

money was paid to or for the benefit of the

such a situation occurring.

executive officer and his family. A finding was
made that the executive officer had engaged in

By the time of issue of the Report (November
1999), Liverpool City Council had already begun
implementing the recommendations in an
independent firm's report on its audit of
purchasing and tendering systems.

Corruption

prevention measures suggested by the ICAC
included training staff and reviewing policies and
procedures, and developing a form for contractors
to declare any conflicts of interests that might arise
in obtaining council work. A further corruption

corrupt conduct, and a recommendation was
made that consideration be given to his criminal
prosecution. The ICAC recommended, among
other matters, that agencies need to have in place
appropriate reporting controls and audit programs
for small remote offices. Where there is
considerable corporate change, controls should
be put in place to wind up programs after a full
audit is completed. The ICAC report on this
matter was published in October 1999.

prevention report will be published in the future
which will explore wider issues relating to

During the investigation, State and Regional

corruption prevention systems within Liverpool City

Development of NSW has made considerable

Council and local government in general.

efforts to ensure better systems of accountability
and control in its operations and training for staff

D e f r a u d i n g Sydney Ferries
This investigation concerned the use and sale of
'live' reject ferry tickets by five operators at Manly

in relation to those systems.
D e p a r t m e n t of Corrective Services

Wharf. Sydney Ferries investigated the matter in

The ICAC has conducted several investigations

conjunction with the ICAC. The investigation

into the Department of Corrective Services over the

found that a number of employees had

past years. In 1 9 9 9 - 2 0 0 0 two matters were the

manipulated the ticket-selling machines. This

subject of reporting by the ICAC: abuse of power

occurred because no-one in the revenue

by the Acting Governor of the Wollongong

department of Sydney Ferries or supervisors of the

Periodic Detention Centre; and escapes by two

relevant staff were aware of how the ticket

inmates that may have involved officers of the

machines operated or understood the system's

Department.

internal checks to detect fraud. The ICAC report
on this investigation was published in October
1999.
As a result of the investigation, Sydney Ferries

As a result of the first matter, the Department took
a number of steps to alert officers to their duties
when dealing with complaints about fellow officers
by inmates, and has streamlined the system for

made a concerted effort to remedy the problems

reporting misconduct. In the second matter, no

exposed. Fundamental changes have occurred in

corrupt conduct was found, but systemic failings

the governance of Sydney Ferries, ranging from

were revealed. The Department has informed the

the areas of leadership and cultural change, to

ICAC that a number of changes and

improvements in revenue control and customer

improvements have been made.

awareness, with a particular emphasis on
strengthening financial management. Policies and

Parliamentary a n d electorate travel

procedures have been revised and ongoing

In November 1999 the ICAC released its third

training, including training in fraud awareness,

report on parliamentary and electorate travel. The

has been provided to all relevant staff. Various

purpose of this report was to advise the community

about steps being taken by the NSW Parliament
and the NSW Government to implement

RESEARCH ON THE IMPACT OF
INVESTIGATIONS

recommendations from an earlier ICAC report on
the same issue. O f the 63 recommendations, 19

Formal investigations with hearings and published

are dependent on the forthcoming determination

reports are one of the ICAC's main tools for

of the Parliamentary Reconciliation Tribunal, 29

exposing corruption and providing a catalyst for

were fully or partially implemented, 3 will not be

prevention. Given the importance of our

implemented and 12 require further consideration

investigations, we started a research project during

by Parliament.

the year to explore the impact of investigations,
using a case study methodology. It was the first

The ICAC considers that the progress made to

time the impact of the investigations has been

date is encouraging, although more needs to be

explored in this way.

done to bring about permanent reform of practices
and attitudes. Parliament has shown it has such
intentions but, to be successful, continued
leadership and a commitment of further resources

The basic aims of this research project are to
explore:
•

management and staff understanding of an

must support these intentions. The ICAC will

ICAC

continue working with the Parliament and others

conducted in their workplace

inquiry that

has b e e n

previously

and to report on further implementation of the
recommendations. The Speaker of the Legislative

•

Assembly and the President of the Legislative
Council have accepted the principle that future

the key issues that have 'stayed in their minds'
about the reasons for the inquiry

•

what people feel have been the main lessons

annual reports of their respective Houses should

learnt from the inquiry and the way it was

indicate progress made towards implementing the

handled, and

recommendations of the Second Report.

•

any changes that are identified as being a direct
result of the inquiry and what effect they are

Special f a v o u r s by a n E n v i r o n m e n t
Protection A u t h o r i t y officer

having.

The investigation concerned the relationships an

The case studies in the project involve a variety of

Environment Protection Authority (EPA) officer, Mr

data collection methods (29 one-to-one interviews,

Raymond Smith, had developed with a number of

approximately 2 5 0 questionnaires, and 10 focus

individuals and companies carrying on business in

groups). The research is designed to explore broad

areas that concerned Smith in the course of

issues as well as specific views. The ICAC will use

carrying out his duties. The report was released in

the results to help identify strategies for broadening

November 1999.

the impact of future investigations.

The investigation uncovered evidence of regular

RECOMMENDATIONS AFFECTING
INDIVIDUALS

payments over a two-year period by one company
into an account held by Smith's stepdaughter and
evidence of benefits received from another

The ICAC does not prosecute or discipline people

company. The report made findings of corrupt

as a result of its investigations, but it can

conduct in relation to Smith, his wife and a

recommend that consideration be given to either

number of other persons and companies. A

of these courses of action. The recommendations

recommendation was made that consideration be

can then be considered by the Director of Public

given to prosecuting Smith. The EPA undertook

Prosecutions (DPP) for prosecutions, or, for

disciplinary action against Smith, who was

disciplinary action, the agency in which the person

dismissed from the Public Service. The

is employed.

investigation exemplifies the risks inherent in the
discharge of duties by any public officer required
to deal directly with members of the public and to
exercise discretionary powers within a specialised
area.

The ICAC Act (section 74A(2)) requires that each
report to Parliament on an ICAC investigation
include, in respect of each 'affected' person, a
statement about whether or not the ICAC is of the
opinion that consideration should be given to:
•

prosecution of the person for a specified criminal
offence

•

•

taking of action against the person for a specified

pursuant to section 9 0 of the Evidence Act. In the

disciplinary offence

absence of these admissions, the prosecution

taking of action against the person with a view
to dismissing, dispensing with the services of,

could not prove the falsity of the statements and
the prosecution failed.

or otherwise terminating the services of the

O n 23 March 2 0 0 0 Bergin J gave judgement in

person.

the appeal of DDP v Attallah and held that the

An affected person is someone against w h o m , in
the ICAC's opinion, substantial allegations have

Magistrate was wrong in holding that:
a)

Attallah should have been told that the ICAC's

been made during, or in connection with, an

purpose in seeking the admissions from him (that

investigation.

he had lied on oath) was to obtain evidence for
use in a prosecution against him

Where recommendations are made that
consideration be given to the prosecution of a

b)

person, the ICAC is responsible for preparing a
brief of evidence and forwarding it to the DPR It is
a matter for the DPP to determine whether any
prosecution action should be taken. If the DPP

that he had a right to refuse to answer such
questions, and

c)

that the admissions could be excluded under
the provisions of section 90 of the Evidence Act.

determines that such action should be taken, then

However, it was held that the evidence of the

ICAC officers will liaise with the DPP in relation to

admissions would have been inadmissible for

the prosecution and are responsible for

another reason and the Magistrate's decision to

undertaking any further investigatory work that

dismiss the charges was confirmed.

might be required for the purpose of the
prosecution.
Similarly, it is a matter for the relevant government

The Court held that the admissions could and
should be excluded under section 90 because the
evidence had been obtained by way of an

department or agency to decide whether any

inducement made by the ICAC and was therefore

disciplinary action should be taken against an

involuntary.

"affected" employee.

to an unchallenged statement by the witness

In short, that inducement amounted

during the ICAC hearing (after he had lied) that

Prosecutions and disciplinary action
The ICAC monitors the outcome of

he "understood

from the Commission

tell the truth and I wouldn't

get into

that I should
trouble".

recommendations it makes for consideration of

The DPP has sought leave to appeal to the Court

prosecution and disciplinary action. Appendix 14

of Appeal.

sets out the details of prosecutions and disciplinary
action taken in 1 9 9 9 - 2 0 0 0 arising out of ICAC
investigations. Matters of particular interest arising
out of ICAC investigations are referred to below.
Investigation
into Corrective Services
Third
Report - Betrayal of trust: The activities
of
two correctional
officers

Report on the conduct of George
Bertoncello of Lane Cove City
Council,
Nazem Bechara in relation to certain
Councillors of Holroyd City Council,
and
Vittorio Fasan and Antonio Cavallaro
and
their dealings with Fairfield
City Council
Nazem

Bechara

Joseph Attallah was charged with a number of

Nazem Bechara was charged with a number of

section 87 offences arising from the Cadix

offences arising from an investigation into

Investigation. Attallah had been charged with 5

Bechara's dealings with certain Councillors of

counts of giving false evidence contrary to s.87 of

Holroyd City Council. Mr Bechara appeared at

the ICAC Act. Mr Attallah was a witness in the

the Downing Centre Local Court on Monday 26

Sua hearing (Operation Cadix). He was the

July 1999.

brothel owner who solicited Sua to arrange the
assault upon an inmate. The matter was set down
for hearing on 23 August 1 9 9 9 . O n that date the
charges against Mr Attallah were dismissed. The
Magistrate dismissed the charges on the basis that
Attallah's admissions to the ICAC to the effect that
he had earlier lied on oath were unfairly obtained
and should be excluded on a discretionary basis

Bechara was charged with one count of corruptly
giving a reward, six counts of corruptly offering a
reward (section 249) and two counts of giving
false or misleading evidence to the ICAC (section
87). He pleaded guilty to two section 249B
charges and two section 87 charges. The $ 5 0 0
Bechara had used in attempting to bribe
Councillor Brodie was forfeited to the Crown.

O n 9 December 1999 Bechara was sentenced to

because the systems in place were entirely

six months imprisonment to be served by way of

inadequate to prevent the corrupt manipulation of

home detention.

the tipping charges assessment and the collection
process.

G e o r g e Bertoncello
During the year, prevention work with the Sydney
Bertoncello was prosecuted for one offence under

City Council was finalised. The council has taken

section 249B of the Crimes Act and three charges

several steps to improve access control and

under section 87 of the ICAC Act. O n 1 2 July

monitoring of the tip. These include the installation

1 9 9 9 he pleaded guilty to all offences. O n 1 3 July

of additional barriers, improved computer systems,

1 9 9 9 he was sentenced to six months

video surveillance monitoring both at the depot

imprisonment for the section 87 offences, with an

and remotely, and improved accountability

additional term of three months for the section

arrangements.

249B offence. The sentences were to be served
concurrently and as home detention (based on

Corruption prevention in local councils

mitigating factors).
The investigation into Lane Cove Council (report
published November 1 997) raised certain

Outcomes of disciplinary
recommendations

prevention issues regarding the management of
health and building inspections.

F r a u d a t St Peters Tip

Recommendations were published in a subsequent

In addition to those matters outlined in Appendix

corruption prevention report. To ensure the

14, action of a disciplinary nature was taken as a

implementation of these recommendations, in

consequence of the Investigation into Conduct

1 9 9 8 - 1 9 9 9 the ICAC worked with a group of NSW

Local Council

Waste Depot Weighbridges

Peters and Elsewhere,

at

at St

published in June 1 9 9 9 .

local councils and the Department of Local
Government to create materials councils could use

The investigation concerned the defrauding of

to better inform the community about probity issues

Sydney City Council's St Peters depot of

relating to surveyors and health and building

considerable revenues, possibly in the order of

inspections.

millions of dollars. The ICAC made findings of
corrupt conduct against two operators who held
licences under the Security Industry Act

1997.

A brochure, Dealing with Council on Health

and

Building Matters, was distributed by the
Department of Local Government (DLG) in May

The ICAC also notified the Commissioner of

1 9 9 9 . In October 1 9 9 9 the resource was

Police, who suspended the security licences of both

evaluated, again in conjunction with the DLG. A

persons under section 1 6(3) of that Act.

survey was emailed by the DLG to all NSW local
councils, with the DLG collating all responses.

RECOMMENDATIONS AFFECTING
WHOLE AGENCIES

O f 1 77 councils in NSW, 6 4 % responded to the

During the year ICAC officers also conducted work

responded said that they had received the

arising out of investigations which were reported

brochure, 8 1 % had used it at least once, 8 1 % had

on in the previous financial year. A number of

found it useful, and 8 8 % said they would welcome

survey. Ninety-four per cent of councils that

recommendations dealt with the overall operation

similar corruption prevention resources in the

of government agencies, rather than just the

future from the ICAC.

individuals involved.

Fraud at St Peters Tip

Case Management in New South Wales
Correctional Centres

This concerned an investigation into weighbridges

As noted in last year's Annual Report, an outcome

(see above in 'Outcomes of disciplinary

of the ICAC's research report, Case

Management

recommendations').

in NSW Correctional

was that an

While the fraud was

Centres (1999),

occurring, audits were conducted which gave no

ICAC Officer was assigned to the Department of

indication of corrupt conduct. In fact, had it not

Corrective Services for an initial period of six

been for information given to the ICAC and its

months. The purpose of the assignment was to

activities in detecting and exposing the fraud, it

assist the Department in implementing the 28

might well still be in place. The fraud was simple,

recommendations for change contained in that

easy to perpetrate and went undetected for so long

research report. This assignment was extended for

year. The key purpose of these extensions was for

Reporting on implementation of
recommendations

the ICAC Officer to continue to assist with the

Work is underway to publish information regarding

introduction of a number of the recommendations

the status of implementation of recommendations

in three correctional centres specially chosen to

from ICAC investigation reports on the ICAC

pilot the changes. This process of substantial

website and in future Annual Reports. This work

change is continuing in the pilot correctional

will be completed in the next financial year.

a further four months in the 1 9 9 9 - 2 0 0 0 financial

centres.
It must be noted that it is not the ICAC's function
In terms of preventing corruption, many of the

to compel others to implement recommendations

recommendations address areas where aspects of

or prosecute offences.

inmate management had not been formally
captured in the policies, procedures and practices

THE ICAC IN COURT

of the Department. These are important issues for
minimising opportunities for corruption to occur in

The ICAC has been involved in two court cases

an organisation. Ensuring that managers and staff

during the year.

clearly understand and adhere to the correct

Langton v ICAC

policies and procedures is a key step in that
direction.

As noted in the previous annual report, the ICAC's

O n e example of the changes is a new protocol
through which inmates can request to see their
case management file. Previously, inmates were
able to access their file, but this was not well
understood by inmates or officers. The new simple,
effective and accountable procedures ensure that
both officers and inmates clearly understand and

first report on its investigation into Parliamentary
and electorate travel, published in April 1 9 9 8 ,
included a finding that Brian Langton MP had
engaged in corrupt conduct. Mr Langton
commenced proceedings in the NSW Supreme
Court seeking declarations which, if made, would
affect the ICAC's findings.

follow the appropriate process. A further example

In November 1998 Sperling J dismissed the claim

is that all correctional centres now have a set of

for declarations. Mr Langton subsequently

inmate case management performance criteria

appealed. The grounds of appeal concerned

included in their business plans. These criteria

Sperling J's interpretation of provisions concerning

clearly state the expected standards of case

travel entitlements of members in the relevant

management for each centre and a set of

Guide to Members'

outcomes by which these can be assessed.

associated legislation.

Another important example is that officer job
descriptions, at all levels, now include a set of key
accountabilities for inmate case management.
Vigilance and perseverance will be needed by the

Facilities and Services and

In November 1999 the Court of Appeal granted
leave to appeal and directed that the appeal be
expedited. The appeal was heard in May 2 0 0 0
before Stein JA, Giles JA and Hodgson CJ in

Department of Corrective Services to ensure that

Equity, who reserved their decision. In June 2 0 0 0

the necessary changes flow through to all centres

the Court unanimously dismissed the appeal.

and staff. O n e way this should already be

McMurtrie

occurring is in the auditing of the case

v ICAC & Ors

management process in correctional centres. As

In October 1 9 9 9 Mark McMurtrie commenced

the research report stated, the previous case

proceedings in the NSW Supreme Court against

management auditing process was less than

the ICAC and six other defendants. The principal

effective. The report recommended that this
function be upgraded and better resourced.

allegations in the statement of claim related to a
Until

this happens it will be very difficult for the

contractual dispute that Mr McMurtrie had with a
shire council. Mr McMurtrie had previously

Department to monitor what is actually happening

complained to the ICAC and other agencies about

in correctional centres with regard to the case

this matter. The ICAC decided, on the advice of

management of inmates. At the time of the

the Operations Review Committee, not to

Officer's return to the ICAC, the changes to

investigate the matter.

auditing had not occurred.
An application was filed on behalf of the ICAC
and two other defendants that the action be
stayed, dismissed or struck out as against them. A

40

similar application was filed on behalf of three
other defendants. On 1 8 August 2000 Master
Harrison of the Supreme Court made orders
striking out the proceedings as against the six
defendants. The plaintiff is required to file any
amended statement of claim within two months of
that date.
ICAC & Ors ats

Paramasivam

On 1 8 May 2000 the ICAC was served with an
application under the Human Rights and Equal
Opportunity Commission Act alleging unlawful
discrimination. Ms Paramasivam alleged that the
ICAC had failed to investigate her allegation of
corrupt conduct by reason of her race, colour or
national or ethnic origin. The ICAC, the
Commissioner, and each other member of the
ICAC's Operations Review Committee are named
as respondents. Ms Paramasivam is seeking 'an
apology and the provision of service on an equal
basis.'
A directions hearing was held in this matter before
Justice Moore in the Federal Court at Sydney on
27 June 2000. The applicant had no legal
representation at the directions hearing. The
matter was adjourned to 10 August 2000 for
further directions.

LIAISING WITH LAW
ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES
To facilitate its work the ICAC liaises with State and
Commonwealth law enforcement agencies. These
provide information and assistance, as required
and as is relevant, to the ICAC. The ICAC also
provides information to these agencies when
appropriate.
During 1999-2000, information and data were
exchanged with the Australian Federal Police, the
Australian Bureau of Criminal Intelligence, the
National Crime Authority, the NSW Crime
Commission, the NSW Police Service, the Police
Integrity Commission, the Victorian Police Service
and the WA Anti-Corruption Commission.
The ICAC also entered into a new Memorandum
of Understanding with AUSTRAC to reflect changes
to admissibility of suspect financial transaction
reports enacted in AUSTRAC's enabling
legislation, the Financial Transaction Reports Act
1988.

how we h

The ICAC Act requires the ICAC not only to
investigate suspected corrupt conduct, but to
educate the public sector and the general

DEVELOPING THE PUBLIC
SECTOR'S RESISTANCE TO
CORRUPTION

community and to assist public sector
organisations prevent corruption from happening.

Work to assess and strengthen the public sector's

This chapter looks at the ways we work to create a

ability to resist corruption is a new ICAC initiative.

general climate of corruption prevention in the

During the year a methodology for reviewing

NSW public sector.

agencies' resistance was developed and research
commenced to reveal corruption risks in the local

For the ICAC this involves:
•

•

developing

government sector.

the public sector's resistance to

corruption

Corruption Resistance Review Program

giving advice to public sector agencies and

This program has been designed to assist agencies

individuals

to identify corruption risks and ethical weaknesses,
and to develop strategies to reduce opportunities

•

undertaking projects to develop or help inform

for corruption.

strategy
Three agencies have been selected for review.
•

•

influencing the public sector by participating in

Reviews will assess the degree of risk inherent in

working groups and networks

the activities of agencies and the level of

giving out information and conducting training.

corruption resistance of agencies. In consultation
with agencies, the ICAC will develop solutions to

We also work to minimise corruption in a more

overcome weaknesses in corruption resistance.

direct way, namely, as a part of our formal
investigations and preliminary investigations into

Each review has four steps:

government agencies, by helping develop

1.

strategies and procedures that will minimise

Initially the I C A C will a p p r o a c h

selected

agencies, or groups of similar agencies, and

corruption in those agencies. This type of

agree with the C E O on the scope of the review.

corruption prevention is examined in the preceding

This will include methodology, access to the

chapter.

agency,

There is also considerable demand from other

recommendations.

countries for ICAC advice about its corruption

2.

and

implementation

of

The ICAC will then work with the agency to

minimisation strategies. The ICAC has welcomed

identify key risk activities and weaknesses. This

this interest, as it promotes the international

will involve examining what the agency says it

reputation of NSW as a corruption resistant state.

does to minimise risks and testing what it does
in practice.
3.

The next step may include visits to the agency,
interviews with selected managers, staff and
stakeholders, and examination and assessment
of policies and procedures.

4.

After committed solutions are agreed to by the

agencies and local councils, particularly

agency, the ICAC will continue to monitor their

tendering.

implementation.

Conflicts of interest were the subject of 15 per cent

A report on an agency may be provided in

of enquiries. In relation to local councils, much of

confidence to an agency, tabled in Parliament, or

the advice centred on the responsibilities of local

published, as appropriate. Reviews will also be

councillors who must make decisions which may

reported in the ICAC's Annual Report. A broader

appear to favour one group of constituents at the

outcome from this process will be the development

expense of another.

of sector-wide guidelines on the issues that
emerge.

A profile of local government
During the year the ICAC commenced

Employment practices were raised in 1 3 per cent of
enquiries. Some of these matters involved postseparation employment, that is, the re-employment
of former staff who had left an organisation under
redundancy provisions.

development of a profile of existing corruption
prevention strategies and potential risk areas in
local city, shire and municipal councils. Local
councils are of particular interest because:

Almost 8 per cent of enquiries were concerned with
gifts and benefits. Examples of enquiries include
how agencies should deal with situations where
staff win prizes in competitions conducted by

•

the ICAC consistently receives a large number

suppliers and the appropriateness of keeping gifts

of complaints about local government (possibly

offered by other organisations.

because 'local government' encompasses more
than 1 75 different organisations and because
council decisions have a direct impact on

Other matters dealt with included:
•

individuals)
•

direct negotiations - for example, when it is
appropriate for an agency or a local council to
enter into direct negotiations with one party for

local councils exercise a lot of discretionary

the sale or disposal of assets or the acquisition

powers, and

of goods and services
•

local councils are organisations that have
concerns and functions in common with each

•

election f u n d i n g - for e x a m p l e , how local
councillors should deal with offers of funding

other.

for their election campaigns by developers
The study seeks to examine the culture of councils,
and the presence or absence of corruption risk

•

e m p l o y m e n t practices - f o r e x a m p l e , the
circumstances in which secondary employment

factors, by asking staff and managers how they felt

can be approved, the need to test the market in

their councils functioned, and whether or not they

all instances when staff are being recruited, and

had policies and procedures about how they

restrictions on the employment of former staff

should function.

by agencies
Questionnaires were sent to all general managers,
and at the end of the financial year data were

•

being entered for analysis. In 2 0 0 0 - 2 0 0 1 ,
questionnaires will be sent to a random sample of

sponsorship and whether it is appropriate for
government agencies to endorse products

•

codes of conduct and corruption prevention

council staff seeking their views on the

plans that are being developed by government

implementation of prevention strategies. The ICAC

agencies and local councils

will interview some councillors, general managers
and audit managers to examine issues relating to
procurement, auditing, and building and
development applications.

•

advice on how and when to report to the ICAC
under sections 1 0 and 1 1 of the ICAC Act.

Table 8 gives more detail on the matters the ICAC
was asked to advise on during the year.

GIVING ADVICE
Giving advice is a major aspect of corruption
prevention for the ICAC. During the year, we gave
advice on over 3 4 0 matters.
Almost 3 0 % of these matters related to
procurement and disposal of assets by government

Table 8: Type of matters raised for advice by the ICAC, 1999-2000 (total 349 matters)

Renewing contracted services
A government agency had a contract with a
service provider for twelve years, but decided

Codes ot conduct
Conflict of interest
Election issues

iH

Employment issues/practices
Gifts and benefits
Government grants
Maladministration
Misappropriation/misuse of public
resources
Procurement and disposal
Protected disclosures
Public/private interface
Sponsorship
Other

35
17
4
7
13

16

61
2
6
6
23

merit
' 4

cies

31
5
8
6

to put the contract to tender. The existing

V

5

2

1

2
1

2
36

2

2
2
14

2

3

3
5

2
1
1

52
5
45
27
4
7
15
104
3
9
11

8

contractor put f o r w a r d two proposals for
consideration. The first was that it be allowed
to view other tenders for the contract, and then
make its own tender. The second was that it be
awarded a 'continuing service improvement
contract' involving a rolling 12-month contract.

•

•

The agency was uncomfortable with these
proposals and asked the ICAC for advice. The
ICAC advised that it could not support either
proposal, and that neither satisfied accepted
government practice. Allowing the contractor
to view other tenders would erode the benefits

Self-help advice on the Internet
In 1 9 9 9 - 2 0 0 0 the ICAC developed a new website
for launch in October 2 0 0 0 . Development of an
advice component for that site is underway. Focus
group feedback used to inform the development of

of a tender process, and having a continuing
contract appeared to provide for an anticompetitive, perpetually renewable contract.
The agency was pleased to accept the ICAC's
advice.

the site indicated that public servants would like to

Issuing fishing licences

easily and anonymously obtain information about
possible problems. The website advice section is

Concern was expressed by sections of

intended to satisfy this need.

community that a trust which carried out some

,

functions f o r a government environmental

Case studies

agency was acting in the private interests of

The following case studies show some of the

certain trust members. Specifically the trust was

breadth and complexity of the advice matters

withholding fishing licences for a considerable

agencies brought to the ICAC.

period and this was seen to benefit those

Tendering for developing
government-owned land
A government agency called for expressions
of interest for d e v e l o p i n g two sites - one
commercial and one residential - that were
next to each other but separate. The process
of tendering for these sites became complicated
because the sites were treated as part of the
same bid by some bidders (one of these a very
attractive bid) and not by others. The agency
was reluctant to go to the market again for
new bids, but did not want to disadvantage
any bidder.
The ICAC was asked for advice, and suggested
that the agency write to each of the remaining
bidders (for either or both sites), saying that
an attractive bid had been received which used
more than one site, and giving bidders the
opportunity to come back with an amended
b i d . The f a v o u r e d bidder s h o u l d also be
notified of this intention and assured that any
confidentiality issues would be managed. The
agency was pleased with this solution and

I

proceeded to a satisfactory outcome.

members. The trust had devoted considerable
resources over a long time to dealing with
complaints by people who had been denied
licences.

-,

The I C A C was a s k e d f o r a d v i c e by the
government agency that oversaw the trust. The
ICAC suggested that the agency insist the trust
do four things: make decisions in a properly
documented and fully accountable way; set up
an appeal process for licences; choose trust
members with a view to their understanding of
ethical matters; and write a code of conduct
for trust members.

UNDERTAKING PROJECTS TO
DEVELOP OR HELP INFORM
STRATEGY
During the year we undertook a range of activities
to further develop our corruption resistance
strategy, including: conducting an assessment of

-

.

.

potential corruption risks associated with emerging

commerce systems mature, loopholes for such

technology, a survey on ethical culture in the

frauds will be corrected and less frequent but more

public sector, and a project on building

sophisticated corrupt conduct can be expected.

organisational integrity.

In addition to new and perhaps unforeseen risks,

'E-corruption' - identifying risk areas in
emerging technology

the assessment revealed that emerging technology
is also creating opportunities in "traditional"
corruption risk areas. These include opportunistic

Use of the intranet/internet, e-commerce and e-

theft of high-value hardware such as notebook

procurement are examples of initiatives involving

computers and conflicts of interest when

emerging technology.

negotiating IT contracts.

These measures are, on

balance, highly desirable and should result in
increased public sector efficiency and effectiveness.

The ICAC intends to take a leading role in

However, in changing the way that Government

assisting the NSW public sector to appreciate the

does business, such emerging technology can

corruption risks as well as the undoubted benefits

provide new corruption opportunities. While some

of embracing new technologies in the way they

types of traditional corrupt conduct will become

serve the community. Work in this area will

more difficult to perpetrate as new technologies are

continue in the new year.

adopted, new risks areas emerge as a result of the
re-engineering of established control,

Ethical Culture Survey

accountability structures and management systems

The ethical 'culture' or 'tone' of an organisation is

and the replacement of paper-based internal

often seen as difficult to understand or measure. To

mechanisms by electronic commerce.

assist organisations in this, the ICAC developed a

To raise understanding about any specific
corruption risks of emerging technologies, the
ICAC conducted a strategic intelligence
assessment with the assistance of experts from the
Audit Office and the Office of Information
Technology.

adoption of emerging technologies in the public
sector are:

•

•

•

Good Management.

The main aim of the survey

was to help managers identify where the key
challenges may lie in creating a strong ethical
culture in their organisation. Another aim was to
identify the features that most strongly affect
employees' perceptions of honesty in NSW public

Some of the particular risks associated with the

•

survey based on its publication Ethics - The Key to

sector organisations.
The ICAC conducted the survey with a sample of
NSW public sector organisations in August 1999.

a u t o m a t i o n a n d the i n c r e a s e d s p e e d of

The survey was distributed to a random selection

transactions may undermine traditional audit

of 1314 public sector employees from eight state

controls

agencies and seven local councils. In total 9 1 5

greater accessibility of information, including

questionnaires were returned, a 7 0 % response

sensitive data

rate.

managers having insufficient knowledge and

The survey indicated that features that most

expertise to deal with e-corruption issues in the

strongly affected perceptions of honesty in an

workplace

organisation were:

the a b i l i t y of e m p l o y e e s , c u s t o m e r s a n d

•

the behaviour of leaders

•

punishment of wrongdoing

•

organisational values, rules and rewards.

registered suppliers to interact electronically and
remotely from any location means reduced facet o - f a c e i n t e r a c t i o n a n d loss of c o l l a t e r a l
information

B e h a v i o u r of l e a d e r s

•

download of inappropriate content

•

the implementation of re-engineered, enterprise-

The most important aspects of the behaviour of
leaders were found to be:

wide business processes
•

identity fraud

using desktop

publishing

•

to act honestly and practise what they preach

technologies.
Initially corruption opportunities using new
technologies can be expected to be opportunistic
and of low value. However as electronic

direct bosses and senior executives being seen

•

direct bosses and senior executives encouraging
a n d e m p h a s i s i n g honest b e h a v i o u r in the
workplace

•

•

direct bosses a l l o w i n g their staff to make

ICAC released during 1 9 9 8 - 1 9 9 9 . It also builds

decisions about how to conduct their own work

on the ICAC's current approach to corruption

and being encouraging of new ideas from staff

prevention, which acknowledges the strong links

direct bosses and senior executives treating all
staff fairly and equally.

between an organisation's ethical culture and its
resistance to corruption.
Work was done in 1 9 9 9 - 2 0 0 0 to provide

P u n i s h m e n t of w r o n g d o i n g

guidance on enhancing organisations' corruption

The most important aspects of handling of

resistance by integrating ethical standards and

wrongdoing were found to be:

corruption prevention strategies into all its
operations.

•

appropriate action being taken and being seen
to be taken when wrongdoing is reported

The ICAC has produced two sets of guidelines to
be published in 2 0 0 0 - 2 0 0 1 . Organisational

•

appropriate action being taken against those
who act dishonestly.

Integrity - Key Areas to Consider
Ethical Workplace

in Building

Culture Survey Kit (see above), while

V a l u e s , rules a n d r e w a r d s

Organisational

Integrity - The Importance

The most important aspects of values, rules and

Leadership

rewards were found to be:

Resistance will be published separately.

•

an

will be included in the Ethical

to Ethical Performance

and

of
Corruption

existence of rules a n d p r o c e d u r e s w h i c h
everyone is expected to follow

•

the organisation being true to its stated values

•

the organisation fostering the development of

INFLUENCING THE PUBLIC
SECTOR BY PARTICIPATING IN
WORKING GROUPS AND
NETWORKS

its staff.
In order to encourage the public sector to adopt
Respondents who felt that their organisation

strategies to prevent corruption, the ICAC

generated these positive conditions were more

participates in networks and working groups

likely to perceive that the organisation, their

involving key government agencies. This has also

superiors and colleagues were more honest. They

proved to be an effective way to disseminate

also expressed greater job satisfaction, were more

information about corruption prevention initiatives

willing to stay in their job, felt safer to express their

to the public sector. During the year the ICAC was

opinions and report wrongdoing, and had better

involved in three significant forums: a committee

relationships with their direct bosses and their

for implementation of the Protected Disclosures

colleagues.

Act, the Ethics Working Party, and the Corruption

Respondents who felt their organisation did not set

Prevention Network.

up positive conditions, described above, were
more likely to perceive their organisation, superiors
and colleagues as less honest. They were also
more likely to report being ashamed of their

The Protected Disclosures Act
Implementation Steering Committee
This committee was established in 1996 to

organisations, being reluctant to express their own

increase public sector awareness of protected

views, being fearful of superiors, and having

disclosures legislation and help agencies manage

negative relationships with their colleagues.

complaints received. The ways agencies are to

In addition to producing a report which discusses
the survey results, the ICAC is also producing an

deal with protected disclosures are provided for
under the Protected Disclosures

Act.

Ethical Culture Survey Kit to assist organisations to

In government agencies, considerable

conduct the Ethical Culture Survey in their own

responsibility for protected disclosures falls on

organisations. This kit will be produced in 2 0 0 0 -

people designated as protected disclosures

2001.

coordinators. The committee's plan for 1 9 9 9 - 2 0 0 0
was guided by a survey which assessed

The Building Organisational Integrity
project

coordinators' needs for resources, training and

The Building Organisational Integrity project grew

Protected Disclosures workshop was reviewed and

out of the findings outlined in the publication

then run for public sector agencies and councils in

Ethics: The Key to Good Management,

metropolitan and regional NSW.

which the

advice. The popular Better Management

of

Other initiatives included the development of a
group email system for protected disclosure

PROVIDING INFORMATION AND
TRAINING

coordinators, and a proposal for the management
of complaints to be considered within the
proposed Premier's Department Work Related

An important part of creating a climate of
corruption prevention in NSW is providing
information in various forms and conducting

Stress Policy.

training sessions. These are aimed primarily at
In 1 9 9 9 the ICAC made a submission to a

public sector employees but also at other

Parliamentary Committee on the NSW

organisations in NSW and the general public.

O m b u d s m a n and Police Integrity Commission
concerning the review of the Protected

Disclosures

Act, as did all members of the committee.
T h e Ethics W o r k i n g P a r t y

Corruption
Corruption

Matters

newspaper

Matters is a newspaper published by

the ICAC and distributed mainly to the NSW
public sector and various media. It is aimed at

The Ethics Working Party promotes the inclusion of

improving public sector corruption resistance by

ethics in public sector policy, management and

publicising the lessons learned from ICAC

initiatives. The ICAC continues to be involved in

investigations and promoting preventive measures.

the activities of the working party and the

It also provides concise, easy-to-read summaries

introduction of new initiatives. In December 1999

of events, ICAC accomplishments, and advances

the Premier launched the NSW Ethics Website,

in anti-corruption and ethics.

www.ethic.nsw.gov.au. The site was created to
provide easy access to information about

This year Corruption

government ethics standards, practices and

times, with a print run of 1 3 , 0 0 0 for each edition.

policies.

The themes addressed were:

While the site is owned and managed by the

•

Premier's Department of NSW, its development
was financially supported by member agencies of
the working party, and has contributors from
throughout the public sector. The ICAC was active
in contractor selection and website content, and
will continue to contribute to the site.

The Corruption Prevention Network
The ICAC is represented on the Corruption

Matters was published three

Investigations and their effects -

October/

November 1999
•
•

Creating an ethical culture - March/April 2 0 0 0
Helping agencies to help themselves - June/
July 2 0 0 0 .

The newspaper also gave an opportunity to other
regulatory agencies, such as the O m b u d s m a n and
the Audit Office, to add their points of view to the
ICAC themes.

Prevention Network, a Sydney-based not-for-profit
organisation. The network links people interested
in corruption prevention, providing an open forum
for discussion on issues related to corruption,
including fraud.
Most contacts are within the NSW and Federal
public sectors, but the network also has

A reader evaluation was included in the June/July
2 0 0 0 issue. This will help inform the direction of
the newspaper.

Got an ethical problem? - a corruption
prevention poster
Public officials who are faced with ethical

representatives in New Zealand and North

dilemmas often struggle to find guidance on the

America and continues to expand. The network is

best way to resolve them. This places officials

run by a committee of elected volunteer public

under stress, often making them vulnerable and at

officials who are practitioners in corruption

risk of acting corruptly or failing to avert

prevention. Support is provided by the NSW Audit

corruption.

Office, the NSW O m b u d s m a n and the NSW
Recognising these problems, the ICAC last year

Police Service.

produced a poster entitled Got an ethical
During the year the network published and
distributed newsletters and presented a one-day
conference, Corruption

Bytes - E-Business Risks,

focussing on 'e-corruption'.

problem?

The poster provides guidance to public

officials faced with an ethical dilemma. During the
year, 4 , 0 0 0 copies were distributed throughout the
NSW public sector.

Training kits and training sessions

Ethics and code of conduct training advice was
also provided to the Ambulance Service of NSW

The ICAC recognises that improving corporate

and the South-East Sydney Area Health Service.

culture increases corruption resistance among
public sector agencies and councils. Developing

For further information on ICAC staff contributions

and distributing training resources is an important

to workshops, seminars and conferences during

part of fostering a corruption-resistant culture.

the year refer to Appendix 9.

During the year, the training kit Practical Ethics
and Public Duty - Conduct

Becoming

Liaising with unions

was

updated and improved. It now comprises a video,

Unions play a significant role in promoting ethical

overheads, a PowerPoint presentation, worksheets,

conduct among public sector employees in New

a facilitator's guide and case studies.

South Wales. This has been highlighted in a
number of the ICAC's investigations. Positive

There was a focus on distributing this and other

outcomes in the form of changes in management

kits, and conducting train-the-trainer and

practices and the development of systems to

information sessions for key public sector staff:
•

•

minimise corruption opportunities, as well as

1 6 2 c o u n c i l s a n d 3 0 9 a g e n c i e s in NSW

providing appropriate protection for workers, have

received one or more copies of the updated kit.

been achieved with the cooperation and

Fourteen t r a i n - t h e - t r a i n e r a n d i n f o r m a t i o n
sessions were held throughout metropolitan and
r e g i o n a l NSW, i n v o l v i n g 2 2 4

participants

assistance of unions.
In 1 9 9 9 - 2 0 0 0 , unions with significant coverage of
NSW public sector employees were consulted on

ranging from general managers of councils in

the information they need about the ICAC's work.

some regional areas, to trainers, managers,

ICAC staff developed and presented seminars on

protected disclosure coordinators and auditors.

this work at a range of union events, including in-

The sessions were held in Sydney, Canberra,

house briefing sessions and state conferences.

W a g g a W a g g a , G o s f o r d , Coffs

Articles on topics such as protected disclosures

Harbour,

Tamworth, O r a n g e , Nowra and Newcastle.

and secondary employment policies were also
distributed to union publications. Unions will be

The sessions attracted notice from local
newspapers, such as the Parramatta Advertiser,

the

Central Coast Express and the Da/7y Advertiser

in

Wagga W a g g a , and radio stations 2KPTR in Coffs
Harbour and 2 N U (ABC) in Tamworth.

assisted further in providing help to members in
the coming financial year.

Informing the media about what we do
To improve the media's understanding of the

Evaluations of these sessions showed that most
participants found them very useful.

Working with individual agencies

ICAC's role and operations, we organised
meetings with senior staff and trainee journalists
from major Sydney metropolitan news
organisations.

Training courses in ethics and corruption
awareness were undertaken in the following
agencies:

As the media tend to concentrate on the ICAC's
public hearings, the emphasis in these meetings
was on giving trainee journalists an idea of our

•

Liverpool City Council

efforts in corruption prevention, education and

•

Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority

research.

•

•

Department of Land and Water Conservation,

For details of ICAC media statements released

Newcastle

during the year see Appendix 8.

Department of Corrective Services - Investigators
training course

The Minister's Young Designers Award

•

Department of Mineral Resources

The ICAC has sponsored the Minister's Young

•

Office of the Protective Commissioner

Designers Award (MYDA) since 1 9 9 7 . The award
is a joint initiative of the Office of the Board of

•

Bega Valley Council

•

Leichhardt Council

•

Office of Waste Management

Education. It encourages Year 7 and 8 students of

Canterbury City Council.

design and technology in NSW to look at the

•

48

Studies NSW, the NSW Department of Education
and Training and the Office of the Minister for

and environments, then design a successful

Visit by Alternate Politburo Member,
China

solution to a clearly identified need.

In March 2 0 0 0 the ICAC received a visit from His

world around them, investigate products, systems

Through sponsorship the ICAC has promoted its

Excellency Mr Zeng Q i n g h o n g , Alternate Member

school ethics resources to teachers and students,

of the Chinese Politburo and an accompanying

and promoted the value of ethical decision

delegation. Mr Zeng was in Australia as a guest of

making in the design process.

the Commonwealth Government and had
expressed interest in anti-corruption issues. He and

The winners of the 1 9 9 9 ICAC Ethics Award were
Tania McLennan, Amanda Tanner and Krystal
Schofield, Year 8 students at Bundarra Central

the delegation were briefed by the Commissioner
and two members of senior management on the
ICAC's role and experience in NSW.

School, Armidale, for their primary school
educational kit called 'Frogs of the Murray-Darling

The ICAC provided information sessions on the

Basin Action Pack'.

operation and outcomes of ICAC work to many
overseas visitors. These are listed in Appendix 1 1 .

The MYDA Management Committee continues to
recognise the value of ethics education in design

Teaching corruption prevention

and technology, and in 2 0 0 0 will be incorporating
ethical considerations into general judging criteria.
The ICAC has contributed $ 5 , 0 0 0 in sponsorship
for the 2 0 0 0 MYDA.

For some years the ICAC has presented lectures
on corruption prevention methodology to graduate
students at the Australian National University's
Asia Pacific School of Economics and

GAINING INTERNATIONAL
RECOGNITION FOR NSW AS A
CORRUPTION RESISTANT STATE
The ICAC has contact with many overseas anticorruption agencies. This achieves the twin goals
of sharing efforts in preventing corruption, and of
promoting NSW as an international leader in

Management.
In 1998 the University established a new course on
corruption and corruption prevention
methodology, basing it on the ICAC corruption
prevention approach and using ICAC corruption
prevention and investigation officers as lecturers
and facilitators.

corruption prevention, education and

Presenting ICAC corruption prevention methods in

investigation.

a rigorous academic environment creates
discussion and criticism, which can be used for

P N G O m b u d s m a n Commission

ongoing development of those methods.

During the year, the ICAC's Director of Corruption

Delivery of the course is now sufficiently

Prevention and Education continued his work with

streamlined to enable routine access for senior

the AusAID project for the strengthening of the

NSW public officials. Scholarships for NSW public

Papua New Guinea O m b u d s m a n Commission.

sector managers are being planned for 2 0 0 0 -

Two visits involved assisting in developing an

2001.

External Relations Plan.

Cambodia
In September 1999 John Feneley (as Solicitor to
the Commission), at the invitation of the Centre for
Democratic Institutions (CDI) at the Australian
National University, visited Cambodia to
participate in the week-long "National Workshop
to draft an Anti-Corruption Plan for C a m b o d i a " .
The trip was funded by CDI.
For further information on overseas visits made by
ICAC staff during the year, refer to Appendix 1 0.

how we were.

To operate as Parliament intended, and to ensure

This eleven-member committee ensures the ICAC

community confidence is maintained, the ICAC is

is accountable by monitoring and reviewing the

both independent and accountable.

ICAC's activities and ICAC reports on various

The ICAC is independent in that its operations,

matters. It may also examine trends in corruption.

including investigations, are not subject to the

The PJC usually asks the ICAC Commissioner to

direction of politicians, bureaucrats, any political

give evidence before it in public hearings twice a

party, or the Government. Unlike most other

year. The NSW Parliament publishes the evidence

publicly funded organisations, the ICAC is not

given at these hearings. During the year under

accountable to a Government Minister; rather it is

review the Commission gave evidence on four

accountable to the NSW Parliament through a

occasions. The PJC met with Commissioner

Parliamentary Committee on the Independent

O'Keefe on 24 September and 12 November

Commission Against Corruption (the Parliamentary

1 9 9 9 , and with Commissioner Moss on 1 7 March

Joint Committee or PJC).

and 15 June 2 0 0 0 .

This independence is essential for public

The PJC can also:

confidence that the ICAC is not biased and subject
to the dictates of the government of the day. It also

•

maintains the integrity of ICAC investigations and
operations.

•

inquire into any question put to it about the
ICAC by both Houses

Under the ICAC Act and other legislation, the
ICAC is given extensive powers (as outlined in

report to both Houses of Parliament on any nonoperational matter relating to the ICAC

•

look at areas of particular relevance to the

Appendix 1 5), which significantly exceed those

ICAC's work.

given to the police, to perform its investigative

number of complaints from the public about

For example, it refers a small

functions.

the ICAC to the Commissioner for response.

Because of its independence and powers,

The PJC's role does not extend to investigating a

accountability to the people of NSW - through the

matter related to particular conduct or

PJC, the Operations Review Committee (ORC),

reconsidering ICAC investigative decisions. The

regular reporting, and a range of other

ICAC accounts for its investigative decisions by

accountability mechanisms - is important for the

referral to the Operations Review Committee (see

ICAC.

below).

ACCOUNTABLE TO PARLIAMENT
- THE PARLIAMENTARY JOINT
COMMITTEE
The ICAC is accountable to Parliament through
the PJC. The PJC is established under the ICAC
Act, which also defines its powers and functions.

In February 2 0 0 0 , the ICAC made a submission to
the PJC on proposed legislative changes to deal
with issues arising from the exercise of the
Commission's powers. The submission made the
following proposals:

Police powers

Property in custody

The ICAC submitted that it would be appropriate

In the course of investigations, ICAC officers

that the ICAC Act be amended to invest suitably

sometimes seize monies which are suspected of

qualified ICAC investigators with police powers,

being connected to an offence, such monies

consistent with the arrangements established for

usually being secret commissions paid during the

the Police Integrity Commission. The Commission

course of corrupt transactions. The ICAC considers

argued that police powers are necessary for

that the current provisions in its own legislation

Commission investigators to effect an appropriate

concerning seized property are inadequate.

response in certain urgent operational situations,
and to carry out certain routine administrative
functions that are presently reserved for police
officers.

Local councillors

Part 6 of the Criminal

Procedure Act

1986

provides that any person may apply to a court for
an order that property be delivered to the person
who appears to be lawfully entitled to the property.
In the absence of such an order, and within one
month after the termination of proceedings against

The ICAC submitted that the ICAC Act be

a person for an offence concerning the property,

amended so that section 9 does not exclude the

where the property is money, it may be given to the

conduct of a councillor if that conduct is in breach

Treasurer for payment into the Consolidated Fund.

of the Code of Conduct of that council.
However, the provisions of Part 6 apply only to

Listening device warrants

property in police custody. Accordingly, it would be
appropriate that the Criminal

The Listening Devices Act 1984 provides that the
period for which a listening device warrant

Procedure Act be

amended to apply to property in the custody of the
ICAC in connection with an offence.

remains in force is 21 days. The ICAC proposed
that the maximum period for which a warrant

Transcripts of ICAC hearings

remains in force be extended to 90 days.
The ICAC sought legislative amendment to clarify
The ICAC also submitted that an amendment be

the use of transcripts of evidence from ICAC

made to section 18(2) of the Listening Devices Act

hearings in prosecution proceedings.

so that ICAC officers can in appropriate cases
apply for a listening device warrant over the
telephone.

Increasing the reach of section 21

Membership of the ORC
The ICAC submitted that the ICAC Act be
amended so that the Commissioner of Police and
the person appointed by the Governor on the

The ICAC submitted that section 21 of the ICAC

recommendation of the Attorney General be

Act be amended so as to increase its reach to

allowed to delegate their responsibilities to a

persons other than public officials, subject to the

suitably qualified person.

existing safeguard that the power only be exercised
for the purposes of an investigation.

The PJC has recommended that another person
with investigative skills replace the Police

Powers of Assistant Commissioners

Commissioner on the ORC.

The ICAC submitted that section 1 07(4) of the

These proposals are currently under review by the

ICAC Act be amended so that the power to issue a

PJC.

warrant for the arrest of a person under sections

The PJC has been engaged in a stage by stage

3 6 or 100 of the Act could, at the discretion of the
Commissioner, be delegated to an Assistant
Commissioner.

review of aspects of the ICAC Act. In May 2 0 0 0 ,
as part of this review, the PJC released its report,
"Accounting for Extraordinary Powers". The report

The rationale for this is that it is possible that the

examined the accountability regime for the ICAC,

inability to issue such warrants, due to the absence

arguing for improvements in the Commission's

of the Commissioner, might have an adverse effect

performance reporting arrangements, changes to

on an ICAC investigation. Although this power is

the composition of the Operations Review

exercised rarely, the inability to issue a warrant due

Committee, and the establishment of an Inspector

to the absence or illness of the Commissioner may

to deal with complaints about the ICAC. Upon the

mean that the ICAC loses the opportunity to obtain

release of the report, the Commissioner indicated

relevant evidence in particular investigations.

her support for the proposed Inspector. Subsequent

to the report's release, the ICAC has worked with

least once every three months. In practice, the

the PJC Chair, The Hon. John Hatzistergos MLC,

Commissioner usually meets with the ORC every

and committee member, Mr Michael Richardson

month except January.

MP, and representatives of the Audit Office and
Ombudsman's Office on developing new
performance indicators for the Commission.
In June 2 0 0 0 , the PJC released a discussion paper
on jurisdictional issues affecting the ICAC, inviting
submissions from the Commission and interested
parties. This discussion paper will form the basis of
further review of the Commission's jurisdiction and
its capacity to make findings.

ACCOUNTABLE FOR DECISIONS
TO INVESTIGATE - THE
OPERATIONS REVIEW
COMMITTEE
The Operations Review Committee (ORC) was

During ORC meetings, members may reject,
accept or modify recommendations made by ICAC
officers and/or request further investigation into
any matter reported to it.
Internal and external audits are conducted of ORC
reports and associated files and these audits are
reported on in the ICAC's Annual Reports (see
page 53).
ORC m e m b e r s
The ORC consists of eight members:
•

•

Assistant Commissioner of the ICAC, nominated
by the Commissioner

established under the ICAC Act and its functions,
membership and procedures are also specified in

Ms Irene Moss A O , the ICAC Commissioner,
and Chair of the Committee

•

the Act. The ORC ensures the ICAC is

Mr Peter Ryan Q P M , the Commissioner of Police,
New South Wales Police Service

accountable for decisions about whether or not it
will investigate complaints made by members of

•

Mr Laurie Glanfield, Director General, Attorney
G e n e r a l ' s D e p a r t m e n t , a p p o i n t e d by the

the public.

G o v e r n o r on the r e c o m m e n d a t i o n of the
The main role of the ORC is to advise the ICAC

Attorney General, with the concurrence of the

Commissioner whether the ICAC is correct in

Commissioner and

deciding to discontinue or not commence the
investigation of a complaint alleging corruption.

•

Four persons appointed by the Governor on
the recommendation of the Minister with the

The ORC must be consulted before an

concurrence of the Commissioner, to represent

investigation into a complaint can be

community views:

discontinued. 'Discontinuing' an investigation
includes discontinuing once an investigation is

- Reverend Harry Herbert, Executive Director

completed as well as deciding not to continue the

of the Board for Social Responsibility in the

investigation past a certain point.

Synod of NSW of the Uniting Church in
Australia

Whilst this is the ORC's main function, by
agreement between the ORC and the ICAC, it has

- Ms Yvonne Grant, lawyer

been given a broader role in investigation matters:

- Ms Merrilyn Walton, Adjunct Associate

•

Professor of Ethical Practice, Sydney

advise the Commissioner at least every three

University

months whether the ICAC should continue an

- Ms Suzanne Jamieson, Lecturer, Sydney

investigation
•

University.

advise the Commissioner whether the ICAC
should discontinue an investigation conducted

ORC decisions during the year

on its own initiative or on a report made to it
In 1 9 9 9 - 2 0 0 0 the ORC met ten times (one
•

advise the Commissioner on other matters the

meeting was cancelled due to lack of a quorum)

Commissioner may from time to time refer to

and considered 9 8 8 matters. O f these the ORC:

the ORC
•
•

accepted the recommendation made in relation

bring to the attention of the Commissioner any

to 764 of the matters [77 per cent) without any

matters relating to the operations of the ICAC

alteration or comment

which the ORC considers important.
•

made specific comment or alteration to the

The Commissioner has a statutory obligation to

recommendation before accepting the report on

consult with the ORC on a regular basis, and at

1 53 matters (1 5.5 per cent)

•

did not accept the recommendation, but sought
further information and required further reports
to be prepared, for 43 matters (4.5 per cent)

•

Investigation reports
Investigation reports on each investigation
involving a public hearing or any matter referred

accepted reports on the status of 2 8 matters (3

from both Houses of Parliament must be presented

per cent)

to Parliament. Investigation reports specify any
findings of corrupt conduct, and recommend

Compliance with duty to report
In order to ensure it complies with its duty to reportto the O R C , the ICAC has regular internal audits

changes to ensure that future corruption
opportunities are minimised. As well,
recommendations are made on whether
consideration should be given to the prosecution

of reports and associated files.

of, or the taking of disciplinary or dismissal action
against, individuals. These reports are public and

Internal audits
A random selection of reports submitted to the
O R C meetings is evaluated strictly against the
contents of the associated file or files. The audit
examines reports for possible inaccuracies or

help to inform the community about what we have
done.

Inspection by the Ombudsman

inadequacies, and also determines whether the

To ensure compliance with statutory requirements,

report is in the correct format, as specified by the

the Ombudsman inspects ICAC records of

ICAC's internal policies and procedures.

telephone interceptions and controlled operations
(see Appendix 15). The ICAC reports on its use of

When a report is found to be unsatisfactory, either
a further report is requested to correct deficiencies
identified in the audit, or the report's author is
advised of deficiencies to prevent a recurrence.

listening devices to the Attorney General of New
South Wales. Requirements under the Law
Enforcement

and National

Security

(Assumed

Identities) Act 1998 are reported in Appendix 15.

During the year, 86 ORC reports were examined
and all were found to adequately and accurately

Legal scrutiny

reflect the nature of the allegations and assessment

The Supreme Court has both an inherent and

of the matter. The results of this audit indicate that

statutory jurisdiction to receive appeals or

the quality of information presented to the ORC is

applications in respect of the activities of

satisfactory.

administrative tribunals, such as the ICAC, to
ensure they perform their functions according to

External audit

law.

The Audit Office of NSW conducts the external
audit of ICAC reports to the ORC as part of the
ICAC annual internal audit program. The internal
audit program for 1 9 9 9 - 2 0 0 0 has been deferred

In public and private hearings, witnesses and
affected persons can be legally represented. Any
claim that the ICAC has wrongly used its powers
can thus be challenged and resolved.

until October 2 0 0 0 and the audit of the ICAC
reports to the ORC will be completed at this time.

O t h e r controls

ACCOUNTABLE THROUGH
OTHER MECHANISMS

The ICAC is bound by a number of other
accountability controls:
•

The Annual Report
The ICAC's Annual Report describes the work of

•

the ICAC as required under the ICAC Act and the
Annua/ Reports (Departments)

The ICAC Commissioner's appointment is a fiveyear non-renewable term

Act

The ICAC is accountable to NSW Treasury for
funding and expenditure

1985.
•

The Audit Office reviews the ICAC financial

NSW privacy laws apply (operational matters
are exempted)

statements contained in the Annual Report. The
ICAC also engages the Audit Office to provide it
with an internal audit function. Details of the
external scrutiny of use of ICAC special powers are
also published in the report (see below).

•

Freedom of information laws apply (operational
matters are exempted).

how wfi support

erformance

S i
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MANAGING LEGAL CHANGES

Law Enforcement (Controlled Operations)
Act 1997

Legal changes affecting the ICAC

Following his review of this Act, the Inspector of
the Police Integrity Commission recommended that
a number of changes be made to the Act to
maximise its use and effectiveness. All of those
recommendations have been incorporated into an
amending Act to which assent was given on 3
December 1 999. The amendments include
provisions enabling urgent applications to be
made and urgent authorities granted with respect
to controlled operations and the extension of the
time for which an authority is valid. Forms will be
prescribed for an Authority and a Variation. The
amendments will commence when the new
regulation is gazetted.

The ICAC regularly comments on proposals for
new legislation and the review of existing
legislation that affects it. This includes participation
in working parties comprising representatives of
various law enforcement agencies and other
agencies affected by the legislation.
ICAC Regulation 2000
The Independent Commission Against Corruption
Regulation was amended to include persons in
same-sex relationships within the definition of
'spouse'. The amendment arose out of the need to
respond to contemporary social arrangements in
order to safeguard the integrity of ICAC's security
vetting process for employees.
Commonwealth Telecommunications
(Interception) Act
In the past year the ICAC has also commented on
proposals to amend the Commonwealth
Telecommunications (Interception) Act. As well as
providing comments on the draft Bill that was
circulated in January 2000, the ICAC made a
submission to the Senate Legal and Constitutional
Legislation Committee in April 2000. The Bill was
referred to that committee for inquiry following its
passage through the House of Representatives.
The committee tabled its report on 11 May 2000 in
which it recommended that the Bill proceed
without amendment. The amendments will allow
warrants to be obtained in respect of named
persons and will also remove the requirement that
the Australian Federal Police execute certain
warrants. These commenced on 22 June 2000.

Listening Devices Act 1984
The Listening Devices Act 1984 has been
amended to overcome a difficulty identified in the
case of R v Kay and Kay. In that case it was held
that a video camera was not a listening device for
the purposes of the Act. A Bill to amend the Act to
enable warrants to be obtained for video cameras
and tracking devices which incorporate a listening
device received assent on 27 June 2000.

Proposed changes affecting the ICAC
In addition to the proposed legislative changes
suggested to the Parliamentary Joint Committee
discussed in the previous chapter, legislative
amendments have been proposed in the following

Law Enforcement and National Security
(Assumed Identities) Act
This Act commenced operation on 8 March 1 999.
As required by section 21 of the Act, a review of
the Act was carried out after it had been in
operation for 1 2 months. The ICAC participated in

that process, which was conducted by the

agencies to look at each other's processes in

Inspector of the Police Integrity Commission.

order to learn about how we may all improve the

During the review a number of common
operational problems were identified and an
ongoing working committee has been set up to
allow future discussion of those problems and the
exchange of information and procedures among
the agencies involved in the use of the legislation.
The report on the review has yet to be tabled.
Protected Disclosures Act

way we work. The approach will focus upon
processes rather than direct comparisons, given
the many differences between agencies. The ICAC
anticipates that the best-practice exercise will result
in ongoing constructive relationships between
agencies.

Complaints about the ICAC
Consistent with the aims and objectives of the
Protected Disclosures Act, the ICAC has

The Parliamentary Joint Committee on the Office of

developed internal procedures for reporting and

the O m b u d s m a n and the Police Integrity

dealing with protected disclosures made by ICAC

Commission commenced its second statutory

staff. The ICAC is committed to ensuring that those

review of the Protected Disclosures Act 1994 in

who make protected disclosures do not suffer

November 1 9 9 9 . The Committee sought comments

detrimental action as a result of providing such

from each of the investigative authorities defined

information.

by the Act, including the ICAC, and from other
interested agencies and groups.

During 1 9 9 9 - 2 0 0 0 , ICAC staff made three
protected disclosures. The NSW O m b u d s m a n has

The ICAC provided detailed comments on the

been asked to investigate these matters.

recommendations contained in the report on the
first review of the Act, together with additional
comments. The Committee was also provided with
copies of two journal articles that reported some of
the results of the ICAC's research into the Act.
John Feneley, Assistant Commissioner, gave
evidence relating to the ICAC's submission before
the Committee on 2 8 March 2 0 0 0 . Additional

Research and development
The more information we have about corruption,
the better equipped we are to prevent its
occurrence. ICAC research seeks to better inform
efforts to minimise corruption by identifying how
and where to intervene.

submissions were made on matters raised during

Information on research work undertaken during

the public hearings, including proposals made by

the year is reported in several parts of the Annual

the NSW Police Service.

Report under the following headings:

C o m m o n w e a l t h privacy legislation
During the year the ICAC has also commented on

•
•

•

about possible amendments to legislation
governing the use of surveillance devices.

Do public sector employees know how to report
corruption? (see page 24)

the proposed Commonwealth privacy legislation
and took part in discussions with other agencies

Benchmarking (see above)

What do public sector employees think about
corruption? (see page 25)

•

Differences between public authorities which
make section 1 1 reports and those which do

GENERAL MANAGEMENT

not (see page 27)

Corporate planning

•

The impact of investigations (see page 37)

During the year, the ICAC formulated strategic

•

A profile of local government (see page 43)

plans based on the 1 9 9 8 - 2 0 0 1 Corporate Plan,
and these guided our activity for the year. A

•

Corporate Planning Group met and developed
unit strategic plans for the year. This group met

'E-corruption' -

i d e n t i f y i n g risk a r e a s in

emerging technology (see page 45)
•

Ethical culture survey (see page 45).

twice to review progress against plans.

Freedom of Information (FOI)
Benchmarking
The ICAC has initiated a cooperative best-practice
exercise with similar agencies in New South Wales
and other States. The aim is for participating

See Appendix 4.

Privacy and personal information
The remaining provisions of the Privacy and
Personal Information Protection Act 1998
commenced operation on 1 July 2000. The ICAC
is required to comply with the information
protection principles in connection with the
exercise of its administrative and educative
functions, although it is otherwise exempt.
Prior to the commencement of the Act, the ICAC
conducted an audit of its personal information
holdings, using criteria and resources provided by
the Privacy Commissioner, to assess the extent of
compliance with the information protection
principles against its administrative and educative
functions. This process identified a number of
matters that were incorporated within a privacy
management plan that the ICAC has prepared, as
required under the legislation.
The plan was submitted to the Privacy
Commissioner in June 2000. The ICAC will report
further to the Privacy Commissioner on matters in
the plan.

Code of Conduct
The ICAC's Code of Conduct is reproduced as
Appendix 3. No changes were made to the code
during the year.

Appointments to the ICAC
The ICAC Act permits the Governor to appoint
Assistant Commissioners, with the Commissioner's
concurrence, to assist the ICAC as the
Commissioner requires. On the recommendation
of the Commissioner, the Governor approved the
appointment of John Feneley as Assistant
Commissioner for the period 9 February 2000 to
28 February 2001 on a full-time basis. This
appointment was made to assist the Commissioner
in the exercise of the ICAC's powers, to allow for
the management and overseeing of significant
strategic corporate issues, and to encourage a
cohesive and cooperative approach across ICAC
functions. John Feneley was previously the
Director, Legal and Solicitor to the Commission, a
position he had occupied since February 1995.
During the year, the following Assistant
Commissioners were appointed also:
•

John Sackar, QC - 3 March 1999 to 31 July
1 999 (appointed in expectation of hearing which
did not eventuate).

•

W.H. Nicholas, QC - 3 March 1 999 to 31 July
1999 (appointed in expectation of hearing which
did not eventuate).
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•

The Hon. Jerrold Sydney Cripps, QC - 1 7 May
1999 to 31 May 2000, who conducted hearings
into allegations of corrupt conduct involving
officers of the Roads and Traffic Authority and
others.

•

Michael Cashion, SC - 1 7 May 1999 to 31
August 1999, who conducted hearings into
allegations of corrupt conduct in relation to an
officer of Liverpool City Council and others.

MANAGING HUMAN RESOURCES
Communicating and consulting with
staff
Every two weeks, the Commissioner holds a
general meeting of all staff to advise on any major
events that may be occurring, proposed activities
and other items of corporate interest. This forum is
one part of the Commissioner's communication
with all staff. Other aspects include regular emails
from the Commissioner and the opportunity for
staff to meet individually with the Commissioner to
discuss issues.
The primary mechanism for consultation and
communication is the Commission's Consultative
Group (CCG) which meets monthly and comprises
elected staff representatives and senior managers.
During 1999-2000 a major focus of the CCG was
the conduct of a staff survey and the preparation
of recommendations to respond the most critical
issues from the survey.

Staff numbers
At the beginning of the financial year, the ICAC
employed a total of 1 39 people (equivalent fulltime), including senior management and the
Commissioner. By 3 0 June 2 0 0 0 , this number was
1 3 0 , with an average figure of 127 for the year.
Table 9: Average staff numbers, 1994-2000
VeQ

'

M ^ H J M

1994-1995
1995-1996
1996-1997
1997-1998
1998-1999
1999-2000

126.7
137.6
134.8
132.2
128.8
126.8

'•'•

Jill
I ||

HH

The ICAC is organised into an executive and four
units. The average number of staff in each of these
units in 1999-2000 is shown in Table 10.

Equal opportunity and related issues

Table 10: Staff number by area of employment, 1999-2000

A,eo of emplovment
Executive*
Investigations Unit
Legal Unit
Corruption Prevention & Education Unit
Corporate Services & Research Unit*

v

n b

0

!. 3e« r Mi L?
5.4 (9.4 from February 2000)
56.9
11.7
23.5
29.5 (25.5 from February 2000)

T h e Equal E m p l o y m e n t O p p o r t u n i t y
Committee
The Commission's EEO Committee, comprising
staff representatives and a senior manager, is
responsible for preparing the Commission's

* The Research Section was transferred from the Corporate Services Unit to the
Executive Unit in February 2000.

management plans to deliver priorities for EEO,

Conditions of employment and
movements in salaries

The Commission's EEO Plan also ensures

disability and ethnic affairs consistent with those
required by all other NSW public sector agencies.
compliance with the NSW Government's Action

Consistent with the agreement reached by the

Plan for Women.

NSW Government with the Labor Council of NSW
and the Public Service Association of NSW, the

The EEO Management Plan, together with

Commission has agreed to the following salary

information on progress made towards achieving

increases: 2 % from 1 January 2 0 0 0 , 2% from 1

these changes, is shown in Appendix 5.

January 2 0 0 1 , 3% from 1 January 2 0 0 2 , 4 % from

Tables 11 and 1 2 show the proportion of staff in

1 January 2 0 0 3 , and 5% from 3 0 June 2 0 0 3 . The

EEO groups, and criteria used to compare some

first two increases are fully funded from the Budget.

EEO groups to other groups.

The Government will not be fully funding the latter
increases which will need to be funded through
productivity and efficiency improvements. The

Table 11: Proportion of ICAC staff belonging to identified EEO groups

Government also acknowledges the need for

1996-1997
1997-1998
1998-1999

workplace reform which is matter that the

1999-2000

agreement between the unions and the NSW

Commission will address in its forthcoming
discussions and re-negotiations of the ICAC
Award.
Throughout the year, the Commission undertook a
range of activities to support staff development
through the provision of training courses, support
for conference attendance and study leave, the
provision of opportunities for staff to act for short
periods in alternative positions and to take up

51%
51.4%

52%
57%

Conditions of employment for ICAC staff,
including salary arrangements, were established in
the ICAC Award 1 9 9 8 . It replaced a 1994
Enterprise Agreement and expired on 31
December 1 9 9 9 . The ICAC and the Public Service
Association have commenced negotiations for a
new award within the parameters of the

7%
1.4%

14%

8.4%

21.4%
11.6%

5%
6%

20.3%

5.5%

Table 12: Monitoring of wages and other criteria
Average weekly full-time gross earnings Women's average weekly full-time gross
earnings were 82.3% of overage weekly
of women as a percentage of average
weekly full-time gross earnings of men. full-time gross earnings paid to men
(though on improvement from the previous
year, when the figure was 72%).
Average weekly full-time gross earnings
of other EEO groups as a percentage of
average weekly full-time earnings of
all staff.

NESB people employed at the ICAC earned
an average of 4.9% more than the average
amount earned by all staff. The percentage
for people from Aboriginal or Torres Strait
Islander background was 10.8% more than
the average earned by all staff.

Monitoring higher duties opportunities
for staff from EEO groups against their
proportion in the ICAC's workforce.

24 staff received payment for higher duties
during the year. Of these, six were
classified as NESB. As NESB staff
represented 23.8 % of the ICAC's staff, the
25% performing higher duties was greater
than their proportion in the whole staff. One
ATSI staff member received payment fot
higher duties during the year.

external secondments.

Industrial relations

1.4%
0.7%

Ethnic A f f a i r s Priority S t a t e m e n t

Memorandum of Understanding approved by

During 1 9 9 9 - 2 0 0 0 , a range of materials was

Government and the NSW Labor Council. Other

issued in a number of community languages.

conditions of employment for ICAC staff are

Specific information was released to 1 9

contained within ICAC policies and procedures.

community-language newspapers that highlighted
ICAC's work with ethnic communities in promoting

During the year the ICAC was involved in one
matter before the Chief Industrial Magistrate, NSW
Industrial Commission. The matter was
subsequently withdrawn following agreement with
a then former member of staff relating to award
entitlements.

the "bribery = crime" message. Two mailouts were
made to public sector and community
organisations as a specific follow-up to the
promotion of ICAC's brochures in 1 1 community
languages. The new Commissioner also issued a

media release, translated into 11 languages, that

•

c o n t i n u e t o assist all N S W p u b l i c s e c t o r a g e n c i e s

warned of the potential dangers of inadvertently

w i t h s i g n i f i c a n t n u m b e r s o f clients w h o d o n o t

acting corruptly when dealing with public officials.

s p e a k English w e l l .

Outcomes to be achieved during 2 0 0 0 - 2 0 0 1

Refer t o A p p e n d i x 6 f o r a c o p y of t h e I C A C ' s

include:

2 0 0 0 - 2 0 0 1 Ethnic A f f a i r s Priorities S t a t e m e n t a n d

•

continue to inform ethnic communities about
significant developments by translating media

Management Plan.
Disability services

releases into major community languages
Arrangements have been made with the owner of
•

•

continue to provide interpreters for hearings as

the building, occupied by ICAC, for major

required

structural changes to facilitate access to the

increase accessibility to ICAC's website by

building generally and the hearing rooms. This will
include a wheelchair lift and ramp at the front

placing translated material on it

entrance, installation of a chair lift to overcome
•

develop an internal directory of staff who speak
languages other than English to assist with

internal stair access, and construction of toilet
facilities for use by the disabled.

informal or emergency situations, and
The distribution of staff, including EEO groups, by
level and employment basis at 3 0 June 2 0 0 0 is
shown in Tables 1 3 and 1 4.
Table 13: Staff numbers by leve

0
1
5
44
29
35
12
4

S26,276-S34,512
$34,513-538,582
$38,583-548,823
$48,824-563,137
$63,138-$78,921
> $78,921 (non-SES)
> $78,921 (SES)

0
0
1
7
14
25
7
2

0
1
4
37
15
10
5
2

TorresSrroit
slander
peoples

ethnoreligions
minority
groups

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

0
1
0
9
9
7
4
1

Torres Strait
Islander
peoplts

gthnoreligious
minority
groups

0
0
1
0
0
0
0

25
3
2
0
1
0
0

language
first spoken
as a child
was not
Etialish
0
1
0
6
7
4
0
1

disability

disability
requiring
: jwk-teloted
adjustment

0
0
0
3
2
2
1
0

0
0

languoge
first spoken
as a child
was not
English
16
2
0
0
1
0
0

disability

disability
requiting
work-related
adjustment

6
1
1
0
0
0
0

1
0
1
0
0
0
0

u
0
1
0
1
0

Table 14: Staff numbers by employment basis
Number'
TOTAL
STAFF

Permanent

full-time
part-time
Temporary full-time
port-time
Contract SES
Non-SES
Casual

102
14
8
2
4

Total
respondents

102
14
8
2
4
0
0

49
2
3
0
2
0
0

j" Hi
53
12
5
2
2
0
0

Note: The staff numbers referred to in the tables are actual, not equivalent full-time. The Commissioner, Assistant Commissioner and senior management are all on contract. These
figures do not include Assistant Commissioners appointed only to preside at hearings.
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Occupational health and safety
The Occupational Health and Safety (OH&S)
Committee - established in accordance with the
provisions of the Occupational Health and Safety
Act 1984 - met five times during 1 999-2000. Four
workplace inspections were conducted at regular
intervals during the year. Staff members on this
committee are elected, as specified in the Act. The
current committee's term concluded in June 2000,
and a new committee was elected to commence in
July 2000. No major problems were identified
during the year, and minor issues were rectified.
During the year, the committee:
•

promoted the purchase of hands-free kits for
mobile phones

•

reviewed the ICAC's practices regarding
obligations towards contractors

•

promoted a review of the ICAC's firearms policy
and practices

•

co-ordinated the delivery of occupational health
and safety training for managers and staff

•

Work progressed on the ICAC's Information
Technology & Telecommunications Strategic Plan
(1996). The plan identified ten key projects for
implementation over a five-year period, and
considerable progress has been achieved this year
in the areas of information and system
management, and electronic services.
This financial year also saw substantial progress
on our Electronic Service Delivery (ESD) Plan. This
work focussed on the redevelopment of our
existing website, and enabled the provision of
external email and Internet access facilities. Work
will progress on this plan, with particular attention
to enhancing information exchange between
various agencies.

promoted the ICAC's performance audit relating
to occupational health and safety issues

•

Information technology

reviewed guidelines governing the operation of
the committee

•

business functions were formulated and tested,
and independent verification of our compliance
strategies was obtained by December 1999. The
estimated total cost of the ICAC Year 2000 project
was $1.489 million.

was involved in the successful acquisition of new
firearms and a firearms safety-unloading device.

A number of workshops were also held to assist
staff manage workstation activities. This was aimed
at teaching how to prevent the incidence of lowlevel pain and discomfort caused through poor
seating, workflow and computer configuration.
During the year, there were 21 work-related
incidents notified, of which 11 became workers
compensation claims accepted by the GIO. The
remaining incidents were 'trips/strains' and did not
indicate any particular safety issue requiring
attention. Total lost days arising from workers
compensation absences during the year was 29.33
days. There were no reports that could be
categorised as work-related 'illnesses'.

MANAGING INFORMATION AND
TECHNOLOGY
Y2K r e p o r t
The ICAC complied with the Government's Year
2000 Strategy, and did not experience any Y2Krelated problems. The Rectification Plan, which
addressed all critical and non-critical systems, was
completed by October 1 999. Contingency plans to
ensure the continued operation of the critical

Enhancements were also made to the ICAC
Corporate System (ICS) with the inclusion of a
property imaging module, the integration of a
hearing suppression order module and inclusion
of additional management reporting facilities.
Training in the enhanced system was provided to
staff.
Hearing transcription services were improved with
a digital audio system, ensuring timely and reliable
playback during hearings and efficient digital
transfer for transcribing to text.

MANAGING FINANCES AND
FACILITIES
Financial m a n a g e m e n t
The ICAC's net cost of service was $1 5.1 85
million, comprising expenditure of $ 1 5.308
million, income of $1 75,000 and losses on sale of
fixed assets of $52,000.
Employee costs represented over 66% of the total
expenses of ICAC and amounted to $ 10.1 37
million. This was similar to the level of expenditure
on employee-related expenses in the previous year.
The actual cost of general salaries rose by 1.5%
while staffing levels fell marginally during the year
under review.
Expenses on goods and services include fixed
items, such as rent and utilities, and variable
items, such as travel, contract security and costs

formal investigations. The cost of this expenditure

Funds granted to non-government
community organisations

was $4.41 1 million, a level consistent with that in

The ICAC made no grants during the financial

the previous financial year.

year.

associated with ICAC's publications, advice and

The majority of ICAC's revenue is in the form of an
appropriation from the NSW Government's

Major assets and acquisitions

Consolidated Fund. The Government also

Major assets held by the ICAC consist of leasehold

provides for the Commission's long service leave

improvements, computer equipment, and technical

and superannuation liabilities. The small amount

plant and equipment. The ICAC spent $ 2 4 2 , 2 4 1

of other revenue is generated through

on capital equipment during the year. These funds

presentations and training courses for public

were spent on various items of operational and

sector agencies, tertiary institutions and various

technical equipment, and the development of the

overseas aid projects.

ICAC's website.

Audited financial statements appear at pages 6 2 76 of this Annual Report.

Contracting out
The ICAC contracts out the provision of services

Internal audit, risk management and
insurance
By arrangement with the ICAC, the AuditorGeneral conducts internal audits of the ICAC's
operations. The 1 9 9 8 - 1 9 9 9 internal audit program

where internal resources are scarce, cost savings
are demonstrated, or expertise is required. During
the year, major contracts renewed or entered into
included:
•

provision of hearing transcription facilities

•

website redevelopment

2 0 0 0 through mutual agreement.

•

IT external connectivity and website hosting

The results of the 1 9 9 8 - 9 9 audit review were

•

printing of ICAC reports

•

warehousing and distribution.

was finalised in August this financial year, with the
1 9 9 9 - 2 0 0 0 audit being deferred until October

favourable. There were various recommendations
for improvement that provide an opportunity to
cost-effectively improve the reliability of

Environmental issues

management information and reduce risks. These
recommendations were endorsed and adopted

The ICAC is committed to the NSW Government's

during the year which has seen an improvement in

reduction in waste and greenhouse gas emissions.

internal procedures and processes.

The ICAC's waste reduction and purchasing policy
has listed various waste reduction strategies.

The NSW Treasury Managed Fund through the

Strategies adopted during the year included:

G I O provides the ICAC's insurance cover for
workers compensation, motor vehicles, public

•

utilising on-line telephone directories, which

liability, property and miscellaneous items.

reduced the need for telephone books and hard-

Premiums payable for 1 9 9 9 - 2 0 0 0 increased by

copy directories

$ 5 5 0 2 due to a rise in the workers' compensation
premium.

•

a commitment to the provision of external email
capabilities and website redevelopment.

During the year, the first claim was made against

The ICAC is planning to review the provision of its

the ICAC's legal liability fund since its inception.

document management services in 2 0 0 0 - 2 0 0 1 .

Fraud control

office equipment being able to handle recycled

The ICAC legislation provides that officers of the

paper.

Part of that review will include the requirement for

ICAC, in carrying out their duties, are required to
"regard the protection of the public interest and

The performance goals in the ICAC's Energy
Management Policy include the procurement of at

the prevention of breaches of public trust as (their)

least 10% green power, the adoption of best

paramount concern". This is reinforced in the

practice in the procurement of assets, and the

ICAC's code of conduct, various formal

reduction of energy consumption.

documents and procedures manuals.
Since 2 0 July 1999 the ICAC, via the NSW
Government supply contract for energy, has been

buying 10% of SEDA-accredited Greenpower and
90% Hydropower. This means that a very little
amount of green house gas is emitted to the
atmosphere in the production of electricity used by
the ICAC from that date.
The ICAC has also reviewed its standard contract/
agreement used for the procurement of goods and
services to address the Government's Energy
Management Policy.
The following tables outline the energy
consumption for the year.
Table 15: Energy consumption, 1995-2000
MJ/person/year in the Commission's
premises, 191 Cleveland Street Redfern
MJ/m!/yeor in office area at
191 Cleveland Street Redfern
MJ/km/year for Commission fleet
*(12.3 litres per 100 km)

1123

28,720
1190

28,620
1134

4.825

4.196

4.2'

25,238

Table 16: Energy consumption (Greenhouse gas equivalents (t CO), 1995-2000

1998-1999
1999-2000

985.54
47.58

59.8
38.07

iin
The financial statements that follow consist of:
•

Independent Audit report

•

Statement by Commissioner

•

Operating statement for year ended 30 June
2000

•

Statement of financial position as at 30 June
2000

•

Statement of cash flows for year ended 30 June
2000

•

Summary of compliance with financial directives
for year ended 30 June 2000

•

Notes to the Financial Statements
1.

Summary of significant accounting
policies

2.

Expenses

3.

Revenues

4.

Gain/(loss) on sale of non-current assets

5.

Appropriations

6. Acceptance by the Crown entity of
employee entitlements and other liabilities
7.

Program/activities of the Commission

8.

Current assets - Receivables

9.

Current assets - Other

10. Non-current assets - Plant and
equipment
11. Current liabilities - Accounts payable
12. Current liabilities - Borrowings
13. Current/non current liabilities - Employee
entitlements
14. Changes in equity
15. Commitments for expenditure
16. Budget review
1 7. Cash and cash equivalents
18. Reconciliation of cash flows from
operating activities to net cost of service
19. Contingent liabilities
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INDEPENDENT AUDIT REPORT
INDEPENDENT COMMISSION AGAINST CORRUPTION
To Members of the New South Wales Parliament and the Commissioner
Scope
I have audited the accounts of the Independent Commission Against Corruption for the year ended 30 June 2000.
The Commissioner is responsible for the financial report consisting of the accompanying statement of financial
position, operating statement, statement of cash flows and summary of compliance with financial directives,
together with the notes thereto, and information contained therein. My responsibility is to express an opinion on the
financial report to Members of the New South Wales Parliament and the Commissioner based on my audit as
required by sections 34 and 45F(1) of the Public Finance and Audit Act 1983 (the Act). My responsibility does not
extend to an assessment of the assumptions used in formulating budget figures disclosed in the financial report.
My audit has been conducted in accordance with the provisions of the Act and Australian Auditing Standards to
provide reasonable assurance whether the financial report is free of material misstatement. My procedures included
examination, on a test basis, of evidence supporting the amounts and other disclosures in the financial report, and
the evaluation of accounting policies and significant accounting estimates.
In addition, other legislative and policy requirements, which could have an impact on the Commission's financial
report, have been reviewed on a cyclical basis. For this year, the requirements examined comprised compliance
with:
•

core business activities being in accordance with Independent Commission Against Corruption Act 1988; and

•

the Premier's Department, SES Guidelines in respect of the Commissioner's contract of employment

These procedures have been undertaken to form an opinion whether, in all material respects, the financial report is
presented fairly in accordance with the requirements of the Act, Accounting Standards and other mandatory
professional reporting requirements, in Australia, so as to present a view which is consistent with my understanding
of the Commission's financial position, the results of its operations and its cash flows.
The audit opinion expressed in this report has been formed "on the above basis.
Audit Opinion
In my opinion, the financial report of the Independent Commission Against Corruption complies with section 45E
of the Act and presents fairly in accordance with applicable Accounting Standards and other mandatory
professional reporting requirements the financial position of the Commission as at 30 June 2000 and the results of
its operations and its cash flows for the year then ended.

tAjf
RJSendt'
Auditor-General
SYDNEY
8 August 2000
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INDEPENDENT COMMISSION AGAINST CORRUPTION
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE, 2000

Pursuant to Section 45F of the Public Finance and Audit Act 1983,1 state that:
a.

the accompanying financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the
provisions of the Public Finance and Audit Act 1983, the Financial Reporting Code for
Budget Dependent Agencies, the applicable clauses of the Public Finance and Audit
(General) Regulation 1995 and the Treasurer's Directions;

b.

the statements exhibit a true and fair view of the financial position and transactions of
the Commission; and

c.

there are no circumstances which would render any particulars included in the financial
statements to be misleading or inaccurate.

•y^^e^
Irene Moss AO
Commissioner
21 July, 2000

OPERATING STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 3 0 JUNE 2 0 0 0
Notes

Actual
2000

Budget
2000

Actual
1999

$'000

$'000

$'000

10,137
4,411
223
537

10,277
4,092
270
500

10,155
4,418
247
535

15,308

15,139

15,355

151
9
15
175

25
15
25
65

44
15
16
75

Expenses
Operating Expenses
Employee related
Other operating expenses
Maintenance
Depreciation and amortisation

2(a)
2(b)
2(c)
2(d)

Total Expenses
Less:
Retained Revenue
Sale of goods and services
Investment income
Other revenue
Total Retained Revenue

3(a)
3(b)
3(c)

Gain/(loss) on sale of non-current assets
NET COST OF SERVICES
Government

12

(52)
15,18

15,074

15,268

13,625
240
1,039

13,569
240
1,005

13,377
221
1,129

14,904

14,814

14,727

Contributions

Recurrent appropriation
Capital appropriation
Acceptance by the Crown Entity of employee
entitlements and other liabilities
Total Government Contributions
DEFICIT FOR THE YEAR

5
5
6

H)

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements

(260).

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL P O S I T I O N AS AT 3 0 JUNE 2 0 0 0
\ctual
2000
$'000

Budget
2000
$'000

Actual
1999
$'000

6
95
127

10
22
125

60
33

no

228

157

203

1,979

2,072

2,327

Total Non-Current Assets

1,979

2,072

2,327

Total Assets

2,207

2,229

2,530

138
359
1,029

685

408

500

928

1,526

1,185

1,336

66

300

298

1,592

1,485

• 1,634

615

744

896

615

744

896

Note

ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash
Receivables
Other

17
8
9

Total Current Assets
Non-Current Assets
Plant and Equipment

10

LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities
Accounts payable
Borrowings
Employee entitlements

11
12
13

Total Current Liabilities
Non Current Liabilities
Employee entitlements

13

Total Liabilities
Net
Net Ass
Assets
EQUITY
Accumulated funds
Total Equity

14

615

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements
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STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 3 0 J U N E 2 0 0 0
Notes

Actual
2000

Budget
2000

Actual
1999

$'000

$'000

$'000

Payments
Employee related
Other

(9,732)
(4,923)

(9,506)
(4,411)

(9,222)
(4,561)

Total Payments

14,655)

13,917)

13,783)

Receipts
Sale of goods and services
Interest received
Other

104
14
15

24
19
44

20
22
72

Total Receipts

133

87

114

13,625
240
489

13,569
240
250
14,059

13,377
221
441
(29)
14,010

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Cash Flows From Government
Recurrent appropriation
Capital appropriation
Cash reimbursements from the Crown Entity
Cash transfers to the Consolidated Fund
Net Cash Flows from Government

5
5

(4)
14,350
(172)

NET CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING
ACTIVITIES
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Purchases of plant and equipment
Proceeds from sale of plant and equipment

229*1

341

(242)
1

(240)

(306)
16

NET CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING
ACTIVITIES

(241)

(240)

(290)

NET INCREASE/(DECREASE) IN CASH
Opening cas+t and cash equivalents

(413)
60

(11)
21

51
9

(353)

10

60

CLOSING CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

17

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements

SUMMARY OF COMPLIANCE W I T H F I N A N C I A L DIRECTIVES FOR THE YEAR ENDED 3 0 J U N E 2 0 0 0
1999

2000
Recurrent

Expenditure/

Capital

Appropriation

Net Claim on

Appropriation

$'000

Consolidated

$'000

Recurrent

Expenditure

Capital

Expenditure

Net Claim on ', A p p r o p r i a t i o n

$'000

Appropriation

$'000

Expenditure/
Consolidated

Fund

Fund

$'000

$'000

$'000

$'000

O r i g i n a l Budget A p p r o p r i a t i o n /
i Expenditure
• Appropriation Act
• Additional Appropriations

13,569

13,544

240
-

;

240 ]

13,377

13,377

- |

-

-

-

-

240

221

-

-

-

-

-

-

i -S21 PF&AA- special appropriation

-

-

• S24 PF&AA - transfer of functions

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

13,569

13,544

240

240

13,377

13,377

240

221

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

81

81

-

-

-

-

-

-

•

between departments
• S26 PF&AA - Commonwealth
specific purpose payments
! Other

Appropriations/

Expenditure
• Treasurer's Advance
• Section 22 - expenditure for certain
works and services
• Transfers from another agency
(section 28 of the Appropriation Act)
Total

Appropriations

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

81

81

-

-

-

-

-

-

13,650

13,625

240

240

13,377

13,377

240

221

Expenditure/Net Claim on
Consolidated
Fund (including transfer
payments)
Amount drawn down against

13,625

240j

13,377

221

-

_j

.

_

Appropriation
Liability to Consolidated Fund

The Summary of Compliance is based on the assumption that Consolidated Fund moneys are spent first (except where otherwise identified or prescribed).
The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements

Notes to and forming part of the financial statements for the year.
1 . SUMMARY OF S I G N I F I C A N T A C C O U N T I N G POLICIES
(a)

Reporting Entity

The Commission is constituted by the Independent Commission Against Corruption Act 1988. The main
objective of the Commission is to minimise corrupt activities and enhance the efficiency and integrity of
government administration. These financial statements report on all the operating activities under the
control of the Commission. As the Commission is a single program entity, a separate program statement is
not required.
(b)

Basis of Accounting

The Commission's financial statements are a general purpose financial report which has been prepared on
an accruals basis and in accordance with:
•

applicable Australian Accounting Standards;

•

other authoritative pronouncements of the Australian Accounting Standards Board (AASB)

•

Urgent Issues Group (UIG) Consensus Views;

•

the requirements of the Public Finance and Audit Act and Regulations; and

•

the Financial Reporting Directions published in the Financial Reporting Code for Budget Dependent
General Government Sector Agencies or issued by the Treasurer under section 9(2)(n) of the Act.

Where there are inconsistencies between the above requirements, the legislative provisions have prevailed.
In the absence of a specific Accounting Standard, other authoritative pronouncement of the AASB or UIG
Consensus View, the hierarchy of other pronouncements as outlined in AAS 6 "Accounting Policies" is
considered.
The financial statements are prepared in accordance with the historical cost convention. All amounts are
rounded to the nearest one thousand dollars and are expressed in Australian currency. The accounting
policies adopted are consistent with those of the previous year. Where applicable previous years figures
have been recast to facilitate comparison.
(c)

Revenue Recognition

Revenue is recognised when the Commission has control of the good or right to receive, it is probable that
the economic benefits will flow to the Commission and the amount of revenue can be measured reliably.
Additional comments regarding the accounting policies for the recognition of revenue are discussed below.
(i) Parliamentary Appropriations
From this financial year there is a change in accounting policy for the recognition of parliamentary
appropriations. Parliamentary appropriations are generally recognised as revenues when the
Commission obtains control over the assets comprising the appropriations. Control over
appropriations is normally obtained upon receipt of cash.
An exception to the above is when appropriations are unspent at year-end. In this case, the authority
to spend the money lapses and generally the unspent amount must be repaid to the Consolidated
Fund in the following year. As a result, unspent appropriations are now accounted for as liabilities
rather than revenues.
The Commission did not have any unspent appropriations at year-end and therefore has no liability
to Consolidated fund.
It is impracticable to restate the comparatives for this change in accounting policy, as the
Commission was not required to determine any final amount owed to the Consolidated Fund for the
year ending 30 June 1999.
(ii) Sale of Goods and Services
Revenue from the sale of goods and services comprises revenue from the provision of products and
services including user charges. User charges are recognised as revenue when the Commission
obtains control of the assets that result from them.

(iii) Investment income
Interest revenue is recognised as it accrues.
(d)

Employee Entitlements
(i) Wages and Salaries, Annual Leave, Sick Leave and On Costs
Liabilities for wages, salaries and annual leave are recognised and measured as the amount unpaid
at the reporting date at current pay rates in respect of employees' services up to that date.
Sick leave does not give rise to a liability, as it is not considered probable that sick leave taken in
the future will be greater than the entitlements accrued in the future.
The outstanding amounts of payroll tax, workers' compensation insurance premiums and fringe
benefits tax, which are consequential to employment, are recognised as liabilities and expenses
where the employee entitlements to which they relate have been recognised.
(ii) Long Service Leave and Superannuation
The Commission's liability for long service leave and superannuation are assumed by the Crown
Entity. The Commission accounts for these liabilities as having been extinguished resulting in the
amount assumed being shown as part of the non-monetary revenue item described as "Acceptance
by the Crown Entity of Employee Entitlements and other liabilities".
Long service leave is measured on a nominal basis. The nominal method is based on the
remuneration rates at the year end for all employees with five or more years of service. It is
considered that this measurement technique produces results not materially different from the
estimate determined by using the present value basis of measurement.
The superannuation expense for the financial year is determined by using the formulae specified in
the Treasurer's Directions. The expense for certain superannuation schemes (Basic Benefit and First
State Super) is calculated as a percentage of the employees' salary. For other superannuation
schemes (State Superannuation Scheme and State Authorities Superannuation Scheme), the expense
is calculated as a multiple of the employee's superannuation contribution.

(e)

Insurance

The Commission's insurance activities are conducted through the NSW Treasury Managed Fund Scheme
of self insurance for Government agencies. The expense (premium) is determined by the Fund Manager
based on past experience.
(f)

Acquisitions of Assets

The cost method of accounting is used for the initial recording of all acquisitions of assets controlled by the
Commission. Cost is determined as the fair value of the assets given as consideration plus the costs
incidental to the acquisition.
Fair value means the amount for which an asset could be exchanged between a knowledgeable, willing
buyer and a knowledgeable, willing seller in an arm's length transaction.
(g)

Plant and Equipment

Plant and equipment acquired with an expected life in excess of one year and with a value of $5,000 or
more are capitalised. Values are determined on an asset-by-asset basis, although items that form part of a
network are aggregated as a single asset and depreciated if their total value exceeds $5,000.
(h)

Depreciation of Non-Current Physical Assets

Depreciation is provided for on a straight line basis for all depreciable assets so as to write off the
depreciable amount of each asset as it is consumed over its useful life to the Commission. The
Commission's leasehold improvements when constructed were projected to have a useful life of fifteen years
or the unexpired period of the lease. The Commission's computer equipment, plant and equipment when
purchased are projected to have a useful life of five years.

(i)

Leased Assets

A distinction is made between financial leases which effectively transfer from the lessor to the lessee
substantially all the risks and benefits incidental to ownership of the leased assets, and operating leases
under which the lessor effectively retains all such risks and benefits.
Where a non-current asset is acquired by means of a finance lease, the asset is recognised at its fair value
at the inception of the lease. The corresponding liability is established at the same amount. Lease payments
are allocated between the principal component and the interest expense. The Commission has no finance
lease arrangements.
Operating lease payments are charged to the Operating Statement in the periods in which they are
incurred.
2 . EXPENSES

2000
$'000

1999
$'000

8,435
671
325
52
654
10,137

8,310
622
464
46
713
10,155

Auditor's remuneration
Bad and doubtful debts
Operating lease minimum lease payments
Insurance
Cleaning
Electricity
Travelling, air fares and subsistence
Motor vehicles
Consultancies
External Legal fees
Transcript fees
Fees for services
Contract security services
Training
Advertising and publicity
Books and periodicals
Postal and telephone
Printing
Stores and specialised supplies
Minor computer software purchase
Other

17
3
1,509
37
62
80
155
119
48
503
71
358
394
100
68
85
224
126
105
172
175

15
_
1,556
43
60
70
193
112
32
496
78
406
427
102
73
73
240
193
108
66
75

Total

4,411

4,418

Repairs and routine maintenance

223

247

Total

223

247

71
125
126

88
98
186

341
537

349
535

(a) Employee related expenses comprise the following specific items:
Salaries and wages (including recreation leave)
Superannuation
Long service leave
Workers' compensation insurance
Payroll tax and fringe benefits tax
Total
(b) Other operating expenses

(c) Maintenance expenses

(d) Depreciation and Amortisation expense
Depreciation
Computer equipment
Plant and equipment
Amortisation
Leasehold improvements
Total

3 . REVENUES
2000
$'000
(a) Sale of goods and sen/ices
Sale of transcripts
Presentation and Seminar Fees

20
131

Total

15

H

(b) Investment Income
Interest

9

Total

9

(c) Other Revenue
Other

Total

15

0|

BBfl9

15

4 . G A I N / (LOSS) O N SALE OF N O N - C U R R E N T ASSETS
Gain / (loss) on disposal of plant and equipment
Proceeds from sale
Less:
Carrying value of assets sold

1
53

Net gain / (loss) on disposal of plant and equipment

(52)

5. APPROPRIATIONS
Recurrent appropriations
Total recurrent drawdowns from Treasury
(per Summary of Compliance)
Less: Liability to Consolidated Fund
(per Summary of Compliance)

Total

13,625

13 625

HHB

'

Comprising:
Recurrent appropriations
(per Operating Statement)
Transfer payments
Total
Capital

13,625
-

H §

| | g

appropriations

Total capital drawdowns from Treasury

240

(per Summary of Compliance)
Less: Liability to Consolidated Fund
(per Summary of Compliance)

Total

1 1 9 1

-

HH9

Hi

Comprising:
Capital appropriations
(per Operating Statement)
Transfer payments

Total

13,625

WBtBttM

240

240
-

HBB.

240

6. ACCEPTANCE BY THE CROWN ENTITY OF EMPLOYEE ENTITLEMENTS AND OTHER
LIABILITIES
2000
$'000

1999
$'000

671
325
43

622
464
43

1,039

1,129

The following liabilities and/or expenses have been assumed by the Crown Entity:
Superannuation
Long service leave
Payroll tax

Total

H H H

7. P R O G R A M / ACTIVITIES OF THE C O M M I S S I O N
The Independent Commission Against Corruption operates under a single program for Treasury reporting
purposes. For the 1999-2000 financial year this program was identified as 5.1.1 Investigation, Community
Education and Prevention of Corruption.
Program

Objective

To minimise corrupt activities and enhance the efficiency and integrity of government administration.
Program

Description

Investigation of possible corrupt conduct, advice for public authorities on ways in which to prevent corrupt
conduct and education of the community about the detrimental effects of corruption.

8 . CURRENT ASSETS - RECEIVABLES
Sale of goods and services
Other receivables

53
42

6
27

Total

95

33

All trade debtors are recognised as amounts receivable at balance date. Collectability of trade debtors is
reviewed on an ongoing basis. Debts which are known to be uncollectable are written off. A provision for
doubtful debts is raised when some doubt as to collection exists. No provision has been made for doubtful
debts as all amounts are considered recoverable. There was $3,108 in bad debts written off during the
year (1999 - $90). The credit risk is the carrying amount. No interest is earned on trade debtors. The
carrying amount approximates net fair value. Sales are made on 30 day terms.

9 . CURRENT ASSETS - OTHER
Prepayments

Total

127

WKSM HHHHHHBHHH

127

110

110

1 0 . N O N - C U R R E N T ASSETS - PLANT A N D EQUIPMENT

Leasehold
mprovements
$'000

Computer
Equipment
$'000

Plant &
Equipment
$'000

Total
$'000

4,944
(134)

1,493
233
(755)

2,059
9
(68)

8,496
242
(957)

4,810

971

2,000

7,781

3,315
341
(91)

1,286
71
(745)

1,568
125
(68)

6,169
537
(904)

Cost
At 1 July 1999
Additions
Disposals
At 30 June 2000

—

Hi

Depreciation
A t ! July 1999
Depreciation for year
Write back on disposal
At 30 June 2000

BI1

Carrying Value
At 30 June 2 0 0 0
At 30 June 1999

Hf

3,56^1

612

1,625

5,802

j

1,245

359

375

1,979

1,629

207

491

2,327

—

Included in the above figures are assets that have been fully depreciated comprising $1,371 thousand of
plant and equipment (1999 $1,434 thousand) and $356 thousand of computer equipment (1999 $1,036
thousand). The Commission continues to derive service potential and economic benefit from these fully
depreciated assets.

1 1 . CURRENT LIABILITIES - ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
2000
$'000
]]

Creditors
Accrued Expenses

Total

'27

•

m

1999
$'000
49

3oy
408

m

The liabilities are recognised for amounts due to be paid in the future for goods and services received
whether or not invoiced. Amounts owing to suppliers (which are unsecured) are settled in accordance with
the policy set out in Treasurer's Direction 219.01. If trade terms are not specified, payment is made no later
than the end of the month following the month in which an invoice or a statement is received. Treasurer's
Direction 219.01 allows the Minister to award interest for late payment. No interest was applied during the
year (1999 $Nil).

1 2 . CURRENT LIABILITIES - B O R R O W I N G S
Bank Overdraft

359

At 30 June 2000

359

The above bank overdraft represents an overdrawn position in the general ledger. The actual cash balance
of the Commission's bank account was $285,681.77. The Commission does not have any bank overdraft
facility.

1 3 . CURRENT / N O N CURRENT LIABILITIES - EMPLOYEE ENTITLEMENTS
Current
Recreation leave
Accrued salaries and wages
Payroll tax and fringe benefits tax payable

614
205
210

553
154
221

Sub - Total

1,029

H I 928

Non Current
Recreation leave
Aggregate employee entitlements

66

298

1,095

1,226

896

1,437

(281)

(541)

615

896

1 4 . CHANGES I N EQUITY
Accumulated funds
At 1 July 1999
Deficit for the year
At 30 June 2000

1 5 . COMMITMENTS FOR EXPENDITURE
(a) Capital Commitments
There was no aggregate capital expenditure contracted for at balance date and not provided for.
(b) Other Expenditure Commitments
There were $138 thousand of aggregate other expenditure commitments contracted for at balance date and
not provided for. This amount includes input tax credits of $10 thousand. All commitments are expected to
be paid not later than one year.
(c) Operating Lease Commitments
2000
$'000

1999
$'000

Not later than one year
Later than one year and not later than 5 years
Later than 5 years

1,321
3,350
-

1,501
1,991
538

Total

4,671

4,030

Future non-cancellable operating lease rental not provided for and payable:

The total "operating lease commitments" above includes input tax credits of $425 thousand that are
expected to be recoverable from the Australian Taxation Office.
s;

16. BUDGET REVIEW
Net cost of services
The actual net cost of service is $111 thousand over budget. This is mainly due to an increase in payroll
and other operating costs of $169 thousand and an increase in the loss of sale of assets of $52 thousand.
This was mostly offset by an increase in income from presentation and seminar fees of $104 thousand.
Assefs and liabilities
The actual total current assets are $71 thousand higher than budget. This is mainly due to an increase in
accounts receivable for presentation and seminar fees owed to the Commission. The reduction in plant and
equipment is attributable to the disposal of obsolete computer and communications equipment during the
year.
The actual current liabilities are $341 thousand higher than budget. This is due to the overdrawn position
in the general ledger.

Cash flows
The variance in net cash flows from operating activities is a result of a decision taken to pay off the majority
of trade creditors at year end. This has resulted in an increase in operating activity payments of $738
thousand offset by an increase in revenue received of $46 thousand and an increase in government
contribution of $291 thousand. This has contributed to an overdrawn position in the cash at bank balance
in the general ledger of $359 thousand.

1 7 . CASH A N D CASH EQUIVALENTS
For the purposes of the Statement of Cash Flows, cash includes cash on hand, cash at bank and bank
overdraft. The Commission has no financing facilities. Cash at the end of the financial year as shown in the
Statement of Cash Flows is reconciled to the related items in the Statement of Financial Position as follows:

Cash
Bank Overdraft
Closing Cash and Cash Equivalents
(per Statement of Cash Flows)

2000
$'000

1999
$'000

6
(359)

60

(353)

60

Cash comprises cash on hand and bank balances within the Treasury Banking System. Interest is earned on
daily bank balances at the monthly average NSW Treasury Corporation (TCorp) 1 lam unoffical cash rate
adjusted for a management fee to Treasury.
The average interest rate during the period and the period end interest rate were 4.25 percent and 5.00
percent respectively. The respective rates for 1999 - 2000 were 3.86 percent and 3.79 percent.

1 8 . RECONCILIATION OF CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES TO NET COST O F
SERVICE

2000
$'000

1999
$'000

(172)

341

(537)
(L039)
131
79
270
(52)

(535)
(1,129)
(134)
(129)
(96)
12

Consolidated Fund Recurrent Allocation
Consolidated Fund Capital Allocation

(13,625)
(240)

(13,377)
(221)

Net Cost of Services

(15,185)

(15,268)

Net Cash Used on Operating Activities
Depreciation and amortisation
Acceptance by Crown Entity of employee entitlements and other liabilities
Decrease/(increase) in provision for employee entitlements
lncrease/(decrease) in prepayments and other assets
lncrease/(decrease) in creditors
Net gain/(loss) on sale of assets

T 9 . C O N T I N G E N T LIABILITIES
There are no known significant contingent liabilities at the balance date.

END OF AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

APPENDIX 1 :

In the course of its investigation the Commission
obtained relevant documentation from Council

SECTION 74 REPORT ON
CONDUCT OF OFFICERS OF
SOUTH SYDNEY COUNCIL

and other sources. A search warrant was executed
upon the premises of Pavlov Industries. A number
of witnesses were interviewed and statements
taken.

This investigation primarily concerns the conduct
of officers of South Sydney Council.

The Commission also held a number of private
hearings in June 2 0 0 0 . The hearings were

An audit report on Council cleaning contracts

conducted over a period of eight days, evidence

prepared by Council's Corporate Audit Group in

being taken from 1 2 witnesses.

August 1 9 9 9 raised concerns about the conduct of
Council's Cleaning Co-ordinator, Mr Brett Wright,

At the conclusion of the investigation the

and a contract cleaner, Mr Michael Lenart of

Commission was satisfied that there was no

Pavlov Industries. The audit found 13 instances of

evidence that any officer of South Sydney Council

order splitting involving Mr Wright and Pavlov

or anyone else had engaged in corrupt conduct.

Industries, thereby avoiding Council's

The evidence relating to the major issues

requirements for competitive quotations. The

investigated is discussed below.

report also identified some 1 7 instances where
work undertaken by Pavlov Industries was certified
by Mr Wright as being satisfactorily performed
prior to the date the work was actually undertaken.
The audit was unable to identify what had
motivated Mr Wright to act in this manner.

Intervention in the 1999 Audit of
Cleaning Contracts
Prior to conducting the cleaning audit, an audit
brief dated 1 April 1 9 9 9 was prepared setting out
the scope of the proposed review. It is signed by

Allegations were also made to the Commission

the Corporate Audit Manager, Mr Wayne Tosh. It

that the Mayor, Mr Vic Smith, and the General

includes a number of points, the last of which is to

Manager, Mr John Bourke intervened in the audit

ascertain:

process to prevent examination of whether Council

who is responsible

resources had been used for the purpose of Mr

official

Smith's campaign for re-election to Council and

closely aligned

for differentiating

Council functions and those
to the Mayor's

his campaign for election to State Parliament. It

campaign

was also of concern that shortly thereafter the

the cost of the cleaning

Corporate Audit Group was disbanded.

concerned.

when determining

between
more

re-election

who should

bear

of the premises

The Commission also became aware of general

Mr Tosh gave evidence as to his basis for this

allegations that appointment of staff by Council

inclusion:

was influenced by the Mayor's relationship with
the applicants.

It was just part of a rumour that was

floating

around about the misuse of, you know,
Given the serious concerns raised by this

Council facilities.

That was put in, not

information, the Commission determined to

directed primarily

at the Mayor, it was meant

investigate:

to be a general comment

•

any intervention by the Mayor of South Sydney

differentiate

Council, and others, in relation to the 1 9 9 9

activities and non-Council

audit of cleaning contracts by the South Sydney

Mayor just slipped

Council Corporate Audit G r o u p ,
•

•

generally

about how do we

between

Council

activities

in there by

The

coincidence.

The audit brief was intended as a reference for

the role of the Mayor of South Sydney Council,

those conducting the audit and was not intended

and others, in the decision to disband the South

for general circulation outside the Corporate Audit

Sydney Council Corporate Audit G r o u p ,

G r o u p . Mr Smith was given a copy of the audit

the engagement and use of cleaning contractors
by South Sydney Council for the period 1 July
1 9 9 7 to date, and

brief without Mr Tosh's knowledge. He was
concerned about the reference to him and in
particular the implication that he had used
Council resources to support his election

•

the recruitment and employment of new staff by
South Sydney Council for the period 1 July 1 997
to date.

campaign.

He told the Commission he could not

understand why he was being investigated. He

matter directly related to the issues canvassed in

said he took care to ensure that his election
campaign did not utilise Council resources.

the audit brief.

He

raised these concerns with Mr Bourke.

Mr Bourke said that he told Mr Smith he would let

Mr Bourke said Mr Smith was concerned about

the audit continue and that he would get a report

potential damage to his reputation. Mr Bourke was

prepared so that any relevant issues could be

also concerned about the reference:

clarified.

... the method of finding that out should

have

Shortly after Mr Tosh was called to Mr Bourke's

been done in a much more professional

way

office. Mr Bourke told him Mr Smith was angry.

I mean

Mr Bourke asked for a briefing. Mr Bourke says

rather than making those statements.

you could have done the audit, completed
audit in a professional
ascertained

manner

and

that quite clearly without

to refer to that matter.
very unprofessional

the

he told Mr Tosh that he was concerned that some
employees were indicating they were under stress

having

It seems to me to be a

way of drafting an audit

plan.

from the questioning by the auditors. Mr Bourke
outlined the conversation he had with Mr Tosh:
/ said, "Look, you've

interviewed

the people

number of times.

Do you need to

Mr Tosh said that on 3 May 1999 Mr Bourke told

them any more?"

He said, "Just to clarify

him Mr Smith had expressed strong concern about

points."

the reference. Mr Bourke told the Commission

more interviews".

that he had also received complaints from staff

done as it stands with all the information

a

interview

I said, "No more - don't do any
...

Can you get the report
you

about the content and manner of questioning by

have now?"

those conducting the audit. He requested that Mr

completed

Tosh discuss the audit brief with him the following

now and then indicate what needs to be done

day.

At the time it was just about
for the audit, "Can you just do that

that hasn't been done so that we can get this

At their meeting the next day, Mr Bourke informed
Mr Tosh that Mr Smith had sought legal advice
and believed that the audit brief was defamatory.
He requested a written apology. Mr Tosh said the
audit was not aimed directly at Mr Smith. He

- get it out in the open and get moving on it".
I was concerned

it was - all this carrying

was creating a problem

in the

and I just wanted to get it out in the open

Mr Tosh was then asked to prepare a minute

He was later informed, on 1 1 May 1 9 9 9 , that the

outlining the progress of the audit to date.

Commission that he intended that his audit officers
would continue to pursue the general issue of how
the Council differentiated between Council and
non-Council activities in relation to payment for
cleaning.

and

get moving on it.

agreed to prepare and submit a written apology.
apology had been accepted. Mr Tosh told the

on

organisation

Mr Tosh said that on 1 4 May Mr Bourke instructed
him to take no further action in relation to the
review of the cleaning contracts until Mr Bourke
had received and had time to consider the minute
he had previously requested. This minute was
submitted to Mr Bourke on 18 May 1999. O n 2 5

O n 12 May 1 9 9 9 Mr Smith rang Mr Tosh to say

May 1999 Mr Bourke instructed that no further

he was aware that the auditors had been asking

interviews were to be conducted, and a report was

questions about his relationships with various

to be submitted on information obtained to date.

people. According to Mr Tosh, Mr Smith said
words to the effect of, "Get your dogs to lay

off".

Mr Tosh said Mr Smith also told him to stop asking
questions about him and his relationship with
other people. Mr Tosh said Mr Smith sounded
angry.
Mr Smith agreed he lost his "cool".

Mr Bourke said he indicated to Mr Tosh that any
additional work which needed to be done should
be identified in the report. He wanted the report
done quickly "... so that we could be aware of all
the issues that needed to be addressed
can get on and address them".

He said he

told Mr Tosh to "get your dogs off me".

Mr

Bourke was also contacted by Mr Smith.

so we

He told the

Commission that his instruction not to conduct
further interviews related to the interviewing of
employees who had previously been interviewed.

Apparently Mr Smith had received complaints from

He did not mean to prevent the interviewing of

some staff that the auditors were repetitively

other staff. This intention is not reflected in the

questioning them about their relationship with him.

conversation with Mr Tosh and it is understandable

Mr Smith's relationship with staff members is not a

that Mr Tosh understood no further interviews
should be conducted at all.

In any event Mr Tosh subsequently arranged for
the Director of Corporate Services, Ms Susan
Browne, the Properties Manager, Mr Peter Coburn,
and Mr Wright (who had already been
interviewed) to be spoken to about cleaning
related matters. According to Mr Tosh this came
about because:
... just prior to 5 July, someone actually said
to me was I aware that there was a minute
that Peter Coburn had prepared in February in
relation to certain cleaning activities in
relation to the Mayor, ... so I thought the best
thing to do was to go and ask Peter about it.
Evidence concerning this issue is dealt with below.
It came to Mr Bourke's attention that Mr Wright
had been spoken to again and felt harassed by
the auditors. In an interview subsequently
conducted by Ms Browne, at Mr Smith's direction,
Mr Wright confirmed he had been questioned, by
the auditors, about his relationship with Mr Smith
(he said he did not have one other than to
occasionally say "Hello") and about cleaning
organised for the Mayor.
Mr Bourke told Mr Tosh that Mr Smith was aware
that he had spoken with Mr Wright and was irate.
Mr Tosh said that Mr Bourke reiterated his
instructions that the Audit Group was not to
undertake any further interviews.
The audit report was finalised and provided to Mr
Bourke on 31 August 1999. The report contained
a number of recommendations. These included
the initiation of an inquiry into the conduct and
work performance of Mr Wright and his working
relationship with Mr Lenart. This was done and
led to disciplinary proceedings against Mr Wright
which have now been concluded.
The report also recommended that Mr Smith be
requested to provide Council with a statutory
declaration to the effect that he had not improperly
used Council resources in relation to his bid for
election to the State Parliament. There was no
evidence available to the Corporate Audit Group
that Mr Smith had improperly used Council
resources. Mr Tosh explained to the Commission
that in seeking a statutory declaration he was
requesting clarification that the Mayor had no
inappropriate involvement in these matters. Mr
Smith declined to provide a statutory declaration
as he felt it unnecessary to do so.
It is clear, from the evidence, that any information
the Corporate Audit Group had which gave rise to
concern about the Mayor's misuse of Council

facilities for his re-election to Council was based
on unsubstantiated rumour. As indicated below,
allegations that Council resources might have
been utilised to assist Mr Smith's State election
campaign were not based on any factual
evidence.
Rumours may, of course, depending on their
nature, source and strength, indicate an area that
requires further inquiry. In the present case it was
unnecessarily provocative to make specific
reference in the audit brief to use of Council
resources for the Mayor's re-election campaign. If
the rumours were considered sufficiently strong to
warrant further investigation, the issue should have
been canvassed in more neutral terms.
However, it is clear from the evidence that Mr Tosh
and the Corporate Audit Group at all times acted
in good faith in pursuing what they believed to be
proper and legitimate lines of enquiry.
Mr Smith's concerns are understandable. He
acted properly in raising those concerns with the
General Manager who, under the Local
Government Act 1993, has responsibility for the
day-to-day management of the Council.
Mr Bourke's request that Mr Tosh apologise to Mr
Smith was accepted by Mr Tosh. This did not
prevent the Corporate Audit Group from further
investigation, as is evidenced by the fact that the
investigation did continue. It is clear, however,
that the Corporate Audit Group did not obtain any
evidence of misuse of Council resources by Mr
Smith. Although most of the active investigation
seems to have ended on 14 May, there was
opportunity for the Corporate Audit Group to have
identified any such misuse of Council resources in
that time. In relation to possible misuse of Council
resources for Mr Smith's State election campaign,
evidence given to the Commission indicates that
although there were meetings organised by
Council about the time of the State election
campaign, these were for legitimate Council
purposes and were not associated with Mr Smith's
State election campaign.
The Commission is satisfied that there is no
evidence that Mr Smith, Mr Bourke, or any other
Council officer, engaged in corrupt conduct in this
matter.

Destruction of the Coburn Minute
The Commission also investigated the
circumstances surrounding the destruction of a
minute prepared by Mr Peter Coburn, the Council
Properties Manager.

Mr Wright gave evidence that in early 1999 he
became concerned about the number of public
meetings that were being held that required
Council cleaning services. His concern arose
because he had budgeted for only approximately
1 0 meetings for the financial year but this number
of meetings had been exceeded in the first six
months.
He was notified of the meetings by way of
memorandum from the Council's secretariat which
was part of the General Manager's area or by the
Mayor's office. Generally he was not aware of the
purpose of the meetings. In particular, it is clear
from the evidence that he had no knowledge
whether any of the meetings were connected with
Mr Smith's State election campaign.
Mr Wright's concern was to which account he
should charge the cost of the cleaning. He raised
this concern with his supervisor, Mr Coburn.
Mr Coburn said Mr Wright informed him that he
needed to organise about 50 meetings for the
Mayor prior to the State election which were going
to cost an extra $30,000-$40,000. In his
evidence to the Commission, Mr Wright denied
this. Mr Coburn prepared a memorandum to his
supervisor, the Director of Corporate Services, Ms
Susan Browne, raising this issue. He was asked
what was in the memorandum:
It was to the effect of saying between now and
the State elections I've been informed by Brett
Wright that the Mayor is having a number of
meetings and we expect the cost of cleaning
and preparation to exceed $30,000. Could
you tell me where I code this to?
On the other hand, Mr Bourke gave evidence that
the minute was quite explicit:
It said the Mayor was misusing Council's
properties.
Mr Bourke said that there was nothing in the
minute to support this allegation.
Mr Bourke said that as soon as this minute came
to his attention he told Mr Smith who "exploded".
Mr Smith denied that any Council resources had
been used in the promotion of his State election
campaign. This confirmed Mr Bourke's experience
that Mr Smith "... was paranoid about keeping all
election processes completely devoid and
separated from Council's activities".
Mr Bourke then spoke to Mr Coburn about the
minute. He asked him what evidence he had that
the Mayor was misusing Council resources. Mr

Coburn said he had based the assertion on
rumours. Mr Bourke told Mr Coburn he
considered the minute defamatory of the Mayor
and, given that there was no factual basis for the
allegations, ordered that it be withdrawn.
Mr Coburn said that he provided Mr Bourke with
his copy of the minute and arranged for the
original to be wiped off the computer. He said Mr
Bourke told him that the meetings related to
Council business.
Subsequently, Mr Coburn asked Mr Wright to keep
a diary or record of the meetings about which he
had concerns. Mr Wright said that he kept such a
record and also retained the memoranda he was
sent requesting him to arrange cleaning for
meetings. Unfortunately this documentation
appears to have been destroyed in the hailstorm
which hit Council Chambers on 14 April 1999
and in which a number of records were destroyed.
There is no evidence to suggest that there was
anything untoward in the loss of these documents.
It is clear from the evidence that Mr Wright's
concerns were not that Mr Smith might be
misusing Council facilities but rather how to
handle an anticipated budgetary overrun. Mr
Wright was quite clear that he had no knowledge
of the purpose of the meetings. It appears that
any assertion that the meetings were for the
purpose of the Mayor's electoral campaign were
based on unsourced rumour. Both Mr Bourke and
Mr Smith have denied that Council facilities were
used in conjunction with the Mayor's State election
campaign. There is no evidence of any Council
resources being so used.
Whilst Mr Smith's reaction is, in the circumstances,
understandable, the reaction of Mr Bourke in
ordering the destruction of all copies of the
minute, including the computer stored copy could
be regarded as excessive and counter-productive.
The fact that it was ordered to be destroyed was
more likely to raise further rumours within Council
as to the Mayor's activities.
Mr Bourke gave the following evidence as to why
he ordered the minute to be destroyed:
Because it was defamation of the Mayor, and I
would do the same for any employee. I
mean, when I get a report charging a person
with some misdemeanour, it is always
supported with some evidence of some
description. But there wasn't a word about
anything. So naturally I went and asked him
was there evidence, and he indicated there

wasn't.

/ mean, my view was, that that was a

document
evidence

defaming

a person without

and I said it shouldn't

any

be there.

The Disbanding of the Corporate Audit
Group

Engagement and Use of Cleaning
Contractors
Due to the curtailment of the cleaning audit, the
Corporate Audit G r o u p had not been able to
finalise its investigation into the relationship
between Mr Wright and Mr Lenart and accordingly

Council commissioned a number of reports from

had been unable to ascertain Mr Wright's

its external auditors concerning the Corporate

motivation for those actions which tended to

Audit G r o u p . These reviews were completed in

favour Mr Lenart. The Commission determined to

late September/early November 1 9 9 9 . The first

investigate this relationship to ascertain whether

related to a review of the Workers' Compensation

there was evidence of any corruption.

internal audit in relation to the conduct of which
some Council officers had previously expressed
criticism. Another related to a review of the
cleaning contracts audit, while a third related to
the internal audit function. The first two reports
raised criticisms of the way in which the Corporate
Audit Group had conducted its inquiries.

Mr Wright denied seeking or receiving any benefits
from Mr Lenart in return for the awarding of
cleaning contracts.

Indeed, Mr Wright denied that

he had shown any undue favouritism to Pavlov
Industries. Mr Lenart also gave evidence denying
that he had either promised or provided any
benefit to Mr Wright in return for the awarding of

The report on the audit function considered the

cleaning contracts.

financial cost of retaining the Corporate Audit
G r o u p as opposed to costs associated with
engaging private sector consultants to undertake
relevant audits. Whilst noting that an internal
audit function can be a valuable management
tool to monitor internal controls and review

At the time the Commission executed its search
warrant at the premises of Pavlov Industries, two
original quotes and copies of five quotes submitted
to Council by businesses with which Mr Lenart
competed for Council work were discovered.

efficiency and effectiveness of selected functions,

Mr Lenart gave evidence that he obtained the

the report noted that performance audits needed to

documents from Mr Wright's office. According to

be conducted efficiently and concluded promptly.

Mr Lenart from time to time he would sit in Mr

It considered that the long period of time taken to

Wright's office drinking coffee. Occasionally Mr

complete the cleaning contracts audit was

Wright would leave him alone to go the toilet.

inefficient a n d , as a result, unnecessarily

Lenart said he took advantage of such an absence

expensive.

to peruse documents on Mr Wright's desk a n d , in

O n 1 6 November 1 9 9 9 Mr Bourke provided a
minute to Council setting out a number of options
for consideration ranging from retention of the
Corporate Audit Group to outsourcing internal
audit work.
After reviewing the information before it, Council

Mr

some cases, uplift certain documents relating to
quotes submitted by competitors for a particular
job.
Mr Lenart said that Mr Wright was not aware that
he took or copied the documents from Mr Wright's
desk.

resolved, on 24 November 1999 to disband its

The access which Mr Lenart had to Mr Wright's

Corporate Audit G r o u p and outsource the audit

office had the potential to give him access to

function. Those employed in the Corporate Audit

confidential information to which he was not

Group were offered transfer within Council or

entitled. Although the evidence did not establish

redundancy.

that he had gained any commercial advantage in

The evidence available to the Commission
indicates that the decision to disband the
Corporate Audit Group was based on a number
of concerns and was a decision of Council as a
whole. Although it is understandable that a
perception might arise that the disbanding of the
Corporate Audit Group was in retaliation for its
investigation of matters involving Mr Smith, the

having access to the documents located on the
Pavlov premises, it is nevertheless disturbing that
he was able to have access to them. Mr Lenart
had previously been a Council employee which
may help to explain why Mr Wright invited him
into his office for coffee, although Mr Wright said
that a number of contractors came to his office in
the mornings for a cup of tea or coffee. In any

evidence before the Commission does not support

event, this evidence displays the dangers involved

such a conclusion.

in allowing contractors into an area which

contains confidential information, some of which
may relate to quotes submitted by competitors for
Council work. Greater care should have been
taken to ensure that neither Mr Lenart nor any
other contractor had access to such information.
The nature of the relationship between Mr Lenart
and Mr Wright was explored both during the
course of the investigation leading up to the
hearings, and in the hearings. Whilst Mr Lenart
clearly acted improperly in accessing information
from Mr Wright's office, there was no evidence
that Mr Wright was aware of this activity. The
investigation did not uncover evidence of any
corrupt relationship between Mr Wright and Mr
Lenart.

Recruitment and Employment of New
Staff
Concerns reported to the Commission that Mr
Smith, intervened in or otherwise influenced the
recruitment and promotion of staff were, on
examination, found to be based on unsourced
rumour and innuendo. The Commission found no
evidence to suggest that Mr Smith improperly
involved himself in these processes. On the
contrary, in relation to one matter that the
Commission examined closely, Mr Smith had
always scrupulously declared an interest each time
the matter came before Council for consideration,
acknowledging that the applicant was well known
to him and refraining from voting.

Section 74A Statement
For the purposes of section 74A of the ICAC Act
Mr Wright, Mr Lenart, Mr Smith and Mr Bourke
may be considered as "affected" persons.
The Commission is not of the opinion that the
evidence warrants consideration be given to the
taking of any action (or, in the case of Mr Wright,
any further action) against them.
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APPENDIX 2:

Darbyshire, acted without due care, attention, and
diligence. A recommendation is made that Mr
Murray repay the sum of $ 7 , 5 0 7 . 3 2 to Parliament.

SECTION 74 REPORT O N
PARLIAMENTARY TRAVEL

Apart from Mr Murray, a number of current and
former Members of Parliament who are identified

This investigation concerned the conduct of The
Hon. John Murray MP in relation to his use of air
travel warrants and entitlements of various
Members of Parliament towards payment for air
charters organised by him on 6 and 7 May 1993,

in the report gave evidence. Their conduct is not
the subject of any adverse finding and the
Commission does not regard them as "affected"
persons within the meaning of section 74A of the
ICAC Act.

2 5 - 2 9 July 1 9 9 4 , 2 8 September 1994 and 10
The system of air travel entitlements in place for

October 1994.

Members of Parliament in 1 9 9 3 and 1 9 9 4 is
Mr Murray was elected to the Legislative Assembly
in 1 9 8 3 . He is the Member for Drummoyne and
currently Speaker of the Assembly. In 1 994 he was
a Shadow Minister.

summarised in Chapter 5 of the "First Report".
Only warrants and entitlements of those Members
who actually travel on an air charter can be used
towards payment of the charter. The decision in

The investigation arose from issues left outstanding

Langton v ICAC ((2000) NSWCA 145) confirms

from the ICAC's April 1998 first report on the

Members must travel on a charter for their

Investigation

warrants to be used towards its cost.

into Parliamentary

Travel (the "First Report").

and

Electorate

In the course of

investigating the conduct of Mr Brian Langton MP
it became apparent that an Air Travel Warrant
belonging to Mr George Thompson MP was used
to pay for part of the cost of an air charter on 2 5 29 July 1994 organised by Mr Murray.

Mr

Thompson gave evidence in the course of that

Mr Murray confirmed in evidence this was his
understanding of how the system operated. He
understood if there was a shortfall in the number
of Air Travel Warrants available the Member
organising the charter would have to pay the
balance of the cost of the charter.

investigation that he did not travel on this air

Mr Murray was issued with 48 intrastate travel

charter.

warrants for the 50 l h Parliament, being Nos.

Examination of documentation relating to other air
charters organised by Mr Murray identified three
other trips where, on the documentation, it was not
clear that all Members whose warrants or
entitlements had been used towards payment of

S . 1 2 9 7 t o S . 1 3 4 4 . The butts for warrants Nos.
S. 1328 to S. 1344 indicate that by July 1 9 9 4 he
had only two warrants left for use prior to the
March 1995 election.

Air charter of 6 and 7 May 1993

the charter had actually participated in the charter.
Accordingly, the Commission's investigation was

This was an air charter to Wagga Wagga, Leeton

extended to include an examination of those three

and Griffith, returning to Sydney.

charters.

According to an undated typed letter signed by Mr

Apart from obtaining and reviewing relevant
documentation, the Commission also took
evidence from 12 witnesses over six days of private
hearings between March and June 2 0 0 0 . A
number of other persons were interviewed and
statements taken.

Murray to Iris Elder of the Parliamentary Accounts
Section, he, Mr Grant McBride MP, Mr Westby
Davoren MP, Mr Douglas Shedden MP and Mr
Anthony Aquilina MP participated in this charter.
Air Travel Warrants belonging to Mr McBride
(S.4756), Mr Shedden (S.255) and M r Davoren
(S.231 7) were processed to pay for the charter.

This investigation has now been completed. This
report delivers on the commitment made in the

In evidence, Mr Shedden, Mr Davoren and Mr

"First Report" to publicly report the outcome of the

Aquilina each confirmed they travelled on this air

investigation.

charter. Mr McBride was not called to give
evidence. His Air Travel Warrant butt noted the

No findings of corrupt conduct are made. There

correct charter details. In addition Mr Shedden,

are no recommendations that consideration be

whose evidence was reliable, nominated Mr

given to the prosecution or taking of any other

McBride as participating on the charter.

action against anyone. Findings are made that Mr
Murray and his electorate officer, Ms Camille

In all the circumstances, I, Commissioner Irene
Moss, am satisfied to the requisite standard, that

each of the Members whose warrants were used,

leading to the First Report) that he travelled on this

namely Mr Shedden, Mr Davoren and Mr

charter.

McBride, travelled on the air charter of 6 and 7

Mr Thompson gave evidence that he did not travel

May 1 9 9 3 .

on this charter. By reference to his telephone

A i r c h a r t e r of 2 5 - 2 9 July 1 9 9 4

message book he was able to indicate that on 8
July 1994 an intrastate Travel Warrant was sought

This charter appears to have been undertaken in

from him on behalf of Mr Murray. According to

two parts. The first part involved an air charter

Mr Thompson, he had apparently been contacted

from Warnervale to Sydney on 25 July 1 9 9 4 ,

prior to 8 July 1994 for the purpose of travelling

returning from Sydney to Warnervale on 29 July

on the charter. By reference to the date that

1 9 9 4 . This was presumably to enable some

appears on warrant butt S.3830 Mr Thompson

Members to be in Sydney to catch the substantive

was able to say that he believed that he either

charter. Air Travel Warrants to cover the cost of

posted the warrant to Mr Murray at his electorate

this charter were surrendered by Mr McBride

office or handed it to him on 11 July 1 9 9 4 . It was

(E.3433-3443) and by Mr Crittenden (E.3970-

Mr Thompson's best recollection that he withdrew

3974).

from the trip on 22 July 1 9 9 4 . This recollection

I am satisfied on the evidence, to the requisite

was assisted by an entry in his telephone message

standard, that both Mr McBride and Mr Crittenden

book on that date requesting his Electorate

travelled on the Warnervale to Sydney air charter.

Assistant to make contact with Mr Murray's office
to cancel the accommodation arrangements.

The substantive charter was from Sydney to
Coonamble, Cobar, Broken Hill, Deniliquin and

Mr

Murray recollected, when giving evidence, that Mr
Thompson withdrew from the trip.

return to Sydney between the same dates. The
total cost of this charter was $ 1 4 , 0 8 0 .

Initially Mr Aquilina told the Commission he had
travelled on the July charter. At the time of giving

According to a typed letter dated 10 August 1994
addressed to Ms Elder, Mr Paul Crittenden MP, The
Hon. Bryan Vaughan MLC, Mr Anthony Aquilina
MP, Mr Grant McBride MP, Mr John Mills MP, Mr
Douglas Shedden MP, and Mr George Thompson
MP, accompanied Mr Murray on the substantive
charter.

this evidence Mr Aquilina was not able to locate
his diaries and accordingly could not refresh his
memory from them. To assist him, Mr Aquilina was
given further time to locate and produce his
diaries. After doing so, and refreshing his memory
from the entries in his diary for the period, Mr
Aquilina said it appeared he had proposed to

The letter was prepared by one of Mr Murray's

accompany the July 1 9 9 4 air charter but did not

Electorate Officers, Ms Camiile Darbyshire. It was

in fact do so. Neither of his warrants used

signed by Mr Murray.

towards payment of this charter was signed. He
was unable to recognise the writing on the

Air Travel Warrants belonging to Mr Crittenden
(S.4729), Mr Aquilina (S.4010-S.4011), Mr
McBride ((S.4766-S.4769)), Mr Mills (S.4558),
Mr Shedden (S.4719), and Mr Thompson
(S.3830), were used towards payment of the cost
of the substantive charter. The Parliamentary

warrants. Mr Murray later identified the
handwriting for the electorate name, destination
and date of travel on the warrants as being his
own. Mr Aquilina could not say how the two
warrants had come to be used as part payment for
the charter.

Accounts Section assigned a value of $ 1 , 4 0 8 to
Mr Shedden said Mr Aquilina was not, to his

each warrant.
This claim was processed by Ms Elder of the
Parliamentary Accounts Section. It was her
evidence that she relied on the accuracy of the
statements set out in the letter in processing the
claim.

If she had known that any of those whose

warrants were to be used had not travelled on the
charter she would not have approved payment.
Mr Shedden, Mr Vaughan, Mr Crittenden and Mr
Mills each gave evidence that they travelled on the
substantive air charter.

Mr McBride previously

gave evidence in 1 9 9 8 (as part of the investigation

recollection, on the aircraft. Mr Vaughan said Mr
Aquilina did not participate in the trip. Neither Mr
Crittenden nor Mr Mills could recall Mr Aquilina
being on the charter. Mr Murray said he believed
Mr Aquilina had boarded the plane but, when the
flight was aborted for technical reasons, he left
and did not participate in the charter.
M r Murray admitted that his handwriting, stating
the destination and date of travel, appeared on
the warrants of Mr Crittenden, Mr Aquilina, Mr
McBride, Mr Mills, Mr Shedden and Mr

Thompson. He was unable to say when he wrote

p a y m e n t f o r the c h a r t e r .

Mr

Murray's

on the warrants, but assumed that they came into

handwriting appears on the warrants, including

his office and were then sent in to the

the warrants of Mr Aquilina and Mr Thompson.

Parliamentary Accounts Section. It was generally

The evidence does not permit an accurate

his practice to get warrants to the Parliamentary

finding to be made as to when Mr Murray wrote

Accounts Section prior to the charter taking place.

on the warrants.

He made the handwritten notations for the benefit
of the Parliamentary Accounts Section.

(d)

Ms Darbyshire p r e p a r e d a letter to the
Parliamentary A c c o u n t s Section w h i c h M r
Murray signed on 1 0 August 1 9 9 4 . That letter

Mr Murray said he relied upon Ms Darbyshire to
draft the letter accurately. He gave it cursory

incorrectly asserted that Mr Aquilina and Mr

attention before signing it:

Thompson, among others, had travelled on this
air charter.

... whatever she put in front of me / just
signed, which is the normal system.

She is a

competent

person and there's never been any

complaints

from the Parliament in relation

her

(e)

of M r T h o m p s o n a n d M r A q u i l i n a , were
provided to the Parliamentary Accounts Section.

to

The letter of 10 August 1994 does not assert

methodology.

the warrants were enclosed.

Once the letter had been signed by him, Mr
Murray expected it would go to the Parliamentary
Accounts Section and if there were any problems

It is not clear when the warrants, including those

(f)

Ms Elder of the Parliamentary Accounts Section
relied on the accuracy of the contents of the

that section would contact one of his staff

letter of 10 August 1994 to process payment for

members. He said he believed that the Section

the charter. If she had known the contents were

would ring the Members to check if they had gone

not accurate she would not have processed the

on the charter and obtain a passenger manifest

payment.

from the air charter company. However, he could
not recall any instances where he had been
contacted to confirm he had travelled on a
charter.

Issues with respect to the state of mind of Mr
Murray and Ms Darbyshire at the times of their
relevant actions are addressed later.

In fact, the procedure adopted by the

Air charter 28 September 1994

Parliamentary Accounts Section was to rely on the

This was an air charter from Bankstown to South

information provided to it by Members submitting

Grafton to Evans Head, to South Grafton,

claims. It did not check the correctness of factual

returning to Bankstown. The cost of the charter

claims. The Section should not be criticised for

was $2,1 75.

this. It was entitled to assume claims submitted to
it by Members were correct.

Ms Darbyshire signed a letter on behalf of Mr
Murray addressed to Ms Elder which was received

Ms Darbyshire said she could not recall how she

by her on 24 October 1 9 9 4 . The letter is

came to compose the letter. She did not check to

incorrectly dated 2 July 1 9 9 3 . The letter advised

ensure that the persons nominated as attending

that Mr Donald Bowman MP, The Hon. Bryan

had actually been on the charter. Generally she

Vaughan MLC, and Mr Douglas Shedden MP were

relied on information either from Mr Murray or the

on the charter. The letter refers to four Air Travel

staff of other Members that Members were

Warrants being enclosed (although only three were

intending to travel on a charter. She believed that

processed), and also advised two outstanding air

if they had not taken part in the journey then they

travel Entitlements of Mr Vaughan were to be used

would have informed her that they were not going.

towards payment.

I am satisfied, on the evidence, to the requisite

Two Air Travel Warrants of Mr Bowman (S.41 41 -

standard, that:

S.4142), one of Mr Shedden (S.268) and two of

(a)

Mr Shedden, Mr Vaughan, Mr Crittenden and

Mr Vaughan's air travel Entitlements were used

Mr Mills travelled on the air charter.

towards payment of the charter. A value of $ 4 3 5
was assigned to each Warrant and Entitlement.

(b)

M r Thompson and M r Aquilina did not travel
on the air charter.

Ms Elder gave evidence that she relied on the
accuracy of the statements made in this letter in

(c)

Air Travel Warrants of Mr Aquilina and M r
Thompson, amongst others, were used towards

processing the claim. If she had known that any
of those whose warrants or entitlements were to be

used had not travelled on the charter she would
not have approved payment.

On the evidence I am satisfied, to the requisite

Mr Shedden gave evidence that he travelled on

(a)

Mr Shedden travelled on the air charter.

this air charter.

(b)

Mr Vaughan and Mr Bowman did not travel on
the air charter.

(c)

Mr Bowman was invited by Mr Murray to
accompany the charter and provided warrants
for this purpose on 1 3 September 1 994, prior
to the charter taking place.

(d)

Mr Vaughan had no knowledge of the charter.
There was no satisfactory evidence that he or
his office was contacted with respect to the
charter.

(e)

Ms Darbyshire signed a letter to the
Parliamentary Accounts Section on behalf of Mr
Murray which wrongly asserted that Mr Bowman
and Mr Vaughan had accompanied the charter.
Two of Mr Bowman's warrants were enclosed
with the letter.

(f)

Ms Elder of the Parliamentary Accounts Section
relied on the accuracy of the contents of the
letter received by her on 24 October 1 994 to
process payment for the charter. If she had
known the contents were not accurate she would
not have processed the payment.

(g)

Mr Murray did not sign the letter to the
Parliamentary Accounts Section with respect to
this charter. He did not write on the warrants.
There is no evidence that he provided false
information to the Parliamentary Accounts
Section with respect to this charter.

Mr Vaughan said that he did not make the
journey. His diary indicated that he was in the
Nowra/Bega area on 28 September 1994. This is
supported by Legislative Council records which
show that he travelled by air charter from Sydney
to Nowra between 27 and 29 September 1994 and
that this charter was paid for by his Air Travel
Entitlements. Mr Shedden said Mr Vaughan did
not make the journey.
Mr Bowman said that he did not travel on the
charter. He said Mr Murray spoke to him hurriedly
at the funeral of Mr John Newman MP on 9
September 1994 and asked if he could travel on
the journey. Mr Bowman believed that Mr Murray
was "... seeking volunteers and starters whose air
warrants would enable the trip to take place
Assisted by an entry in his diary, Mr Bowman said
that he provided Air Travel Warrants to Mr Murray
on 13 September 1994. He was not sure how the
warrants were transmitted to Mr Murray. It does
not appear that any further contact was made with
Mr Bowman for the purpose of arranging his
attendance on the air charter.
Mr Murray did not dispute that neither Mr
Vaughan nor Mr Bowman went on the charter.
There is no handwriting of Mr Murray's on the
warrants of Mr Shedden or Mr Bowman.
Mr Murray said Ms Derbyshire had signed the
letter on his behalf and he would have expected
her to be careful as to its contents, but disagreed
that he would have expected her to check with him
as to the contents because "she had never
checked before. She also checked - she worked
through the Parliament and through the air
charter people and her conversations with
Members and their staff".
Ms Derbyshire said she prepared and signed the
letter concerning this charter. With respect to the
information set out in the letter, she said that Mr
Murray would have informed her earlier who was
intending to go on the charter. However, she did
not subsequently check with Mr Murray that
people had actually been on the flight. She said
that, because nobody from the offices of Mr
Bowman and Mr Vaughan said that they were not
to make the journey, she believed that they had
travelled on the charter and this was the basis for
the assertion to that effect in the letter.

standard, that:

Issues with respect to the state of mind of Ms
Darbyshire at the times of her relevant actions are
addressed later.

Air charter 10 October 1994
This air charter was from Bankstown to Coffs
Harbour, to Tweed Heads and return to
Bankstown. The cost of the charter was $2,31 5.
According to a typed letter signed by Mr Murray
dated 15 November 1994 addressed to Ms Elder,
he, Mr George Thompson MP The Hon. Bryan
Vaughan MLC, and Mr Paul Whelan MP,
participated in this charter.
Two Air Travel Warrants belonging to Mr
Thompson (S.3833-3834) and two belonging to
Mr Paul Whelan (S.77-78) were used towards
payment of the charter. Two of Mr Vaughan's
travel Entitlements were used towards payment.
The Parliamentary Accounts Section assigned a

value of $ 3 8 5 . 8 3 to each Warrant/Entitlement.
It was Ms Elder's evidence that if she had known
that any of those whose warrants or entitlements
were to be used had not travelled on the charter
she would not have approved payment.

November 1 994 relating to this charter.

Mr

Murray said that, at the time he signed the letter,
he would have believed its contents were true as "/
would have thought that Camille
would have it accurate".

(Darbyshire)

He could not recall

reading the letter. He believed the fact he signed

Mr Thompson gave evidence that he participated
in this air charter.

the letter "John" rather than "John Murray"
indicated that it would have been "amongst a

Mr Vaughan gave evidence that he did not go on
this charter. O n the relevant day he attended a
function at Parliament House in Sydney. This was

myriad of other papers that have been

dispensed

with at a rapid rate". The fact Mr Murray signed
formal correspondence intended for the
Parliamentary Accounts Section in such an

confirmed by entries in his diary. He had no

informal manner indicates inattention on Mr

knowledge of the circumstances in which his
Entitlements came to be used to help pay for the

Murray's part to the content and import of the
letter.

charter.
Mr Whelan recalled travelling to the North Coast

Ms Darbyshire said she typed the letter. She said

in the latter part of 1994 but could not recall if he

that in doing so she would have relied on

had travelled to Tweed Heads on 1 0 October

arrangements with the offices of Mr Whelan and

1 9 9 4 . He had no knowledge of the claim for

Mr Vaughan made prior to the trip as a

payment of the air charter. He believed that if his

foundation for asserting in the letter they had

warrants were used it "... would be my belief that

made the journey. She was unable to recall with

I was either on the plane or had committed

whom she dealt in the offices of Mr Whelan or M r

on the plane".

to go

He did not know if his warrants

Vaughan. She said she did not make any further

had been provided either before or after 10

checks herself after 1 0 October 1 9 9 4 as to

October 1994.

whether either Mr Whelan or Mr Vaughan had
participated on the charter.

Mr Whelan's appointment book for 1 0 October
1994 contained an entry suggesting a meeting in

O n the evidence I am satisfied, to the requisite

Sydney on that day. However, a person who was

standard, that:

to attend that meeting has told the Commission

(a)

Mr Thompson travelled on the air charter.

(b)

Mr Vaughan and Mr Whelan did not travel on

that it was cancelled.
Mr Thompson could not recall Mr Whelan being

the charter.

on the journey. Mr Murray believed that Mr
(c)

Whelan was on the charter.

M r M u r r a y s i g n e d a s h o r t letter t o

the

Parliamentary Accounts Section some five weeks
The evidence indicates Mr Whelan travelled by air

after the charter in which it was asserted that

to Coffs Harbour on 6 December 1 9 9 4 . This may

Mr Vaughan and Mr Whelan had made the

have been the journey with Mr Whelan to which

journey.

Mr Murray referred. A statement was obtained

Darbyshire. The assertion in the letter that Mr

from the person who was at Tweed Heads airport

Vaughan and Mr Whelan had made the journey

to meet the charter on 10 October. The person

was incorrect.

This letter was p r e p a r e d by Ms

states he picked up Mr Murray and Mr Thompson.
He did not see Mr Whelan. A statement was
obtained from another person who met Mr Murray

(d)

Ms Elder of the Parliamentary Accounts Section
relied on the accuracy of the contents of the

at Coffs Harbour on 10 October. He does not

letter of 15 November 1994 to process payment

recall and has no record of meeting Mr Whelan

for the charter. If she had known the contents

on that date but does recall meeting him at Coffs

were not accurate she would not have processed

Harbour on 6 December 1 9 9 4 . Copies of articles

the payment.

from local newspapers make reference only to Mr

Issues with respect to the state of mind of Mr

Murray and Mr Thompson being on the North

Murray and Ms Darbyshire at the times of their

Coast on 1 0 October. Reference is made to a visit

relevant actions are addressed below.

by Mr Whelan in December 1 9 9 4 .
There was no handwriting of Mr Murray's on the
warrants of Mr Thompson or Mr Whelan.

Mr

Murray agreed he had signed the letter of 1 5

Corrupt conduct

In considering the conduct of Mr Murray and Ms
Darbyshire within the terms of section 8 of the

The definition and method of determining if
corrupt conduct has occurred is set out in detail in
chapter 3 of the First Report. Chapter 4 of the
First Report sets out the standard of proof to be
applied in making such findings.
Mr Thompson provided warrants in advance of the
July 1 9 9 4 charter. He withdrew from the charter
on 22 July 1 9 9 4 . His warrants were used to pay
for the charter. The analysis with respect to Mr
Thompson contained at pages 6 3 - 6 4 and the
conclusion at page 82 of the First Report is
pertinent. That is, Mr Thompson did not act
dishonestly, wilfully, recklessly, or in breach of the
public trust. Accordingly, no adverse finding is
made with respect to Mr Thompson and no
question of corrupt conduct on his part arises.
It is apparent that Mr Aquilina provided warrants
in advance of the July 1994 charter. He did not
take part in the journey, although it appears it was
proposed that he do so. The reasoning applicable
to Mr Thompson is equally applicable to Mr
Aquilina.

No adverse findings are made with

respect to Mr Aquilina and no question of corrupt
conduct on his part arises.

ICAC Act account must be taken as to the precise
acts done and the "precise motives or knowledge
with which they were done" (Mahoney JA in
Greiner v ICAC (1992) NSWLR 125 at 155).
In considering the factual matters to determine if
the conduct in question falls within section 8 of the
ICAC Act it is necessary to make a finding as to
the mental element or state of mind of the person
whose conduct is in question. There needs to be
an actual or at least an imputed appreciation that
what was being done was, in the context in which
it was done, carried out for a reason that is
unacceptable (Mahoney JA in Greiner at 162).
Mr Murray gave evidence that he did not intend to
mislead the Parliamentary Accounts Section by
signing letters containing incorrect statements or
by the provision of Air Travel Warrants or
Entitlements which were used in payment for
charters where the Members did not make the
journey. He acknowledged that greater care
should have been taken with respect to these
matters but that he relied upon Ms Darbyshire in
drafting letters of this type. He gave the following
evidence in relation to his signing of the letter for

Mr Bowman provided warrants in advance of the

the October charter:

September 1 9 9 4 charter. He intended to make the
journey at the time that he provided the warrants.
He did not make the journey. There is no
evidence that Mr Bowman acted dishonestly,

Well, do you accept that for you to sign the
letter in the circumstances
was negligent?—On

you have

reflection

described

yes.

wilfully, recklessly or in breach of the public trust.

Reckless?—/ don'f know, what do you mean

No adverse finding is made with respect to Mr

by reckless?

Bowman and no question of corrupt conduct on
his part arises.

Well not caring whether its accurate or

not?—

Oh well, I object to that because I would
Mr Vaughan did not travel on the charters of

assumed that it was correct because

September and October 1 9 9 4 . He stated that he

would have undertaken

was unaware of these charters and the fact that it

spent probably

had been asserted to the Parliamentary Accounts

organising

Section that he made the journeys in question.

following

Likewise he was unaware that his travel

have taken it very much at hand.

have

Camille

the - she would

have

40 or 50 hours on this,

it and writing to people
up and I just imagine

and

she would

entitlements had been used to contribute towards
payment for these charters. No adverse findings
concerning Mr Vaughan and no question of

If it be the case that Bryan Vaughan was not

corrupt conduct arises.

on that trip, as he states, then you

It appears that Mr Whelan provided warrants in
advance of the 1 0 October charter for the purpose
of making that journey. It appears that he did not
in fact undertake that journey for reasons which

acknowledge

that there is at least

negligence

in your system in you certifying

a month

that he was?—Yes, I suppose.

I don't

what you mean by

after

know

negligence.

cannot now be identified. Again there is no

Well, is there any other word to describe

evidence he acted dishonestly, wilfully, recklessly or

Well, I don't really know what the legal

it?—

in breach of the public trust. Accordingly I make

interpretation

no adverse finding with respect to Mr Whelan and

suppose one could say that I haven't been as

no question of corrupt conduct on his part arises.

thorough

M

of negligence

as I should have

is here but I
been.

In what respects haven't you been as
thorough

as you should have been?—In

probably

should have gone to Camille

written these letters myself, dictated
her and then signed them.

comfortably satisfied that she caused warrants or
that I
and

them to

I suppose one

could say in this job there's only a limited
amount of time to do certain tasks and it
probably

didn't seem a priority at that stage.

entitlements to be submitted for payment of air
charters knowing that the relevant Members had
not participated in the charters. Accordingly no
findings of corrupt conduct are made in relation to
her.
While there was no evidence of intent or
recklessness on Mr Murray's behalf, I find he

It was submitted, and I accept, that Mr Murray

acted without due care, attention and diligence in

carried a considerable workload in respect of his

signing the letters of 10 August 1 9 9 4 and 15

responsibilities as a Shadow Minister and as a

November 1 9 9 4 .

Member of Parliament. The period under
consideration was less than 1 2 months before the
1 9 9 5 State Election, which would have significant
bearing on Mr Murray's activities within his
electorate and his Shadow Ministerial portfolios.
These considerations do not have the effect of
lessening or diminishing Mr Murray's

I find that Ms Darbyshire acted without due care
care, attention and diligence in preparing the
letters of 10 August 1994 and 1 5 November 1 994
and in preparing and signing the letter relating to
the September 1 9 9 4 charter.

Section 74A(2) statement

responsibilities with respect to the accurate
accounting for his travel, but nevertheless, these

Mr Murray and Ms Darbyshire may be considered

matters go to his state of mind during the period in

to be "affected" persons for the purpose of section

question.

74A(2) of the ICAC Act.

O n all the evidence it is clear that in signing the
letters of 1 0 August 1 9 9 4 and 1 5 November
1 9 9 4 , which contained incorrect information, Mr
Murray acted without due care, attention and
diligence. In all the circumstances however I am
not comfortably satisfied that Mr Murray signed the
letters knowing their contents to be false. Further, I

Based on the findings and conclusions I have
reached above, I am not of the opinion that
consideration should be given to the taking of any
prosecution or other action against either person.

Recommendation
It has been established that a total sum of

am not comfortably satisfied that Mr Murray

$ 7 , 5 0 7 . 3 2 was paid by the Parliamentary

caused warrants or entitlements to be used in

Accounts Section for air charters using warrants or

payment of air charters knowing that the relevant

entitlements which should not have been utilised.

Members had not participated in the charters.

In these circumstances, I recommend that Mr

Accordingly no finding of corrupt conduct is

Murray pay to the Parliament the sum of

made.

$ 7 , 5 0 7 . 3 2 . This sum would have been payable
by him in 1 9 9 4 if the relevant charters had been

Ms Derbyshire was given or assumed a degree of
responsibility for verifying or attesting to the
accuracy of various travel claims made by Mr
Murray which was inappropriate given that she
was not a participant in the trips. She prepared

paid for in accordance with the provisions of the
relevant Members' Guide. This accords with both
the proper construction of the Guide and Mr
Murray's understanding of the system at the time.

two letters for M r Murray to sign and prepared and

I base the recommendation of reimbursement on

signed the letter relating to the September 1 994

the following factors:

charter each of which contained incorrect

•

information. In each case she failed to make

Mr Murray was responsible for organising the
charters, and consequently, for arranging correct

appropriate and relatively simple enquiries to

payment for the charters by the Parliamentary

ensure the accuracy of the statements made.

Accounts Section. Notwithstanding the fact that

O n all the evidence it is clear Ms Darbyshire acted

he seems to have delegated this responsibility

without due care, attention and diligence. In all

to Ms Darbyshire in some instances, Mr Murray

the circumstances however I am not comfortably

is u l t i m a t e l y r e s p o n s i b l e f o r the

satisfied that she knowingly prepared the letters

performance of this obligation

and, in the case of the letter relating to the
September 1994 charter, signed the letter,
knowing the contents to be false. Nor am I

•

proper

Mr Murray incorrectly used a number of air travel
warrants a n d entitlements to the value of
$ 7 , 5 0 7 . 3 2 to pay for the charters

•

This incorrect use of the warrants and
entitlements was a consequence of Mr Murray's
lack of due care, attention and diligence in the
arrangements for payment for the charters, or
Ms Derbyshire's lack of due care, attention and
diligence. Ultimate responsibility falls on Mr
Murray

•

If the error had been discovered at the time, Mr
Murray would have been required to make
arrangements for the correct payment for the
charters, whether this involved use of his own
remaining warrants, payment out of his own
pocket, or obtaining additional warrants from
those Members who actually travelled on the
charters; and

•

The error was not discovered at the time, and
in fact has only been established some six years
after the events in question, thereby removing
the option of using warrants to make good the
difference between the cost of travel and the
value of those warrants correctly submitted.

The simple argument for the recommendation is
that there was an error, for which Mr Murray
would have been responsible at the time, and for
which he remains responsible. It is not acceptable
that an error capable of correction be allowed to
stand merely because the effluxion of time now has
the effect of denying Mr Murray some, but not all,
of the options for reimbursement that may have
been available to him earlier.

APPENDIX 3

The name and powers of the Commission must be
used with restraint and with an awareness of their
potential effect on the lives of individuals. They

CODE OF CONDUCT

should never be used to gain personal advantage.

The Independent Commission Against Corruption
(the Commission) is constituted under the
Independent

Commission

Against Corruption

Act

1988 (ICAC Act). Accountable to the public of
New South Wales, through the Parliament, it
stands independent of the government of the day.

The standards of ethical behaviour and
accountability which the Commission promotes in
its dealings with other government organisations
must be met by its own officers. Officers of the
Commission should establish and maintain
effective relations with individuals and

The Commission has three principal functions

organisations outside the Commission,

under the Act - investigation, corruption

recognising their rights as citizens. Discrimination

prevention and public education. In carrying out

and partiality, either within the Commission or in

their duties, individuals employed as officers of the

dealings with people and organisations outside the

Commission are obliged to:

Commission, are unacceptable.

"...regard

the protection

and the prevention
as (their) paramount

of the public

interest

of breaches of public
concerns."

(Section

trust
72

ICAC Act)
The legislation confers extraordinary powers on the
Commission. Because of this, Commission staff
must seek actively to achieve and retain public
trust, if they are to deserve the responsibilities
entrusted to them.
The work of the Commission could be seriously
undermined if any of its officers was seen to be
acting in a way which the Commission itself, or

The work of the Commission must not be
compromised or affected by any personal interest.
Public resources must be used efficiently and
effectively.
The security of information and the protection of
persons working with or dealing with the
Commission must be assured.
The following parts of the Code provide detailed
guidance on how you are expected to apply these
principles in practice.

Employment

right-thinking members of the community, would
find reprehensible in any public organisation.

The ICAC Act places all officers under the control
of the Commission. Appointment is not under the

This Code sets out the principles officers are
expected to uphold, and prescribes specific
conduct in areas considered central to the exercise
of the Commission's functions. It will be reviewed
regularly, and updated and expanded to reflect
changes both within and outside the Commission.

Public Sector Management Act but is within the
terms of section! 04 of the
Commission

Independent

Against Corruption

Act 1988 and the

ICAC Award 1998. Conditions of employment with
the Commission are similar to those within the
NSW State Public Service relating to particular

The Code is not intended to be read as a set of

conditions of employment such as allowances and

rules, where each word is scrutinised for its legal

leave.

meaning. It is intended to convey in plain words
the obligations placed o n , and the behaviour
expected of, all officers of the Commission.

You should be familiar, and act in accordance,
with the provisions of the ICAC Act and
Regulations and the Commission's policies as set

This Code applies to every individual engaged as

out in staff circulars and the Commission's

an officer of the Commission, whether by way of

operational manuals. Commission policies are

employment contract, term employment

available in the library, on the Commission's

(appointment or secondment), temporary

computerised network or from the Human

arrangement or on a fee for service basis.

Resources Section. All requirements concerning
secrecy, personal and financial disclosures,

Principles

security and media contact, must be strictly

Officers of the Commission must carry out their

followed. If you perceive conflict between

duties impartially, with integrity and in the best

legislative and policy requirements and the Code,

interests of the Commission.

you must consult your supervisor.

Officers transferred from the NSW Police Service

•

all relevant Commission policies and directions
are followed

for a temporary period of employment, who
continue to act as constables, are also required to

•

the decision or action and the reasons for taking

know and abide by the Police Service Act and

it are properly documented

Regulations and the New South Wales Police
Service Rules and Regulations manual. If you

•

you have a responsibility to ensure fairness in

perceive any conflict between the legislative or

carrying out the work of the Commission. This

policy requirements of the Commission and the

means that you should:

Police Service, you must consult the Director of

-

Investigations.

take all reasonable steps to ensure that the
information upon which decisions or actions

At induction to the Commission, staff are provided

are based, is factually correct, and that you

with details of the Commission's Individual

have obtained all the relevant information

Performance Management Program (IPMP).

-

Appraisal takes place six months after

deal with like situations in a like manner, i.e.
be consistent

commencement and then on an annual basis. For
further information on IPMP consult the Human

-

take all relevant information into consideration

Resources Section. As an employee of the

-

not take any irrelevant information or opinions

Commission, you have undertaken:
•

•

•

into consideration.

not to e n g a g e in personal or professional

You should not act in any way which is

conduct which may bring the Commission into

discriminatory, and you should take care that your

disrepute,

actions could not reasonably be regarded as

to abide by the strict secrecy provisions of the

discriminatory, bearing in mind that people may

ICAC Act,

be aggrieved if a decision is not to their liking.

to make full and open disclosures of your

You must not harass or discriminate in your work

financial interests and personal particulars to

practices on the grounds of sex, marital status,

the Commission. Significant changes to financial

pregnancy, age, race, colour, nationality, ethnic or

or personal status should be disclosed, when

national origin, physical or intellectual

they occur, to a supervisor, a member of Senior

impairment, sexual preference or religious or

M a n a g e m e n t or a member of the Security

political conviction when dealing with your

Section.

colleagues and members of the public.

To maintain credibility the Commission must make

You should record, immediately and accurately,

all efforts to ensure employees have no association

verbal communications on sensitive matters, and

with corruption. For this reason, failure to disclose

inform your supervisor if you have any special

personal or financial particulars may bring serious

concerns.

consequences for both the Commission and

You should not delay unnecessarily or unduly in

individual staff.

making decisions or taking action.

Personal and professional conduct

You should be honest, but prudent, in your official
and other dealings with colleagues and the public.

You should carry out your duties with honesty,
commitment and diligence, working to the best of

You should seek a n d / o r offer supervision

your ability. Where a decision or action is based

appropriate to your position and duties.

on a statutory power, you must ensure that:

You must obey any lawful instruction by an officer

•

the legislation under which the decision or action

of the Commission empowered to make such

is taken authorises the taking of that decision

instruction.

or action

The Commission's work involves close co-

you have the authority or delegation to take that

operation between people from different

decision or action, or that authority has been

disciplines. You should make special efforts in your

given

communication with colleagues, providing

•

assistance and offering explanations for your
•

any procedures required by law have been
observed

requests and advice.

Loyalty to the Commission and its effectiveness as

information in order to conduct their duties, or

an organisation should take precedence over

those who can, by reason of their experience,

loyalty to colleagues.

provide useful assistance.

You should keep up with changes within the

The Commission is entrusted by other agencies

Commission particularly as they relate to your

with information to assist in analytical work,

duties, and with relevant changes outside the

inquiries, investigations or consultation. You must

Commission.

not access this information or use it for any
purpose other than Commission work.

Accountability
You are responsible for your own acts and

You must not use information gained in the course
of your duties:

omissions and will be held to account for them. If
you are a supervisor or manager at any level, you

•

obligation to act impartially

are responsible also for the work-related acts and
omissions of the staff you supervise.

•

to cause harm or detriment to any person, body
or the Commission

This does not mean that you will be held
responsible for every minor fault of your staff.

in ways w h i c h are inconsistent with y o u r

•

to gain improper advantage for yourself or for
any other person or body.

It means that you will be called to account for
unsatisfactory acts or omissions by your staff if they

Examples of the use of information for improper

are so serious, repeated or widespread that you

advantage could include:

should know of them and correct them, if you are
exercising the level of leadership, management

•

information about Government decisions or the

and supervision appropriate to your position.
Therefore it is your responsibility to make sure, in
regard to the staff under your leadership, that they

affairs of a company
•

what their job entails and what their duties are

•

how they are expected to do their job

•

what results are expected

•

that their performance will be periodically and
formally appraised.

swapping confidential information with officers
of other organisations

understand:
•

speculation in property or shares based on

•

t a k i n g a d v a n t a g e for personal reasons of
another person on the basis of information
about that person held by the Commission

•

providing information from official records to
any person outside the Commission for reasons
not d i r e c t l y

r e l a t e d to the w o r k of

the

Commission.

Use of information

Public comment

Commission work involves access to sensitive and
confidential information which may be the subject
of inquiry, investigation or consultation. Section
1 1 1 of the ICAC Act prohibits disclosure of this
information, except in the exercise of the
Commission's functions. Any breach of the
requirements could result in your being charged
with an offence against the Act.
If you believe that disclosure of information is
justified, you must document the details of the
information and the reasons you are seeking
disclosure. These should be submitted through a

You must not make official comment on matters
relating to the Commission unless you are
authorised to do so by the Commissioner. The
Commission's Media Policy requires that you refer
all media inquiries to the Media Manager who is
the official spokesperson of the Commission.
Except when making authorised comment,
discussions about the Commission's work should
be confined to material which is in the public
domain. You should ensure that others are aware
that you are discussing only material in the public

Senior Manager to the Commissioner and

domain.

approval obtained before any disclosure is made.

This applies to published reports and discussion

You must exercise caution and sound judgement
in discussing sensitive information with other

papers, annual reports, public relations material,
transcripts of public hearings, media releases, and

Commission officers. It should normally be

public addresses. No comment should be made

confined to those who require access to that

about any other material relating to the work of the

Commission unless permission has been given by

damage may be done if you have not made

the Commissioner or the Media Manager. If you

disclosure of an interest, association or activity

are uncertain as to whether information is in the

which may embarrass the Commission.

public domain you must consult the Media
Manager.
You should ensure that your personal views are

There are many possible circumstances where a
conflict of interest could arise. You have the
responsibility to be aware of possible conflicts and

not presented or interpreted as official comment.

bring them to the Commission's attention so that

Expressing personal views about the Commission's

an informed decision can be made about what

work which might adversely affect its reputation or

action to take. Some examples are given below,

the exercise of its functions may lead to disciplinary

but you should not regard this as an exhaustive

action.

list:

If you are aware that comments you have made

•

an inquiry or investigation involves a close

socially or inadvertently may be used to undermine

relative or work colleague, or a company in

or damage the Commission's work, you should

which you recently had an interest

notify your supervisor or the Media Manager
immediately.

Financial and other private interests disclosure and conflicts

•

you are involved in calling tenders or organising
the purchase of supplies, and you find that a
close friend or relative is one of the tenderers

•

you are asked to provide corruption prevention

To ensure that the Commission's work is impartial

advice to a government department where you

and is seen to be so, there must be no opportunity

were recently employed

for your personal interests, associations and

•

an inquiry/investigation relates to a political

activities (financial or otherwise) to conflict with the

figure or party and you are a member of the

proper exercise of your duties.

party or an opposing political party.

All members of staff have made a disclosure of
personal particulars prior to commencing duties.

Public resources

The Commissioner, in accordance with the ICAC

Public resources include financial, material and

Regulations, may also, at any time, ask you to

human resources. All should be used effectively,

disclose your financial interests and those of your

without waste and for the work of the Commission.

partner, dependent children and other persons
with whom you are closely associated.

The financial resources of the Commission are
allocated under the Public Finance and Audit Act

You must submit in writing the details of any

and officers are bound by the Treasurer's

changes in your personal particulars and (if you

Directions issued under that Act. Procedures for

have made a financial disclosure) the financial

the purchase of stores and equipment are

interests of yourself, your partner, a dependent

conducted according to Commission policy.

child or close associate. You should consult the
Human Resources or the Security Manager if you
are unsure of what matters you should disclose.
If, in the course of your duties, you encounter
information which involves people, organisations
or activities that you have or had a personal

You must be authorised to incur expenditure on
behalf of the Commission and you must adhere to
the above regulations and policy.
You must not obtain or use any stores items (for
example stationery, furniture) for a purpose which
is unrelated to the work of the Commission.

interest in or association with, you must make a
written disclosure to a member of Senior

You must not use your work time, or the

Management. A decision will be made whether the

Commission's staff resources, for private purposes.

matter represents a conflict of interest and whether

However, there are some reasonable exceptions to

your involvement with it should cease.

this rule. For example:

If you are in doubt whether to disclose a change in

•

you may use the phone for private calls, if they

financial or personal circumstances or a potential

are short, infrequent and do not interfere with

conflict of interest, you should consult a member

work

of Senior Management. As a general rule,

•

you may send or receive facsimile messages

disclosure is always preferable. It is confidential

providing they are infrequent and do not interfere

and can do no harm, whereas a great deal of

with work

•

•

you may, with a supervisor's permission, use

Commission's premises is permitted only in

C o m m i s s i o n resources (such as c o m p u t e r

accordance with the Protective Security Program.

equipment) for approved personal purposes

Where it is not possible to seek permission from a

you may add your mail to the Commission's for
posting, but you must not ask anyone to make
a special trip for you. You must provide the
stamp.

member of Senior Management to remove
confidential documents or information, security
staff should be notified of materials removed.

You should exercise care when using equipment,

Bribes, gifts, benefits, travel and
hospitality

and follow the service requirements, to ensure

Offences under the ICAC Act include the

good condition is maintained.

acceptance by officers of bribes, and the offering

Some equipment is shared by a number of staff.

of bribes to officers. If you believe yourself or a

You should be aware of competing priorities and

colleague to have been offered a bribe you must

ensure that your use of the equipment does not

provide a detailed written report to the

needlessly limit access by others. You should not

Commissioner immediately that you become aware

assume that your work has priority simply because

of this.

you are in a hurry.

You must never solicit any money, gift or benefit,

Commission vehicles should only be used for

travel or hospitality and you must never accept any

official business unless approval has been given

offer of money. Accepting gifts or benefits could

for private use. Official use may include overnight

seriously damage the Commission's position. It is

garaging at your home. Members of your family

vital that:

and friends should not drive a Commission vehicle

•

unless your terms and conditions of employment

the impartial exercise of the Commission's
functions not be influenced in any way

permit its private use.
•
You must seek prior approval from your supervisor

the appearance not be created that any person
or body is securing or attempting to secure the

if you want to use the Commission's equipment for

influence or favour of the Commission or any

private purposes, for example using a Commission

of its officers.

laptop computer for writing an essay for university
studies. When using Commission equipment for

As a general rule, you should decline offers of

authorised private purposes, you must ensure:

gifts, benefits, travel or hospitality
(accommodation, meals or entertainment).

•

you use it only in your own time

Officers who agree to speak officially at functions

•

the equipment is secure and properly cared for

should, where possible, notify their hosts that it is

•

your use does not prevent colleagues from doing

inappropriate to offer gifts or rewards. There may
their work
•

you provide consumables, for example, paper.

be rare occasions when refusing a gift would be
perceived as rude or offensive and these occasions
require that you exercise sound judgement. For
example:

Security

•

you must decline any offer from an individual

Security of information and premises is vital to the

or organisation you know to be the subject of

Commission's effectiveness and to the personal

an investigation by the C o m m i s s i o n , or the

safety of staff.

subject or originator of a complaint or report to

You should ensure that you are familiar with and

the Commission

follow security procedures for handling and

•

you must decline any offer which is individually

disposing of information and for access of officers

targeted and not available to colleagues or

and visitors to Commission premises. These and

associates who share a c o m m o n task a n d

other security procedures are contained in the

purpose. For example, you may accept a modest

Commission's Protective Security Program

lunch which is offered to a working group, but

available from Unit and Section Heads or from the

should pay for your own when you are the only

Security Manager. If you are unsure of procedures

person to whom an offer is made

on any occasion, consult the Security Manager.
•

you may accept an item which relates to the

The removal of confidential documents and

work of the Commission, such as a book on a

information, including Commission files, from the

relevant topic, but you must refuse items which

•

are unrelated to your work, for example travel

You must also disclose any instance of suspected

or sporting goods

corrupt conduct, maladministration or serious and

you may a c c e p t a g i f t , b e n e f i t , travel o r
hospitality only if it is of a token kind, and when
to refuse would be unnecessarily rude.

substantial waste occurring within the Commission
to your supervisor, the Commission's General
Counsel (in the case where the Commission does
not have a General Counsel, the Solicitor to the

Do not destroy evidence of unsolicited gift giving.

Commission), or the Commissioner. Any such

The evidence may be important.

disclosure will be a 'protected disclosure' provided

You should ensure that your partner, dependent
children and other close personal associates

it conforms to the requirements of the Protected
Disclosure Ad,

1994.

understand these requirements and are aware that

Cases of suspected corruption or

the requirements apply to them also.

maladministration may also be reported direct to

If you have been offered or have received a gift,

the NSW Ombudsman and cases of serious and

benefit, travel or hospitality you should inform your

substantial waste may also be reported to the NSW

supervisor as soon as possible. Supervisors should

Auditor-General.

then ensure that Senior Management is in a

The Protected Disclosures Act, as far as it is

position to refer to the Commissioner any offers

relevant to staff at the Commission, makes it an

which are substantial, financially or materially, or

offence to take 'detrimental action' against another

which may be seen to compromise impartiality.

person in reprisal for making a protected
disclosure.

Outside employment
All 'protected disclosures' will be handled in
If you are employed or are considering
employment outside the Commission on any basis
- full-time, part-time or casual - you must seek
the approval of the Commissioner, or delegate, as
outlined in the Commission's Private Employment
Policy.

accordance with the Commission's 'Protected
Disclosure Reporting Policy'. The Commission is
committed to ensuring that there will be no
recriminations against those who report suspected
corrupt conduct, maladministration and serious
and substantial waste. In the case of a 'protected

Approval will be withheld where the outside

disclosure' recriminations are unlawful. If you feel

employment could compromise your position or

that you are the subject of recriminations, you

your work at the Commission.

should report it directly to the Commissioner.

Police officers temporarily transferred to the

You must notify the Solicitor to the Commission of

Commission, who are required to attend court

any complaint made against a Commission officer

hearings concerning matters initiated prior to

by a person not working for the Commission.

transfer, must register court commitments in writing
immediately following notification. Officers who, in
the role of constable, respond to an incident which
results in the commencement of police work
unrelated to Commission duties, must inform the
Director of Investigations in writing promptly after
the incident.

Notification of corrupt conduct and
complaints against staff
You must report to the Solicitor to the Commission
any instance of suspected corrupt conduct:

Under the Commission's policy on complaints
against staff, the Solicitor to the Commission is
generally responsible and will report to the
Commissioner in respect of each matter. Any
matter requiring investigation will be allocated to
an appropriate member of Senior Management,
and what is proposed after investigation will be
reviewed and approved or otherwise by the
Commissioner personally.
In respect of any more serious or difficult
complaints against a staff member, a person from
outside the Commission may be engaged to assist.

•

revealed in the course of investigation work,
even if unrelated to that investigation

If, in the course of your private life, you become
aware of any instance of suspected corrupt

•

•

revealed in the course of corruption prevention

conduct, you are strongly advised to report it to

or education work

the Manager, Assessments or to the Solicitor to the

in the course of duties generally.

Commission.

Sanctions
Sanctions may be applied if you are involved in:
•

unacceptable behaviour, either in the course of
your duties or in your private life

•

unsatisfactory performance of duties

•

breaches of the Code of Conduct

•

Responsibilities of officers who have left
the Commission
In accordance with the general terms and
conditions of your employment, you must not
without the permission of the Commission:
•

knowledge

actions which can be prosecuted as breaches

serious and/or repeated breaches are considered
to be. They may include:

or i n f o r m a t i o n

gained

as a

consequence of your e m p l o y m e n t with the
Commission, or

of the ICAC Act.
The sanction/s to be applied will depend on how

make public or otherwise use any confidential

•

distribute, publish, mail or otherwise permit to
go out of your possession any confidential
information gained as a direct or indirect result
of your employment with the Commission.

•

counselling by your supervisor, a member of
Senior Management, or in extreme cases by the
Commissioner

At the end of your employment with the
Commission, you must return any documents or
items which relate to the Commission's work and

•

a record of behaviour being documented and
placed on your file

•

not being recommended for further term of
employment

•

dismissal

•

prosecution.

For example, an officer may be counselled by a
supervisor for inadvertently giving confidential
information to the media. An officer may be
dismissed for knowingly leaking confidential
information to the media.
Clause 6 of the ICAC Award 1998 relating to
resignations and terminations states employees
resigning from employment must provide a
minimum of four weeks notice, in writing, to the
Commission unless the Commission agrees to a
lesser period. Should a decision be made to
terminate employment, four weeks notice or
payment in lieu will be provided. The Commission
will not necessarily give a reason for terminating
employment. This provision will not be taken lightly
by the Commission, and is likely to be used only
for serious cases of gross inefficiency, for
misconduct or where a substantial security risk is
evident.
In cases where no reason has been given for
dismissing an officer of the Commission, you
should discount any rumours you may hear, and
positively discourage their circulation within or
outside the Commission.

which are not otherwise publicly available.

APPENDIX 4
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION
S t a t e m e n t of Affairs
Every agency covered by the Freedom of
Information Act 1989 (FOI Act) is required by the
Act to publish an Annual Statement of Affairs.
The ICAC's administrative, research and
educational matters are covered by the FOI Act,
while its corruption prevention, complaint
handling, investigative and report functions are
exempt.
The ICAC is committed to public awareness and
involvement in its activities. General inquiries by
post, telephone or visit are welcome. Where an
inquiry cannot be satisfied through such contact,
then formal application can be made to the
Solicitor to the Commission, who is the ICAC's
FOI officer.
ICAC contact details are shown at the front of this
Annual Report.
F r e e d o m of i n f o r m a t i o n procedures
Arrangements can be made to obtain, or to
inspect, copies of available documents at the
ICAC by contacting the Solicitor to the
Commission.
Formal requests made under the FOI Act for
access to documents held by the ICAC should be
accompanied by a $30 application fee, and be
sent to the Solicitor to the Commission. People
wishing to be considered for a reduction in fees
should set out reasons with their applications.
Those holding a current Health Care Card are
eligible for a 50% reduction.
Structure a n d functions
The ICAC's organisational structure is shown on
page 11.
The functions of the ICAC are broadly to
investigate allegations of corruption, to prevent
corruption and to educate the public. They are
described comprehensively in the body of this
Annual Report.
Effect of functions on the public and
arrangements for public participation
The public can participate directly in the ICAC's
work by providing information to the ICAC about
suspected corrupt conduct in the NSW public
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sector. That information can be provided by
telephone, letter or personal visit.
Four members of the public are appointed to the
Operations Review Committee, which has the role
of ensuring that the ICAC properly deals with
complaints received from the public.
Members of the public can attend and observe the
ICAC's public hearings, which are advertised in
metropolitan newspapers for Sydney hearings, and
metropolitan and regional or country newspapers
for public hearings outside Sydney. Public hearings
are also listed in the Sydney Morning Herald law
listings.
Members of the public can obtain ICAC reports on
investigations, and view most transcript and
documentary evidence from public hearings.
Anyone wishing to read transcripts is welcome to
contact the ICAC and make arrangements to visit
the premises for this purpose.
The ICAC is accountable to the public through the
Parliament, specifically through the Parliamentary
Joint Committee on the ICAC. The functions and
membership of this Committee are described in
this Report. Members of the public can make
comments to the Committee about how the ICAC
does its work and suggest changes. Members of
the public can also make such comments directly
to the ICAC by writing to the Commissioner.
Documents h e l d by t h e ICAC
The following categories of ICAC documents are
covered by the FOI Act:
•

research reports

•

administrative policy documents (such as
personnel policies)

•

general administration documents (such as
accounts and staff records).

Members of the public may contact the Solicitor to
the Commission to clarify which documents may
be available under FOI legislation.
ICAC publications produced in 1 999-2000 are
listed in Appendix 7. They include investigation
reports, corruption prevention reports, and
education material. The ICAC also publishes
brochures about the ICAC's activities and
procedures.
F r e e d o m of i n f o r m a t i o n requests for
1999-2000
The FOI requests received in 1 999-2000 are
summarised in the tables below.

Section A: Number of new FOI requests - informotion relating to numbers of new
requests received, those processed and those completed from the previous period.

Al

New (including transferred in)

A2
A3
M
A5
A6
A7
A8

Brought Forward
fotal to be processed
Completed
Transferred out
Withdrawn
Total processed
Unfinished (carried forward)

4
0
4
4

2
0
2
1

6
0
6
5

0
0

1
0
2

1
0

4
0

6
0

0

Section I: Discounts allowed - numbers of FOI requests processed during the period
where discounts were allowed.

11
12
13
14
15

Public interest

Jl

0 to 21 days
22 to 35 days
Over 35 days

Bl
B2
B3

Granted in full
Granted in part
Refused

B5

Completed

4

5

1

Ministerial Certificates issued

0

0

0

Personal

Other

4
0
0
4

2
0
0
2

J2
J3
J4 Totals

0

Number of requests requiring formal consultation(s)

Section F: Notation of personal records - number of requests for notation processed
during the period.

0

F 3 N u m b e r of requests for notation

0 to 10 hours
11 to 20 hours

K3
K4

21 to 40 hours
Over 40 hours

K5

Totals

4
0
0
0
4

Section G: FOI Requests granted in part or refused - Basis of disallowing access number of times each reason cited in relation to completed requests which were
granted in part or refused.

Number of Internal Reviews Finalised
Number of Ombudsman Reviews Finalised
Number of District Court Actions Finalised

L4
15
L6

Access Refused
Deferred
Exempt Matter

17
L8
L9
L10

Unreasonable Charges
Charge Unreasonably Incurred
Amendment Refused
Totals

C o m p a r i s o n with

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
0
0
1

n?
G3
64
G5

u

G7
G8
G9

0
Section 22 (deposit not paid)
3
0
Section 25(l)(al) (diversion of resources)
1
Section 25(1 )(a) (Exempt)
0
Section 25(1 )(b), (c), (d) (Otherwise available)
Section 28(l)(b) (Documents not held)
0
Section 24(2) - Deemed refused - 21 -day time limit expired 0
Section 31(4) (released to medical practitioner)
0
Totals
4

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1

Section H: Costs and fees of requests processed during the period.

HI All completed requests

Nil

$100

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1998-1999

In 1 9 9 9 - 2 0 0 0 the ICAC received four FOI requests
concerning the personal affairs of the requester,

Gl Sections 19 (application incomplete, wrongly directed)

2
0
0
0
2

Details of internal review results - in relation to internal reviews finalised during the
period.

0
0
0

Result of amendment agreed
Result of amendment refused
Total

Kl
K2

LI
12
13

Section E: Amendment of personal records - number of requests for amendment
processed during the period.

El
E2
E3

withdrawn)

Section L Review and appeals - number finalised during the period.

Section D: Formal Consultations - number of requests requiring consultations
(issued) and total number of formal consultation(s) for the period.

Dl

(including

Section K: Processing time - number of completed request hours taken to process.

Section C: Ministerial Certificates- number issued during the period.

CI

0
0
0
0
0

Totals
Significant corrector of personal records
Section J: Days to process - number of completed requests (A4) by calendar days
(elapsed time) taken to process.
Elapsed time

Section B: Whot happened to completed requests? (Completed requests are those on
Line A4 above).

0
0
0
0
0

Financial hardship - • pensioner/child
Financial hardship - non-profit organisation

and two requests concerning other matters. In
1 9 9 8 - 1 9 9 9 the ICAC received four FOI requests
concerning the personal affairs of the requester,
and seven requests concerning other matters.
I m p a c t o n t h e ICAC
The impact on the ICAC of these requests was
minimal.

APPENDIX 5
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY MANAGEMENT PLAN, AND
DISABILITY SERVICES PROGRAM 2000-2001
What
outcomes do
we want to
achieve?

How will we know
How will we achieve
we have achieved or the outcomes?
are progressing
towards achieving
the outcomes?

Progress towards the
1. A skilled
following targets within
workforce that
the Commission:
recognises the
diversity of the
•Women to continue to
NSW community
represent 50% of fulltime employees by
2003
•Aboriginal people and
Torres Strait Islanders
to represent 2% of fulltime employees
•An appropriate
percentage of the
workforce are people
with a disability who
require work related
adjustments
•An appropriate
percentage of the
workforce are people
whose first language
was not English

Who is responsible to T i m e - f r a m e
m o n i t o r a n d / o r ensure to achieve
that we achieve the
outcomes?
outcomes?

Consider development of
EEO Committee and
specific strategies to assess Commission Consultative
these targets and to
Group (CCG) (monitor)
identify Commission
positions to accommodate
employment of target
groups by:

30 June 2001

• Upon a vacancy occurring, Directors
review position and
position description to
assess whether it would
lend itself to being
undertaken by people
assessed as qualified who
may also be members of
an EEO group

As vacancies
occur

•Review recruitment
practices such as
advertisement wording,
advertising locations and
methods of recruitment

Directors

30 June 2001

•Monitor against EEO
statistics

HRManager

Annual Report

•Periodically review
HR Manager
policies and practices for CCG (monitor)
flexible work arrangements

2. Employee
diversity at all
Commission
salary levels and
in all
occupations
3. Pay equity for
identified
EEO groups

People from each EEO
group are distributed
across all salary levels
and occupations within
the Commission
Increase in the average
weekly full-time gross
earnings of women as a
% of the average weekly
full-time gross earnings
of men, consistent with
Outcome 5

•Encourage flexible work
practice opportunities
when advertising
positions, consistent with
needs and budget
Monitor against collected
EEO statistics

As determined
in each policy

Directors

Include in all
advertisements
where
appropriate

Directors

By 2003

Monitor trends, including
Directors
budget impact, against
collected EEO statistics and
devise strategies to counter
any imbalance

Annual
improvement
reported in
Annual Report

What
outcomes d o
we want to
achieve?

4. Retention in
the
Commission's
employment of
employees,
including those
from EEO groups

5. Selection and
appointmentto
Commission
positions based
on merit

6. A workplace,
free from
discrimination
and harassment

How will we know
we have achieved or
are progressing
towards achieving
the outcomes?
Increase in the average
weekly full-time gross
earnings of each EEO
group, other than
women, as a % of
average weekly full-time
earnings of all
employees, consistent
with Outcome 5
Separation of EEO group
employees from the
Commission is
proportionally no greater
than their representation
in its workforce

How will we achieve
the outcomes?

W h o is responsible to T i m e - f r a m e
m o n i t o r a n d / o r ensure to achieve
that we achieve the
outcomes?
outcomes?

Monitor trends, including
Directors
budget impact, against
collected EEO statistics and
devise strategies to counter
any imbalance

Review Departure Survey
for questions relevant to
identified EEO groups

EEO Committee (monitor) 30 June 2001

Provide annual analysis and HR Manager
statistics of departure
questionnaires

EEO & CCG Committee
Review results of analysis
and consider development (monitor)
of remedial action where
necessary.
Merit processes are used Undertake regular audits to HR Manager
for selection to positions review application of merit
at all levels, except for
in recruitment
acting on higher duties
for a short period and/or
when staff development
opportunities are being
considered, in which
cases merit will be a
consideration, but not
necessarily determinative
Use of staff trained in
selection techniques and
EEO principles
Increase in employees'
awareness that the
Commission's workplace
is free of discrimination
and harassment and
grievance procedures are
accessible and fair

Number of grievances

Annual
improvement
reported in
Annual Report

Report to
Directors and
CCG annually
30 June 2001

1 February
2001

Selection techniques
training for all staff

Directors

1 May 2001

Select and train staff and
management as Grievance
Officers and Harassment
Information Officers

HR Manager

30 June 2001

Increase staff awareness of
Commission policies and
procedures and availability
of information

Directors, Managers and
HR Manager

Ongoing

Monitor and report on
statistics

HR Manager and CCG
Committee (latter to
monitor)

Annually

Review existing policies

HR Managerand EEO
Committee (latter to
monitor)

Annually
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How will we know
we have achieved or
are progressing
towards achieving
the outcomes?
7.Accountabilities All Commission
performance agreements
for EEO
have assessable EEO
outcomes are
accountabilities
specified in the
performance
agreements of
Directors and
Managers
8. Information
Structured processes are
in place to keep all
about EEO and
Commission employees
associated
informed of:
policies and
•EEO policies, current
programs is
EEO priorities, action
readily available
and outcomes, and
•workplace issues that
affect them
Subject to appropriate
9. Access to
qualifications, the
Commission
proportion of employees
developmental
opportunities for from EEO groups who
act in higher duties
EEO groups
overall reflects their
proportion in the
Commission's workforce
10. All
A systematic and
Commission
equitable process is used
positions are
in the design and
designed for the evaluation of
best outcomes
Commission positions
for the
Commission and
are evaluated
equitably
1 1. Performance Developmental needs of
Commission staff are
management
identified through
agreements for
performance
all staff
management processes
and are incorporated
into unit and corporate
strategies

What
outcomes do
we want to
achieve?

How will we achieve
the outcomes?

W h o is responsible to T i m e - f r a m e
monitor a n d / o r ensure to achieve
that we achieve the
outcomes?
outcomes?

Review EEO
accountabilities for
Directors and Managers

Commissioner for
Annually
Directors and Directors for
all other positions in their
respective units

Increase staff awareness
and access to information
by increased use of:
•Notice boards
•Commission network
including e-mail
•HR newsletter
•Information stand in
library
Directors required to
record all periods of
'higher duty'

Directors, Managers and
HR Manager

Ongoing

Directors

Annually

Implement strategy

Directors, Managers and
HR Manager

Annually

All positions are designed
and evaluated using the
'OCR/Mercer' job
evaluation methodology

HRManagerand
Classification Committee

Ongoing

Analyse training and
Directors and HR Manager Annually
development agreements to
assist in developing training
and career development
programs

Analyse a sample of the
previous 12 month T&D
agreements to ascertain the
extent to which the
agreements contributed to
achieving identified unit and
corporate needs
12. Effective
Outcomes are
Linked with Outcome 1.
monitoring and
incorporated in strategic Ensure strategic planning
program
planning processes and processes and
evaluation
documentation
documentation are
processes inform
reviewed or structured to
Commission
include EEO priorities
strategic planning
All outcomes have
Assessment of performance
measurable performance against previous relevant
indicators, specific
Commission statistical data
accountabilities and
time-frames
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mm

Directors and HR Manager 30 June 2001

Commissioner and
Directors in consultation
with Corporate Planning
Group

30 June 2001

EEO Committee (monitor) June 2001

•

What
outcomes do
we want to
achieve?

How will we know
we have achieved or
are progressing
towards achieving
the outcomes?
1 3.Opportunities Identify ways in which
for employment representation of staff
and training are with a disability can be
offered to people brought to and
who have a
maintained at levels that
disability
are acceptable, having
regard to the needs of
the Commission

How will we achieve
the outcomes?

Directors and HR Manager 30 June 2001
Review and identify
positions that may be filled
by a person with a disability
and amend position
descriptions as required
changing the essential
requirements of the
particular position/s
Directors, Managers,
supervisors and HR
Manager

30 June 2001

HR Manager

30 June 2001

Provide information for
managers and supervisors
to raise awareness of
reasonable adjustment

HR Manager

Ongoing

Review the implementation
of reasonable adjustment
with staff who have a
disability

HR Manager

Ongoing

Report on number and cost
of workplace adjustments
included in Annual Report

HR Manager

30 June 2001

Develop career
development plans for staff
with a disability in line with
the Commission's
performance management
system
Provision of adjusted
Review the principle of
workplace for staff with a reasonable adjustment, as
disability
it applies to the workforce,
including position
descriptions for new and
existing staff

Appropriate workplace
technology and
equipment is provided
within budget constraints
for staff who have a
disability

1 4. Improved
access for EEO
groups to
services and
materials
provided by the
Commission

Progress towards
improved access to
Commission premises,
services and materials
for people with a
disability
Subject to budget and
time constraints, relevant
Commission services
and materials are more
accessible to other EEO
group members as
customers

••

W h o is responsible to T i m e - f r a m e
m o n i t o r a n d / o r ensure to achieve
that we achieve the
outcomes?
outcomes?

Assess the needs of special HR Manager
equipment for staff with a
disability

As required

Staff with a disability to
HR Manager
make specialised equipment
available to assist in
performing their duties
Continue negotiations with Director, Corporate
owner of building to
Services
improve access for people
with a disability

When required

Review past materials
Director, Corruption
produced by the
Prevention & Education
Commission and improve
access to this material for
people with a disability and
other EEO group members

Ongoing

Ongoing
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What
outcomes do
we want to
achieve?

How will we know
How will we achieve
we have achieved or the outcomes?
are progressing
towards achieving
the outcomes?
Within budget and time
constraints, ensure that
future services and
materials are more
accessible to all EEO group
members
Develop an EAPS
Implementation Plan to
promote availability of
material and services to
members of ethnic
communities

W h o is responsible to T i m e - f r a m e
l o n i t o r a n d / o r ensure to achieve
that we achieve the
outcomes?
outcomes?
Director, Corruption
Prevention & Education

Ongoing

Director, Corruption
1 September
Prevention & Education
2000
Human Resource Manager

APPENDIX 6

•

Ensure that staff are able to take leave for
observance of holy days and essential religious

ETHNIC AFFAIRS PRIORITIES
STATEMENT

duties as required
•

A specific staff position is responsible for ethnic
affairs matters within the Commission and to

What the ICAC does

implement this plan.

The ICAC exposes and minimises corruption in the

This will be achieved by implementing the

NSW public sector by:

following Ethnic affairs Priorities Statement

1.

investigating and publicly exposing corrupt

Implementation Plan.

conduct so that lessons may be learned and its
recurrence minimised
2.

actively preventing corruption by giving advice
and assistance to improve the public sector's
resistance to corruption; and

3.

educating the community and the public sector
about corruption and its effects and the role of
the ICAC.

H o w t h e ICAC c a n e n s u r e t h e a w a r e n e s s
a n d s u p p o r t of t h e culturally d i v e r s e
p o p u l a t i o n of N S W f o r its activities
The ICAC recognises that approximately 1 6% of
the NSW population does not speak English well
or at a l l 1 . Accordingly, the Commission will take
steps to ensure that the whole of the NSW
community is aware of its activities and how they
can report corrupt activities.
As part of its ongoing operations, the ICAC will:
•

Inform people from ethnic communities about
significant developments by translating at least
three media releases per year into five languages
or more and circulating these to the ethnic press.

•

Communicate with individuals who do not speak
English well or at all by using the Telephone
Interpreting Service or accredited interpreters
whenever necessary to respond to callers a n d /
or to establish communication.

•

Make the website accessible to speakers of five
m a j o r languages by p l a c i n g the p a m p h l e t
'Serving the NSW Community' on the website.

•

Assist public sector agencies with significant
numbers of clients who do not speak English
well or at all to communicate with them about
what to expect from public officials.

•
•

Provide interpreters for hearings as required.
Develop and maintain a directory of staff who
speak languages other than English to assist in
emergency and informal situations.

' ABS1996 Census
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ETHNIC AFFAIRS PRIORITIES STATEMENT IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 2000 - 2001
Inform people from ethnic
communities about significant
developments by translating at
least three media releases per
year into five languages or more
and circulating these to the ethnic
media

lentify the five major language
groups

Director, Corruption Prevention 31 December
and Education
2000

Identify major media outlets for
these groups

Director, Corruption Prevention 28 February
and Education
2001

Select media releases that are
Director, Corruption Prevention Ongoing
especially significant or relevant and Education
and translate these into the five
nominated major languages
Monitor response

Communicate with individuals
who do not speak English well or
at all by using the Telephone
Interpreting Service (TIS) or
accredited interpreters whenever
necessary to establish
communication

Make the website accessible to
speakers of the five major
languages by placing translated
information about the ICAC on
the website
Provide interpreters for hearings
as required

Obtain guidelines from the
Department of Immigration and
Multicultural Affairs about the
(TIS)

Director, Corruption Prevention Ongoing
and Education
30 October
Director, Investigations
2000

Develop guidelines on the use of Director, Investigations
the Telephone Interpreting
Service for in-house use

31 January
2001

Notify staff, especially those in Director, Investigations
Assessments, of the availability
of the TIS and provide guidelines
for its use
Place the pamphlet'Serving the Director, Corruption Prevention
NSW Community' on the
and Education
website

28 February
2001

Determine the need for
Director, Legal
interpreters through
investigation activities and
engage interpreters through the
NSW Ethnic Affairs Commission
as necessary
Assist public sector agencies with Letters to all CEOs and GMs
Director, Corruption Prevention
significant numbers of clients
and Education
who do not speak English well or Distribution of brochure as
at all, to communicate with them requested
about what to expect from public
officials
Support agencies in developing
materials for clients who do not
speak English well or at all
Directory of staff who speak
Determine the language skills of Director, Corporate Services
languages other than English to all Commission staff
assist in emergency and informal
situations
Place directory on intranet to
Director , Corporate Services
enable easy access

Observance of holy days and
essential religious duties

A specific staff position is
responsible for ethnic affairs
matters within the Commission
and to implement this plan

Regularly update the directory to Director, Corporate Services
reflect staff movements
Managers and supervisors will All Directors
continue to ensure that staff may
request leave as per the
Commission's policy on this
matter. Approvals for leave as
appropriate
Staff position nominated
Commissioner

31 December
2000

Ongoing

30 June 2001

31 October
2000
30 November
2000
Ongoing
Ongoing

15 October
2000

APPENDIX 7
ICAC PUBLICATIONS 1999-2000
Investigation reports
Investigation into the Department of Corrective Services: Fifth Report - Two Escapes—April 2000
Report on Conduct of Mr Sam Masri, Former Purchasing Officer, Liverpool City Council—November 1 999
Report on Investigation into the Conduct of an Officer of the Environment Protection Authority—November
1999
Investigation into the Department of Corrective Services: Fourth Report - Abuse of Official Power and
Authority—November 1 999
\nvestigation into Aboriginal Land Councils in New South Wales: Report on investigation into travel
allowance and expense claims by the Councillors of the New South Wales Aboriginal Land Councils—
October 1999
Investigation into Sydney Ferries: Dishonest creation and use of 'live' tickets by former staff of Sydney
Ferries at Manly Wharf 1994 to 1997—October 1999
Report on Investigation into the Disposition of Funds Remaining in the Accounts of the Former lllawarra
Development Board (1987-1990)—October 1999
Corruption prevention reports
Monitoring report on the implementation of recommendations relating to the administrative systems
operating within the NSW Parliament—November 1999
Report on Investigation into Aboriginal Land Councils in New South Wales: Implementation Progress
Report—October 1999
Other publications
Annual Report 1998-99
Annual Report Summary 1998-99
Corruption Matters Newspaper - 3 issues
Reporting Corrupt Conduct to the ICAC: Guidelines for Principal Officers
Section 54 Report Guidelines: What to include in your report to the ICAC
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APPENDIX 8
MEDIA STATEMENTS 1999-2000
Date

Title

1 July

Sydney Council staff $500,000 bribes cost ratepayers and the environment

2 July

Prison officer warned work release inmate of job checks and drug tests

2 July

Action needed to cut public sector exposure to corrupt inducements

8 July

Rising ICAC support reveals greater awareness of corruption danger

23 September

Commissioner Barry O'Keefe to appear before ICAC Parliamentary Joint Committee

1 9 October

Failure to control outsourcing allowed $200,000 Sydney Ferries scam

21 October

Inadequate department safeguards allowed manager to misuse $70,000

26 October

ICAC successes and public support need continued backing

28 October

Corrupt councillors fail to show State Land Council leadership

28 October

Gunnedah Councillor rorts NSW Aboriginal Land Council funds

28 October

Wilcannia Councillor rorts NSW Aboriginal Land Council funds

28 October

Brewarrina Councillor rorts NSW Aboriginal Land Council funds

29 October

Peak Aboriginal Land Council unwilling or unable to cut corruption

1 November

Senior prison officer boasted of document manipulation against detainee

I November

Corrupt officer's conflicts and secret payments posed an environmental risk

9 November

Reform of MP's allowances needs continued leadership and resources

I I November

Senior council manager's $250,000 in kickbacks costs ratepayers

1 1 November

Bega Valley visit shows ICAC more than a watchdog

1 5 November

ICAC farewells Commissioner O'Keefe after five years of fighting corruption in NSW issued only to ethnic media

1 7 November
26 November
1 0 March

Statement by ICAC Commissioner Irene Moss
Ethics and the environment have frogs hopping for joy
ICAC warns North Coast council election candidates not to "smear" rivals

2 April

ICAC investigation launched into conduct of officials of the NSW Greyhound Racing
Authority

2 May

Prison escapes inquiry reveals need for better security and training
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APPENDIX 9
CONTRIBUTIONS TO SEMINARS, CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS
Topic

Date

Anti-corruption issues March 2000

Organising

body

Codes of conduct

February 2000

Challenges for the
ICAC
Conduct becoming

May 2000

Public Works & Services Department, presentation to the
Chinese Ministry of Supervision Officials
IIR Conference on fraud, ethics and accountability in
public sector
State Chamber of Commerce

October 1999

Chief Minister's Office, Canberra

Conduct becoming

November 1999 Training session

Conduct becoming

May 2 0 0 0

Conduct becoming

October 1999

Conduct becoming

Conducting Internal
Investigations
Workshop

Conflicts of interest
Conflicts of interest
Conflicts of interest

Train-the-Trainer

Wagga Wagga - 1 day conference for General Managers
& other senior people from regional local councils
November 1999 Ethnic Affairs Commission Ashfield

July 1999
October 1999
December 1999
March 2 0 0 0
June 2 0 0 0

New England Area Health Service
TAFE (Port Macquarie)
Home Care (Parramatta)
Central Sydney Area Health Service
IPAA

lllawarra Area Health Service
September 1999 Liverpool City Council,
15 elected members of Council
November 1999 University of NSW Planning Law and Practice short
course for planning graduates most from local councils
March 2 0 0 0
Department of Juvenile Justice, Youth Justice Conferencing

Conflicts of interest
and public duty
Conspiracy between
organised criminals
and government
officials to legitimise
stolen motor vehicles:
Rebirthing

May 2 0 0 0

- 2 sessions
C o b h a m Juvenile Justice Centre

October 1999

Ninth International Anti-corruption conference, Durban

Corruption and anticorruption course

August 1 9 9 9

Australian National University, Canberra in partnership
with National Centre for Developmental Studies, A N U

Corruption awareness
session

October 1999

Leichhardt Council

Corruption prevention September 1 999 Corruption Prevention Forum
th
Corruption prevention September 1999 15 Annual World IACOLE Conference, Sydney
and civilian oversight
of law enforcement
Labor Council
Corruption prevention April 2 0 0 0
Public Sector unions seminar on the ICAC
and the role of unions
Corruption prevention November 1999 Symposium o n organised crime; New Zealand Combined
in regulatory agencies
Law Agencies G r o u p
Corruption prevention February 2 0 0 0 Department of Health
issues in recruitment
Corruption prevention: October 1999
Sydney University,Faculty of Commerce
methodology
(organisational integrity)
Department of Health
Creating an ethical
August 1 9 9 9
culture

Speaker
Peter Gifford

Catherine
Boardman
Mark England &
Andrew Biro
Mark England &
Andrew Biro
Vicki Klum &
Andrew Biro
Vicki Klum &
Catherine
Boardman
Anthony Johnson

Peter Gifford
Irene Moss

David O'Sullivan
David O'Sullivan
M a r k England &
David O'Sullivan
David O'Sullivan
& Giselle Tocher
Guy Slater

Catherine
Boardman,
Vicki Klum ,
Nick Wolanin,
John Warburton
& Grant McKay
Mark England,
Andrew Biro &
Giselle Tocher
Barry O'Keefe
Barry O'Keefe

Melissa Dryden &
David O'Sullivan
Melissa Dryden
Peter Stathis &
David O'Sullivan
Catherine
Boardman &
Vicki Klum
Melissa Dryden
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Digital Flash Memory

September 1999 Australasian Technical Support Unit Conference hosted
by Victorian Police

& MP3 Recorders
Adpro Remote Control
of VCR for real time
recording.
Elements of a g o o d
July 1999
code of Conduct
Ethical management July 1999
for human resource
managers
Ethical management July 1999
for NSW senior
management
Ethical management
for senior
management
Ethical management
for senior managers
and principal officers
Ethical sponsoring of
government agencies

April 2 0 0 0

October 1999

March 2 0 0 0

Sheriff's Office

Attorney General's Department

Sheriff's Office

How the Commission June 2 0 0 0
undertakes investigations
and Corruption Prevention

Nick Wolanin
& Peter Stathis

Attorney General's Department

Nick Wolanin &
Sue Nevin-Taylor

IRR Sponsorship 2 0 0 0 Conference

Department of Corrective Services

October 1999

Nick Wolanin

Nick Wolanin &
Andrew Biro

Ethics and managementOctober 1999

Grant administration

Peter Stathis

Department of Mineral Resources

and programs
Ethical sponsorship of September 1999
Sponsorship Summit
government agencies
Ethics - The key to
February 2 0 0 0
Office of Protective Commissioner and Public Guardian
good management
Ethics and managementApril 2 0 0 0
Liverpool City Council senior managers

Ethics for government August 1999
lawyers
August 1999
Ethics, values and
leadership: ensuring
high performance
Evaluating the
September 1999
effectiveness of
corruption prevention
strategies - what works,
what doesn't
Experience with
February 2 0 0 0
Ombudsman
Commission PNG
Gifts and benefits
September 1999

Tony Mitchell

Nick Wolanin

Nick Wolanin
Peter Gifford &
Chris Leeds
Peter Gifford &
Andrew Biro
Peter Gifford &
Melissa Dryden
John Feneley

Government Lawyers' CLE Convention
Barry O'Keefe
Chartered Institute of Transport in Australia Inc.
8 lh International Police Internal Affairs Conference

Peter Gifford

Mozambique Study G r o u p - v i s i t i n g senior lawyers

Peter Gifford

HR Professional Standards Council NSW Police Service

Vicki Klum &

Department of Community Services

Thai Senior Study G r o u p through the Public Service and
Merit Protection Commission

Giselle Tocher
Catherine
Boardman &
Vicki Klum
Peter Gifford, Tony
Marsden & Grant
McKay

strategies and experiences
ICAC and its
October 1999
approach to corruption
prevention
ICAC - functions and July 1999
operations
ICAC - functions and July 1999
operations
ICAC - functions and July 1 999
operations
ICAC - functions and September 1999
operations
ICAC - functions and September 1999
operations
ICAC - functions and February 2 0 0 0
operations
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Industrial Supplies Office Conference

Catherine
Boardman

W A Anti-Corruption Commissioner

Barry O'Keefe &
Peter Gifford
Barry O'Keefe

Philippine O m b u d s m a n
Queensland Parliamentary Criminal Justice Commission
Members of Parliamentary Committees on Special Commissions
(WA, Q l d , NSW)
Ministers and Ministerial staff
Mozambique Study G r o u p - Senior Lawyers

Peter Gifford &
John Feneley
Peter Gifford &
Yvonne Miles
John Feneley &
Peter Gifford
Irene Moss, Peter
Gifford & John
Feneley

ICAC - functions and M a r c h 2 0 0 0
Philippines Senior Judges
operations
ICAC - functions and March 2 0 0 0
Indonesian Members of Parliament
operations
ICAC legal powers
September 1999 Vietnamese prosecutors
and investigative methods
ICAC powers,
investigation and
corruption prevention
ICAC powers and
role of research in
corruption prevention

June 2 0 0 0

May 2 0 0 0

Internal Investigations July 1999
July 1999
Workshop
October 1999
December 1999
March 2 0 0 0
June 2 0 0 0
October 1999
Investigation of
corruption

John Feneley &
PeterGifford
Peter Gifford &
John Feneley
John Feneley,
Andrew O ' C o n n o r
& G o r d o n Mai
Delegation from Vietnam (20) In conjunction with The Centre for Anthony Johnson,
Bill Beale &
Asian and Pacific Law in the University of Sydney
David O'Sullivan
Four-Country Workshop on National Anti-Corruption Strategies. John Feneley,
Peter Gifford &
ICAC in conjunction with Centre for Democratic Institutions,
Angela Gorta
A N U International Law and Development Institute,
National Centre for Development Studies A N U and UNSW
Tamworth Rural Health Education and Research Centre
Port Macquarie North Coast TAFE
Parramatta Homecare Services
Central Sydney AHS
IPAA workshop
lllawarra Area Health Service
Manila, Philippines.
ICAC in collaboration with International Development
Law Institute.
National Centre for Development Studies, Australian National
University.

Anthony Johnson
(& Steve Jones
(Department of
Fair Trading)

Grant McKay

Investigation of
corruption

May 2 0 0 0

Maintaining ethical
operations
Organisational
values as a means
for ensuring
performance and
accountability
Organisational
values as a means
for ensuring
performance and
accountability

September 1999 Senior Executive, Department of State & Regional Development

Grant McKay &
Catherine
Board man
Peter Gifford

July 1999

Australian Public Service and Merit Protection Commission

Barry O'Keefe

August 1999

Australian Public Service and Merit Protection Commission

Barry O'Keefe

Department of Employment, Workplace Relations and Small
Business

Barry O'Keefe

Ombudsman's Office - as part of building better co-ordination
between agencies
Industrial Supplies Office, Drummoyne

John Feneley &
PeterGifford
Mark England &
Catherine
Board man

Canterbury Council - presentation to elected members

David O'Sullivan

South African delegation

Peter Stathis &
Margaret Brodie

Newcastle Legal Centre Orientation Week

John Feneley

MR Corporate Fraud Conterence
IIR Conference - Corporate Governance in the Public Sector

Nick Wolanin
PeterGifford

August 1999
Organisational
values as a means
for ensuring
performance and
accountability
Outline of role and
February 2 0 0 0
functions of the ICAC
November 1999
Overview of ICAC,
pitfalls and benefits
of agencies gaining
assistance from ICAC
March 2 0 0 0
Pecuniary, other
conflicts of interests
and the code of conduct
Presentation for
August 1999
visiting dignitaries
from South Africa
Presentation to final
February 2 0 0 0
year law students in
professional program
Preventing bribery
June 2 0 0 0
Promoting a code of
September 1999
ethics in the workplace
that supports the
highest standards in
corporate governance

11 1

SES and Senior Officers Induction Program

Jan Daly &
representatives
from NSW
Ombudsman,
NSW Police
Service and
Department of
Local Government
Peter Gifford

Responsibility of
March 2 0 0 0
senior managers to
lead by example in the
development and
maintenance of ethical
cultures

South East Sydney Area Health Service

Irene Moss

Research: A tool to
direct efforts to
minimise corruption

July 1 9 9 9
June 2 0 0 0

Masters Unit and Professional Short course 'Corruption and
Anti-Corruption'. Australian National University Graduate
Studies in Development Administration, in partnership with
National Centre for Developmental Studies, A N U

Angela Gorta

Role of the ICAC

February 2000

Premier's Department Presentation for Ministers Chiefs of Stc ff
& Media Officers
Two Sydney forums, one Parramatta Forum

Irene Moss

Protected Disclosures

December 1999 2 Sydney sessions (one for state agencies & one for councils)

Workshops

April 2 0 0 0

2 regional sessions Armidale & O r a n g e (joint state agency /
council sessions)

Public sector
accountability a n d
ethics

April 2 0 0 0

Section 1 1 forums (3) April 2000
presented to Principal May 2000
Officers or their
June 2000
delegates

: • : : : :

Section 11 forum

May 2 0 0 0

Secure file system &
data recovery
Software
Short course on
corruption and
anti-corruption

October 1999

Ambulance Service of NSW

Forensic Computing & Computer Investigations Workshop

John Feneley,
Carolyn Grenville,
Kate Adams,
Angela Gorta,
Andrew Biro,
Kellie Small, Aruni
Wijetunga &
Yvonne Miles
John Feneley,
Angela Gorta,
Andrew Biro,
Kellie Small &
Carolyn Grenvil
Tony Mitchell

hosted by NSW Police Service
June 2 0 0 0

How the Commission June 2000
undertakes
investigations and

Australian National University, Canberra

Vicki Klum,
Catherine
Boardman, Nick
Wolanin & John
Warburton

Thai Senior Study Group through the Public Service
and Merit Protection Commission

Peter Gifford,
Tony Marsden
& Grant McKay

corruption prevention
strategies and experiences
The ICAC - the effects Novembe 999Drugs In Prisons Conference
on the correctional system
The ICAC a n d
March 1 9 9 9
DOCS, Parramatta
corruption prevention

Guy Slater

Catherine
Boardman
December 1999 Victoria University of Technology
David O'Sullivan
(Public Officials participating in an ethics
government seminar)r)
October 1999
Records Management Association of Australia
David O'Sullivan

The ICAC and public
duty
The ICAC and the
importance of records
to our operations
The ICAC and the
March 2 0 0 0
media
The importance of
public duty
The role a n d function
of the ICAC
The role and functions
of the ICAC
The role and functions
of the ICAC
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Cumberland Press - presentation to cadet journalists

July 1 9 9 9

Canterbury Council

May 2 0 0 0

Chinese Ministry of Finance Study Tour

February 2 0 0 0

Mozambique Study Group

David O'Sullivan,
Mark Davis &
Peter Gifford
Peter Stathis &
Andrew Biro
Barry 0 ' K e e f e &
John Feneley
Irene Moss

February 2 0 0 0

Ministerial Chiefs of Staff and Media Officers

Irene Moss

The role and
functions of the
ICAC
Training to
enhance
investigative
effectiveness
Understanding the
ICAC and public
Duty - 6 training

April 2000

Executive Officers, Department of Health

Irene Moss

October 1999
&
October 2000

National Counter Corruption Commission, Thailand

Steve Osborne
&
David O'Sullivan

November 1999Bega Shire Council

Peter Stathis,
Andrew Biro and
Giselle Tocher

seminars
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APPENDIX 10
OVERSEAS TRAVEL BY ICAC OFFICERS
$1,814
(Airfares
not paid by
ICAC)
Attend meeting as member of 'Commonwealth $4,312
Commissioner O'Keefe July 1999
London
Expert Group on Good Governance and the
(Airfares
Elimination of Corruption in Economic
not paid by
Management'
ICAC)
August 1999
Papua New Guinea AusAID project for the strengthening of the
Nil
Peter Gifford
Papua New Guinea Ombudsman Commission
Visits involved assisting in developing an
External Relations Plan
Nil
Participate in 'National Workshop to Draft a
John Feneley
September 1999 Cambodia
National Anti-Corruption Plan for Cambodia'.
ICAC in collaboration with International
Development Law Institute (IDLI) and Centre fo
Democratic Institutions (CDI), Australian
National University
Tony Mitchell
September 1999 Canada
To attend Computer search and evidence
$3,004
recovery course hosted by Canada Customs &
Revenue Agency
Commissioner O'Keefe October 1999
Philippines,
Attend Asia Development Bank/OECD
$22,573
Hong Kong,
Workshop,
South Africa
Meeting with Hong Kong ICAC, attend 9*
International Anti-Corruption Conference in
Durban
Guy Slater
October 1999
South Africa
Attend 9 lh International Anti-Corruption
$9,174
Conference in Durban
Grant McKay
October 1999
Philippines
Workshop to develop national anti-corruption $1,541
action plan. ICAC in collaboration with
(Airfares
International IDLI and CDI, ANU
not paid by
ICAC)
Catherine Boardman
October 1999
Philippines
$1,532
(Airfares not
paid by ICAC)
$9,861
Commissioner O'Keefe November 1999 Singapore,
43 rd Congress of the Union International des
New Delhi,
Avocats in Delhi-session on the fight against
Bangkok
corruption and its relationship to attorney/
client privilege
Peter Gifford
December 1999 Papua New Guinea AusAID project for the strengthening of the
Nil
Papua New Guinea Ombudsman Commission
Visits involved assisting in developing an
External Relations Plan
Commissioner O'Keefe July 1999

Thailand

Participate as moderator in Senior Criminal
Justice Executive Program on Anti-Corruption
Strategies

THERE WAS N O FURTHER OVERSEAS TRAVEL AFTER DECEMBER 1999.
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APPENDIX 11
OVERSEAS V I S I T O R S T O THE ICAC
In 1 999-2000 the ICAC received visitors and provided information sessions on the operation and outcomes of the ICAC's
work to the following:
•

Thailand - Senior delegates from the Bureau of Disciplinary and Ethics Promotion

•

Singapore - Prof John Q u a h , National University of Singapore

•

Hong Kong - Dr Jack Lo, Lecturer in Management Studies at the Hong Kong Polytechnic

•

South Africa - Senior officers from the Department of Public Service and Administration

•

People's Republic of China - Delegation from the Supreme People's Procuratorate; His Excellency Mr
Zeng Q i n g h o n g , Alternate Member of the Chinese Politburo and delegation

•

Vietnam - Vietnamese prosecutors

•

Philippines - Ombudsman's Office; Senior Judges

•

Canada - Professor Margaret Beare from the Nathanson Centre for Study of Organized Crime and
Corruption in Toronto

•

Fiji - Fiji Law Reform Commission, Justice Fatiaki, Chairman, Mr Singh, Attorney-General

•

Italy - doctoral students from the Research Group on Transnational Crime at the University of Trento

•

Nigeria

•

Mozambique - Mozambique-Australia Capacity Building Program

•

Indonesia - Members of Parliament from the Indonesian National Assembly

•

Kenya - delegation from Kenya Anti-Corruption Commission.

- Major General Ishola Williams
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APPENDIX 12
REMUNERATION: CHIEF A N D SENIOR
EXECUTIVE SERVICE EQUIVALENT
POSITIONS
The Commissioner's conditions of employment are
contained in her instrument of appointment, with a
total remuneration package (inclusive of
superannuation contributions) of $337,448 per
annum provided from her appointment in
November 1 999. This package is based on 1 60%
of remuneration of a NSW puisne judge. Increases
to the Commissioner's remuneration will be in line
with those provided by decisions of the Statutory
and Other Offices Remuneration Tribunal for
puisne judges, normally effective from 1 October.
For the period from 1 4 November 1 999 to 30
June 2000, the salary component of
Commissioner Moss' remuneration amounted to
$123 393, with no reportable fringe benefits for
the relevant period.
For the period 1 July to 13 November 1999, the
total salary paid to the immediate past
Commissioner was $264 958, comprising salary
payments of $125 071 and an accrued annual
leave payment of $ 139 887. Fringe benefits
reported for 1 999-2000 taxation purposes totalled
$55 696, arising from other conditions of his
employment outlined in his instrument of
appointment, including first class travel for spouse,
repairs and maintenance for nominated private
vehicle, telephone, and security of home premises.
Conditions in the instrument of appointment that
were not able to be calculated for fringe benefit
purposes were payment of life insurance and
maintenance of a professional library.
On 24 February 2000, the Governor-in-Council
approved the appointment of John Feneley as
Assistant Commissioner on a full-time basis. The
Executive Council minute provided for his
appointment under specific conditions, including
remuneration related to the Senior Executive
Service Level 5 band. Increases to the Assistant
Commissioner's remuneration will be in line with
those provided by the Statutory and Other Offices
Remuneration Tribunal.
The four unit directors are appointed on term
contracts that include their conditions of service.
Although not part of the NSW Senior Executive
Service, their remuneration is linked to that service.
The Statutory and Other Offices Remuneration
Tribunal increased those rates from 1 October
1999.
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The four directors were appointed to classifications
of SES 1 (one position), SES 2 (one position) and
SES 3 (two positions). The Tribunal determination
also provided for payment of performance
'bonuses' in recognition of superior or most
satisfactory performance outcomes. In line with this
determination, the previous Commissioner
approved payments for all senior managers
totalling $32,300.

APPENDIX 13

Inter-Agency Fraud Committee
The Committee meets quarterly and is comprised

PARTICIPATION I N SIGNIFICANT

of agencies, both state and federal, which conduct

COMMITTEES

fraud or fraud-type investigations, e.g.

Assumed Identities W o r k i n g Committee

Commercial Crime Agency of NSW Police,
Australian Securities and Investment Commssion,

Comprised of representatives of a number of State
and Federal law enforcement agencies. Examines

Australian Federal Police.
•

Anthony Marsden, Principal Lawyer

operational issues arising during the use of
assumed identities. Identifies and recommends

Internet Development W o r k i n g Party

legislative changes to facilitate the use of assumed

Participation in the NSW Office of Information

identities.

Technology Work Party, established to formulate

•

Jan Daly, Senior Lawyer

AUSTRAC client l i a i s o n m e e t i n g s

best practice government guidelines for agency
website development.
•

Liaison with financial transactions tracking agency.

C o r r i Z e r e b e s k i , M a n a g e r of

Information

Technology

This meeting is held half-yearly and is organised
by the Australian Transaction Reports and Analysis
Centre. Representatives from the Commission and

Justice A g e n c i e s W e b Services G r o u p
(JAWS)

other agencies of Federal and State levels attend

JAWS was established to advise the NSW Office of

this meeting to discuss matters in relation to the

Information Technology on the development of the

Financial Transaction Reports Act.

Law and Justice section of the NSW Government's

•

Marilyn Withers, Manager Information Services

website. The group now meets to analyse and

•

Raymond Kwan, Senior Analyst

A u s t r a l i a n Public Sector Ethics N e t w o r k
(APSEN)
Public servants and academics working in f r a u d /
corruption prevention and ethics share information
and resources.
•

Margaret Brodie, Director Corporate Services

C o n t r o l l e d O p e r a t i o n s Review W o r k i n g
Party
Comprised of representatives of a number of law

disseminate information about issues related to
electronic service delivery in this sector.
•

Kate Pockley, Education Officer

L a w Society G o v e r n m e n t Solicitors'
Committee
This committee oversees the needs and interests of
Government solicitors and administers Excellence
Awards in the Government Legal Service.
•

Roy Waldon, Principal Lawyer

N S W C o r r u p t i o n P r e v e n t i o n C o m m i t t e e Inc

enforcement agencies. Monitors implementation of

A committee of public sector officers to promote

legislative changes recommended during review of

corruption prevention strategies through

the legislation in 1 9 9 9 . O n g o i n g role in identifying

Corruption Prevention forums and by encouraging

and recommending further legislative changes to

formal and informal networks of practitioners.

facilitate the conduct of controlled operations and

•

other covert operations.
•

Mark England, Corruption Prevention Officer

N S W Public Sector Ethics W o r k i n g Party

Jan Daly, Senior Lawyer
This group involving the Premier's Department,

FIRST User G r o u p

several operational Departments (such as the

Established in 1 9 9 9 by a number of clients to

Roads and Traffic Authority, the Department of

promote more effective use of the library

Public Works and Services and the Department of

management system, liaison between libraries, and

Education and Training), trade unions, the

cooperation with the distributors. Meetings are

Ombudsman's Office, the Audit Office and the

held approximately every four months and

ICAC meets to develop and recommend to the

organised by a rotating chairperson.

Chief Executives Committee strategies to include

Organisations represented include the National

ethics into the operation of the NSW public

Crime Authority, Commonwealth and State DPPs,

service.

Australian and Powerhouse Museums and a

•

number of law firms.
•

Marilyn Withers, Manager Information Services

Peter Gifford, Director Corruption Prevention
and Education;

•

Sue Bolton, Education Officer
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Ombudsman's Liaison Network Group
This Committee was established to ensure
appropriate liaison between similar oversight
bodies.
•
Margaret Brodie, Director, Corporate Services
Protected Disclosures Act Implementation
Steering Committee
The committee develops strategies to promote
effective implementation of the Act.
•
Peter Gifford, Director Corruption Prevention
and Education
•
Sue Bolton, Education Officer
Public Service Training Authority
Participation in review of proposed educational
and training modules leading to introduction of
National Standards for programs in Public
Administration.
•
John Shipway, Human Resources Manager
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APPENDIX 14
PROSECUTIONS AND DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS ARISING FROM ICAC INVESTIGATIONS
PROSECUTION PROCEEDINGS DURING 1999-2000
Investigation into Waste Disposal Depot at St Peters (Operation Anschutz)
Name
Nature of offences recommended
Date of action
Result

HANSEN, Don Bernard
2 x section 249B(1) Crimes Act 1 900 (bribery).
27/01/00
Convicted. Entered into recognisance to be of good behaviour for two years in
relation to one offence, fined $250 and costs of $54 in relation to second
offence.

Name
Nature of offences recommended
Date of action
Result

HARRIS, Lawrence Edgar
3 x section 249B(1) Crimes Act 1 900 (bribery).
27/01/00
Entered into recognisance to be of good behaviour for two years in relation to
one offence. Convicted and fined $250 and court costs of $54 in relation to
other two offences.

Name
Nature of offences recommended
Date of action
Result

STEVENSON, George Charles
3 x section 249B(1) Crimes Act 1900 (bribery).
27/01/00
Entered into recognisance to be of good behaviour for two years in relation to
one offence. Convicted and fined $250 and court costs of $54 in relation to
other two offences.

Investigation into Medina-Cruz Cleaning Services and State Rail Authority
(Operation Aroo(B))
Name
Nature of offences recommended
Date of action
Action

KOJIC, Branislav
Section 87 ICAC Act (false or misleading evidence).
1 0/05/00
Information laid.

Investigation into WorkCover Authority (Operation Astra)
Name
Nature of offences recommended
Date of action
Result

GHOUL, Khaled Mahmoud
Section 1 88 Crimes Act 1 900 (receiving).
1 9/04/00
Mr Ghoul's appeal against conviction dismissed.

Investigation into Acquisition and Disposal of Computer Equipment by State Rail
Authority (Operation Avtomat)
Name
Nature of offences recommended
Date of action
Action

THORNDYKE, David Andrew
6 x section 1 56 Crimes Act 1 900 (larceny by a servant).
23/05/00
Mr Thorndyke pleaded not guilty to all offences.

Investigation into Conduct of Present and Former Officers of State Rail Authority
(Operation Banksia)
Name
Nature of offences recommended
Date of action
Result

Name
Nature of offences recommended
Date of action
Result

BELL, David Brian
266 x section 1 78BB Crimes Act 1 900 (obtaining money, etc. by false or
misleading statements).
1 7/03/00
Prosecution permanently stayed as Crown unable to locate a number of
dockets that were required by the defence and which had last been seen at the
committal hearings.
DAVIES, Philip George
2,1 70 x section 1 78BB Crimes Act 1 900 (obtaining money, etc. by false or
misleading statements).
1 7/03/00
Prosecution permanently stayed as Crown unable to locate a number of
dockets that were required by the defence and which had last been seen at the
committal hearings.
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Investigation into North Coast Land Development (Operation Barracuda)
Name
Nature of offences recommended
Date of action
Result

CASSELL, Barry John
4 x section 87 ICAC Act (false or misleading evidence).
24/05/00
Downs DCJ found offences proven. Matter stood over for sentencing.

Investigation into Conduct of Officers of Department of Corrective Services
(Operation Cadix)
Name
Nature of offences recommended
Date of action
Result

ATTALLAH, Joseph
5 x section 87 ICAC Act (false or misleading evidence).
23/08/99
Charges dismissed. DPP seeking leave to appeal.

Investigation into Conduct of Officers of Lane Cove Council and Fairfield City Council
(Operation Cal)
Name
Nature of offences recommended
Date of action
Result
Name
Nature of offences recommended
Date of action
Result

BECHARA, Nazem
Section 249B Crimes Act 1900 (bribery), ssection 87 ICAC Act (false or
misleading evidence).
09/12/99
Sentenced six months home detention.
BERTONCELLO, George
Section 249B Crimes Act 1 900 (bribery), 3 x section 87 ICAC Act (false or
misleading evidence).
12/07/99
Sentenced to nine months imprisonment with additional term of three months re
section 249B offence. Sentenced to six months imprisonment for section 87
offences. Sentences to be served concurrently. Sentences to be served as home
detention.

Investigation into Conduct of Brian Zouch (Operation Dilli)
Name
Nature of offences recommended
Date of action
Action

MERTON, Leslie
Conspiracy to bribe.
26/06/00
Trial commenced.

Name
Nature of offences recommended
Date of action
Action

ZOUCH, Brian
Section 87 ICAC Act (false or misleading evidence) and conspiracy to bribe.
26/06/00
Trial commenced.

Investigation into Conduct of officers of Bathurst City Council (Operation Rouse)
Name
Nature of offences recommended
Date of action
Result

ASTILL, Raymond William
3 x section 249B(2) Crimes Act 1 900 (bribery).
23/08/99.
District Court upheld convictions but quashed sentences and ordered Astill to
perform 50 hours community service orders cumulatively in relation to each of
the three convictions.

Investigation into Release of Confidential Government Information (Operation
Tamba)
Name
Nature of offences recommended
Date of action
Result

DISCIPLINARY

ACTION

STEWART, Kingsley James
Section 70(1) Crimes Act 1914 (Commonwealth) (disclosure of information)
and section 73(2) Crimes Act 1914 (bribery).
03/02/00
Acquitted of section 70(1) offence. Convicted of section 73(2) offence. Placed
on good behaviour bond for 1 2 months.

PROCEEDINGS

DURING

1999-2000

Investigation into disposition of funds by former lllawarra Development Board
(Operation Besa)
Name
Nature of action
Date of action:
Result
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NEVILLE, Graham
Disciplinary action.
30/09/99
Mr Neville resigned before disciplinary action was commenced.

Investigation into Conduct of Officers of the Department of Corrective Services
(Operation Cadix)
Name
Nature of action
Date of action
Result

KELLY, Leslie John
Dismissal
24/03/00
Government and Related Appeals Tribunal
(GREAT) dismissed appeal against dismissal.

Name
Nature of action
Date of action
Result

TOWNSEND, Peter
Disciplinary (unspecified)
20/06/00
Counselled.

Investigation into Conduct of Officers of the Greyhound Racing Authority (Operation
Muffat)
Name
Nature of action
Date of action
Result

BRAGG, Rodney Kenneth
Greyhound Racing Authority Rule 9(4)(a) (misconduct).
14/06/00
Found guilty, disqualified for 1 0 years and fined $1,1 00.

Name
Nature of action
Date of action
Result

GILL, Ron
8 x breach of Greyhound Racing Authority Rule 9(4)(a) (misconduct).
14/06/00
Found guilty of three charges and permanently disqualified and fined $2,200.
Other charges stood over to date to be fixed.

Name
Nature of action
Date of action
Action

HOWE, Kenneth Edward
5 x breach of Greyhound Racing Authority Rule 9(4)(a) (misconduct).
1 7/05/00.
Charges laid.

Name
Nature of action
Date of action
Action

KING, Raymond Thomas
4 x Greyhound Racing Authority Rule 9(4)(a) (misconduct).
1 7/05/00
Charges laid.

Name
Nature of action
Date of action
Result

POTTER, Rodney Wayne
5 x Greyhound Racing Authority Rule 9(4)(a) (misconduct).
1 7/05/00
Dismissed.

Name
Nature of action
Date of action
Result

SARCASMO, Andy
Greyhound Racing Authority Rule 9(4)(a) (misconduct).
14/06/00
Found guilty. Permanently disqualified and fined $2,200.
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APPENDIX 15
EXERCISE O F S P E C I A L P O W E R S

1998-1999

1999-2

186

154

[An authorised Justice or the Commissioner may, upon application by an ICAC officer,
issue a search warrant if satisfied that reasonable grounds exist (section 40). A search
warrant may be sought when an ICAC officer has a reasonable belief that there are on
the premises, documents or other things which are associated with an ICAC investigation.
The ICAC policy is to obtain search warrants only from authorised Justices unless there is
an exceptional situation.)

34

24

Notice for public authority/official to provide statement of information (section 21)

15

7

193

92

3

3

14

16

10

7

2

2

9

1

Summonses to give evidence or produce documents or both at a hearing (section 35)
Warrant for arrest of a witness (section 36)
[If a witness fails to appear the Commissioner may issue a warrant for the arrest of
the witness.!
Order that prisoner appear before ICAC (section 39)
Search Warrant

[The ICAC can require a public authority or public official to provide a Statement of Information.
Written notices are used when exercising this power.]
Notice requiring production of documents (section 22)
Notice authorising ICAC officer to enter premises occupied by public authority/official,
inspect any document or thing and copy any document (section 23).
[The Commissioner can authorise ICAC officers in writing to enter specific premises occupied
by a public authority or public official, inspect any document or thing in the premises and copy
any document.]
Listening device warrant.
[ICAC officers may apply to the Supreme Court for a warrant to use a listening device under
the Listening Devices Act 1 984]
Telephone interception warrant.
[Telephone calls may be intercepted and recorded by the ICAC under provisions of the
Telecommunications (Interception) Act, provided a warrant is obtained from a Federal Judge
or a nominated member of the Administrative Appeals Tribunal. The warrant must satisfy strict
requirements under the Act and relate to classes of offences set out in the Act. Corruption
was included as a separate category of offence in 1 995.]
Controlled operation authorised.
[Under the Law Enforcement (Controlled Operations) Act the Commissioner is able to
authorise controlled operations. These are operations that may involve ICAC officers or others
in engaging in activity which might be illegal if it were not for the approved controlled operation.
An example is payment of a bribe to a public official in a 'sting' operation. There are strict
requirements under the Act and certain types of activities may not be authorised.]
Acquisition and use of assumed identities.
[The Law Enforcement and National Security (Assumed Identities) Act 1 998 permits the
acquisition and use of assumed identities by officers of certain agencies, including the ICAC.
During the reporting period, two audits of the ICAC's records were conducted. During the
relevant period, one assumed identity approval was granted by the Commissioner and five were
revoked. The general nature of duties undertaken related to covert operations conducted by the
ICAC. The most recent audit was conducted after the ICAC had received a copy of a legal advice
prepared for another agency concerning assumed identities and banking transactions. The advice
revealed that agencies may have inadvertently breached the Financial Transaction Reports Act
1988 (Cth) in exercising their powers under the Law Enforcement and National Security
(Assumed Identities) Act 1 998. The ICAC and other law enforcement agencies intend to approach
the Commonwealth to seek suitable amendments to the legislation. The audits did not disclose
any other matter which might indicate fraudulent or other criminal behaviour.]
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APPENDIX 16
PAYMENT PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
1 . Accounts p a y a b l e
Current

3 0 Days

6 0 Days

9 0 Days

7,887

145

$
1 st Quarter

280,814

10,798

2nd Quarter

70,378

13,159

3rd Quarter

87,428

10,931

4th Quarter

11,143

2. Payments on time
mount Paid on Time

counts Paid on Time

Target

Amount Paid

I

Actual

1 st Quarter

95

92

1,833,264

1,923,924

2nd Quarter

95

91

1,467,825

1,598,344

3rd Quarter

95

89

1,459,957

1,600,366

4th Quarter

95

94

1,987,565

2,055,473

t

95

nual Average

7,178

Commentary
The Commission set targets of 9 5 % and problem level indicators of 9 0 % in relation to the prompt payment
of accounts. As reported above the Commission's performance regarding the prompt payment of accounts
is slightly lower than established targets but generally higher than the problem level indicator of 9 0 % .
The Commission did not forfeit any discounts available and there was no interest charged on the payments
not made on time.
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APPENDIX 17
CONSULTANCIES
In 1999-2000 the ICAC spent a total of $48,100
for specialised services from six different
consultants, each at an individual cost of less than
$30,000. The consultants and services provided
are indicated below.
•

Synercon Management Consulting Pty Ltd was
engaged to assist in developing and evaluating
the ICAC's tender for the replacement of the
Library and Records Management System. The
cost was $10,000.

•

Phillips Fox was engaged to undertake a review
of the Environmental Planning and Assessment
Act as part of an ICAC review of the
implementation of recommendations resulting
from its investigation into Randwick Council.
The total cost of this work was $10,000.

•

Hewlett Packard was engaged to assist in the
ICAC's upgrade of computer software to ensure
Y2K compliance. The cost of this assistance was
$18,500.

•

Arthur Andersen was engaged to assist the ICAC
in identifying further opportunities to reduce
fringe benefits tax costs. The cost was $4,1 00.

•

Gutteridge Haskins and Davey Pty Ltd undertook
an audit of the ICAC's air conditioning plant
and equipment with a view to establishing a
new contract. This amount relates to the final
payment for this review. The cost was $ 1,500.

•

Dr Peter J Crawford was engaged to provide
strategic advice to the Commissioner on the
ICAC's
management
structure
and
organisational priorities. The cost of this advice
was $4,000.
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printed and average cost of each
6 Identification of any unaudited financial
statements or reports
7 Performance of executive officers of or above

APPENDIX 18
STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS REFERENCE

level 5

This appendix has been prepared to assist the reader to
locate in the report those matters specified by statutory
disclosure requirements.
Independent
Act J 9 8 8

Commission

Section

Detail

and

Against

Corruption
Page

No

76(1) Report prepared within four months after
complies
3 0 June and furnished to presiding officers
of each House of Parliament
76(2) Report shall include:
76(2)(a) Description of matters referred to ICAC
19-28
76(2)(b) Description of matters investigated by ICAC 29-40
76(2)(c) Recommendations for changes in the
54-55
laws of the state or for administrative action
41
76(2)(d) Information furnished to a law
enforcement agency
76(2)(e) Extent to which investigations
38-39,119-121
have resulted in prosecution or
disciplinary action
122
76(2)(f) Number of search warrants issued
76(2)(g) Activities in relation to educative
19-28; 42-49
and advising functions
Annual

Reports

Section

and

(Departments)

Detail

Act

1985
Page

No
N/A

9(1) The Annual Report shall comprise:
62-76
9(1 )(a) -Financial statements
63
9(1 )(b) -Auditor's opinion
9 ( l ) ( b l ) -Response from Department Head to
N/A
Auditor-General's report
9(1 )(c) -Report of operations
19-61
complies
9(1 )(d) - O t h e r prescribed matters
N/A
9(2) Treasurer's directions
1 0 Report of operations prepared within 4
Co mplies
months
11(1): Report shall include:
1 1(1 )(a) - charter
inside front cover
8; 14-17
1 1(1 )(b) - aims and objectives
2
11(1) (c) - access
9-11
1 1(1)(d) - management and structure
4-7
1 1(1 )(e) - summary review of operations
50-52
1 1 (l)(f) - legal change
1 1A Letter of submission to include:
11(a) -submission to Minister
complies
1 1 (b) - provisions under which report has been
complies
prepared
1 1(c) - if late, length of delay and reason tor
N/A
si 6 extension
N/A
1 1 (d) - if no si 6 application made, reasons
for delay and failure to make application
1 1 (e) - signed by Department Head
1
N/A
12(1) Annual Report to Minister within 4 nonth:
complies
1 2(2) Copy to Treasurer
N/A
13-20
A n n u a / Reports

(Department)

N/A

Regulations

Regulation a n d D e t a i l
Page No
4 Start and finish of audited financial
6 2 ; 76
statements clearly indicated
5(a) Major assets, other than land holdings,
N/A
and major acquisitions
5(c) Code of conduct amendments or new
56
replacement code
5(d) Matters significantly affecting reporting
complies
in 2000-01 of financial operations, other
operations or clientele
5(e) Number of annual report copies
inside front cover

8 Total number of executive positions,
comparison with previous year, the number
of females in that total and that comparison
with previous year*
10(2) Annual report table of contents and index
12(1) Public availability of annual report
Matters

referred

to in Schedule

N/A
N/A

3
complies

1

Information
required
in report of operations
to the Annual
Reports
(Department)
Regulations

-

Item
Page No
Charter: Manner of establishment and
inside front cover
purpose and statement of principal
legislation administered.
8; 14-17
Aims & objectives: Aims, services provided,
clientele served
2
Access: Address, telephone number, business
and service hours
9-11
Management & structure: Names of principal
officers, their positions and appropriate
qualifications
117-118
Significant committees and members
9, 1 4 , 3 0
Significant committees abolished and
established, with functions of the latter
Organisation chart showing functional
1 1
responsibilities
Summary review of operations: Narrative
19-61
summary of significant operations, financial
and quantitative information about programs
or operations
Funds granted to non-government community
60
organisations
Legal change in Acts or subordinate legislation 4 0 - 4 1 ; 5 0 ;
and significant judicial decisions affecting the
54-55
body or clients
Economic or other factors: Factors that have
4-7
affected the achievement of operational
objectives.
Management & activities:
Nature and range of activities
4 - 7 ; 19-61
Measures and indicators of performance
14-1 7; 55
showing level of efficiency and effectiveness
Nature and extent of internal and external
53
performance review practices
Benefits from management and strategy reviews
4-7
Management improvement plans adopted and
4-7
achievements in reaching previous targets
Major problems and issues
4-7
Major works in progress
19-61
Delays in major works or programs
19-61
Research & Development:
Completed research
2 4 , 2 5 , 45
Continuing research and development 27,37, 43-45, 55
Human resources:
Number of employees by category and
57
comparison with previous three years
Exceptional movement in salaries or allowances
57
Personnel policies and practices
57
Industrial relations policies and practices
57
Consultants:
Costing more than $30,000
N/A
Costing less than $30,000
124
Equal employment opportunity:
57-59
Achievements
57
Strategies for the following year
100-104
Statistics
58
Disability plans
100-104
Statement setting out progress required under
58

125

the Disability Services Act
N/A
Land disposal
Promotion: Publications available to public
107
Overseas visits including purposes
114
Consumer response:
2
Extent and main features of complaints22-23;24-26;27-28
Services improved or changes as a result
18
Guarantee of service:
Standard for providing service
2
Comment on variances from standard and
18
any changes made
Payment of accounts
123
Performance details
Time for payment of accounts
123
All instances where interest has been paid and
123
reason for delay
Risk management and insurance activities
60
Controlled entities
N/A
Ethnic affairs priority statement:
Progress in implementing
57
Strategies for the next year
58; 1 05-1 06
Agreement with the Ethnic Affairs Commission
57-58
and progress towards implementation
105-106
Action Plan for Women:
57
Description of Government's philosophy and
policy orientations
Key plan objectives actioned
57-58
100-104
Goals & objectives
References to further information
Performance, statistical information
Year 2000 Millennium bug:
Scope & status of Year 2000 project
Contingency plans
Independent justification of Year 2000
Compliance strategies cost
Other

specific

59
59
59
59

requirements

Requirement
Page No
Requirements under Freedom
o?
Information
Act 1989 a n d Regulations:
1. Information is to be provided in the
98-99
required format
2. An assessment of that information is to
99
be provided
Requirements under G o v e r n m e n t
Pricing
Tribunal
Act
1992:
Agency to provide information regarding
N/A
determination or recommendation of tribunal
Requirements under Treasury C i r c u l a r No
13 of 1 9 9 5
Annual Reports: additional requirements
60
Contracting and market testing
Requirements under Treasury C i r c u l a r N o .
1997/01
Equal Employment Opportunity disclosure
requirements
1. Commentary on Equal Employment Opportunity
57-59
achievements
2. Statistical information in the required format
57-59
Requirements under Treasury C i r c u l a r N o . 7
of 1 9 9 7
Disability plans
100-104
Ethnic Affairs Priorities Statements and
57-58; 105-106
Agreements
Account payment performance
123
Requirements under Treasury C i r c u l a r N o .
10 of 1 9 9 9
NSW Government Action Plan for Women
5 7 ; 100-104
Occupational Health & Safety
59
Year 2 0 0 0 Millennium Bug
59
Government Energy Management Policy
60-61

T2S

Requirement under Treasurer's M e m o r a n d u m
No. T M 9 2 / 9
(a) Number of copies printed and cost
inside front cover
(b) Index and table of contents
3; 127-128
Requirements under Treasurer's D i r e c t i o n
TD 9 0 0 . 0 1 G e n e r a l Insurance:
Report on risk management and insurance
60
activities
Requirement under Treasury C i r c u l a r 0 0 / 2 0
Annual reporting requirements
Executive renumeration
116
Requirement under Treasury C i r c u l a r 0 0 / 1 6
Performance reporting
14-18
Risk management
60
Funds granted to non-government organisations
60
Payment of accounts
123
Letter of submission to Minister
1
NSW Action plan for women
5 7 ; 100-104
Year 2000 (Millenium Bug)
59
Cost of producing each annual report
inside front cover
Requirements under Premier's D e p a r t m e n t
M e m o r a n d u m No 91 - 2 7
Requirements for all NSW Government
publications*
see note below
Requirements under Premier's D e p a r t m e n t
Circular No. 9 2 / 4
Senior Executive Service - Reporting in
58
annual reports**
see note below
Requirements under Premier s M e m o r a n d u m
98/4
Production costs of annual report;
inside front cover
Requirements under Premier s M e m o r a n d u m
PM 9 8 - 3 5
Government Ens rgy Management Policy
60-61
Requirements under Premier's D e p a r t m e n t
Memorandum No. 94-28
Changes to Procedures for Making Statutory
Rules
1. Annual reports to detail any departures
N/A
from Subordinate Legislation Act
Notes * The report complies with all requirements under
Premier's Department Memorandum No 91-27
except for that which requires inclusion, on the
front cover, of the legend: "The New South Wales
Government, Putting people first by managing
better". The decision not to include these words is
based on the ICAC's independence of government.
**ICAC directors are on term contracts, but are not
part of the NSW Senior Executive Service, although
their remuneration is linked to that service.
N/A

Not Applicable
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